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AL COTTON
How does a gay man feel at the prospect of being manifestations that arise from the same source—the
cooped up with 80 sensitive straight men for an entire patriarchy.
day? For Gary Kaupman, the decision to attend an
NOMAS's agenda (as discussed in Newsweek) inevent of the Atlanta Men's Center was not stress-free.
clude support for women in employment and divorce,
"I felt apprehensive and intimidated. I wondered, 'Will
and strong anti-discrimination and anti-pornography
my truth be denied? Will I be disappeared? Will I have stances. Their membership is small—about 5,000, 50%
to explain myself yet one more time?'"
of which is gay men, 10% women—and their national
This apprehension will resonate with many gay profile low.
men, and represents the first hurdle the Atlanta Men's
The Men's Movement's entry into mainstream conCenter must negotiate to reach its goal of increasing sciousness was jump-started by the mythopoetic work
gay involvement. As Atlanta's resource center for the of Robert Bly, a noted poet whose writing about the
increasingly popular Men's Movement, the Center fre- Great Mother pointed him toward the crippled image of
quently gets caught in the middle, encountering both
the Father in our society. As far back as the Industrial
the suspicion of gay men and derision of straight men Revolution, when fathers were first taken out of the
uninterested in change.
home to earn money, Bly argues, men in Western sociThis month's Penthouse, in addition to Gennifer ety have been and continue to be poorly fathered.
Bly's method of discovering and healing these
Flowers, features the latest in a series of attacks on the
Men's Movement. Parodies of tree-hugging men des- wounds involves myth telling. A group gathers to hear
perately trying to get in touch with their .feelings at a its leader tell a story, possibly about a King who tries to
suburban Ramada Inn have travelled from the cover of prevent his Son from seeking the Most Beautiful Woman
Newsweek to Murphy Brown to Esquire, and show in the World. The story stops intermittently for men to
few signs of abating.
describe how they relate to it, why a specific detail
What straight society finds threatening, of course, jumped out at them, and what issues it brings up. Much
is that lots of men from traditional backgrounds are myth telling occurs at the infamous Wild Man Weekcoming together to work at changing what it means to ends, where men leave society for a weekend to drum,
be a Man. It's quite logical that organizations like dance, and bond with other men. Nothing in the Men's
Esquire and Penthouse, which have a vested interest in Movement has been as viciously parodied as these gathseeing that men do not change, would fight this. And erings.
many gay men, as men interested in changing society,
are trying to find a way to fit into and support this Atlanta Men's Center
movement. How does all this connect to the Atlanta
When men discover the need to address these issues
Men's Center?
(often while in therapy), they turn to local men's centers
like the Atlanta Men's Center for support. And while it
Origins of the Men's Movement
is Bly's work that is attracting people, the Atlanta Men's
As the 1960s ended, it became clear that Feminism Center does not limit itself to the Mythopoetic Men's
would not fully succeed until men also began to change. Movement. "We see ourselves as a clearinghouse and
The first efforts began in the early 70s with the Na- resource center for men who are interested in self-extional Organization of Changing Men (now called the amination, not just for the Mythopoetic Men's MoveNational Organization of Men Against Sexism, or
C0NTINUES ON PAGE 17
NOMAS). NOMAS began as a coalition between
Photo Caption: Drumming
groups who understood homophobia and sexism as
at an Atlanta Men's Center retreat
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Atlanta—Reports that Georgia Senator Sam Nunn
forced at least two staff members to resign because of
their sexual orientation in the early 1980s has sparked
grumbling in the gay and lesbian community, especially as Nunn's name is frequently mentioned as a
possible Secretary of Defense under President Bill
Clinton.
It's not the first time reports of Nunn's treatment of
gay staffers has surfaced—in 1988, when Nunn was
considered a possible vice presidential candidate with
Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis, several newspapers, including Southern Voice, investigated the reports, but the staff members involved declined to go public. Nunn's office refused to comment

at that time, but a statement released to the Philadelphia
Gay News in May 1988 said that certain firings had
involved "security clearance procedures."
Late last month, the Washington Blade reported
that two staffers—Greg Baldwin and Ralph White, Jr.,
both attorneys—were forced to resign by Sen. Nunn, in
1981 and 1982, respectively, after he learned they were
gay-

"He said, 'I don't want to fire you or officially ask
for your resignation. But I think it would be best if you
go look for another job,'" Baldwin told the Blade. Nunn
was then a member, and is now chair, of the Senate
Armed Services Committee.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 15
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At Hennessy we've put the
customer first since 1964.
Twenty eight years ago, Hennessy made a firm commitment to be Atlanta's
leader in automotive sales, service and leasing. As our product line has
grown, so has our reputation for taking care of our customers. When you
purchase or lease a vehicle from us, we think of it as the beginning of a
lasting relationship. Our courteous, knowledgeable sales people want to
make your visit a pleasant shopping experience. When you bring your
automobile back to Hennessy for scheduled maintenance or repair, you'll
see us at our best. Whether you're looking for a luxury sedan, sports coupe,
off-road vehicle, family wagon or work/utility vehicle, we have Atlanta's best
selection. Remember the friendly faces at Hennessy in your search for a dedicated
car dealer, and visit one of our convenient locations soon. At Hennessy, you'll
see a difference!
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Gov. Miller
authorizes
$150,000 for AZT
emergency fund
700 people on program, and those
on waiting list, assured of needed
medication through February
Atlanta—Governor Zell Miller has released
over $150,000 from his emergency fund to
provide AZT for poor and uninsured AIDS
patients through February. Georgia's program

Jeff Graham of ACT UP, along with other
ACT UP members and NAPWA members,
protested the lack of funding for AZT for
indigent persons on World AIDS Day in
front of the state capitol.

QfVi members allowed
to attend Cracker
Barrel stockholder's
meeting
CEO Dan Evins hints at talk to
discuss issue but doesn't deliver
Lebanon, 77V—Six members of Queer Nation/Atlanta who own stock in Cracker Barrel
Old Country Stores Inc. attended that
company's annual stockholders meeting on
Nov. 24 unhindered by Cracker Barrel officials. The Tennessee-based restaurant chain
promised a Tennessee judge it would not interfere with the QN shareholders' rights to
attend the meeting, in stark contrast to last
year's annual meeting when CB officials delayed the gay shareholders' entrance into the
meeting until near the end.
Queer Nation members and other gay activists across the country began buying stock
in the company as a part of the continuing
protest against the firings of at least seventeen
gay employees since early 1991.
At the stockholders meeting, company
CEO Dan Evins twice spoke with Queer Nation co-chair Lynn Cothren, asking Cothren to
call to set up a meeting to discuss the issue.
But Evins' office has not returned Cothren's
calls.
"He spoke to me before and after the meeting and seemed ready to talk," said Cothren.
"ButT really think he was scared we were
going to disrupt the meeting."
In early 1991, Cracker Barrel issued a
policy stating that the company would not employee gays. After the policy was made public
by Southern Voice, Evins rescinded the company-wide policy, and left the issue to be decided on a store-by-store basis. None of the
fired employees were rehired, however, and
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had run out of money earlier this fall, but a
rebate from AZT's manufacturer kept the program going to the end of the year.
The $158,000 from Miller's discretionary
fund will allow the Department of Human
Resources to provide AZT free of charge to
the 700 people already on the program, as
well as people on the waiting list for the drug,
said DHR Infectious Disease Unit head Dr.
Joe Wilbur.
"We want people to know that if they've
heard the program is closed, it's open again,"
he said. "We're taking new patients now."
At the opening of the 1993 Georgia General Assembly session, the legislature is expected to take up a supplemental request for
$700,000, enough money to fund the AZT
program until April, when federal dollars from
the Ryan White Care Act will again roll in.
Additionally, DHR officials will ask the legislature to include the program in the state's
annual budget.
The governor's move came the day after
World AIDS Day, and activists, who have
been pressing the state to come up with the
money to continue the program for months,
were pleased but concerned with the length of
time it took.
"I certainly applaud Gov. Miller for doing
this," said ACT UP/Atlanta's Jeff Graham,
"but once again I've got to ask why did it take
so long? It's ridiculous that we have to take to
the streets each and every time something like
this comes up."
Graham also said he would be watching
the legislature closely in next year's session.
"In dealing with the state of Georgia, I
don't believe anything until I see it," he said.
"Putting it on the budget is one thing, but will
it be properly funded? And will they commit
to increasing it as the demand increases?"
KC WILDM00N

some were fired after the policy was rescinded.
"He says the issue is over, that it's a dead
issue," Cothren said. "But it's not a dead issue
to the people involved in [the protest coalition], it's not a dead issue to the seventeen
fired employees, and it's not a dead issue to
Queer Nation."
Some major company stockholders, including the New York City Employee's Retirement Fund and the New York Teachers'
Retirement Fund, have joined QN's attempts
to persuade the company to adopt a non-discrimination policy that includes sexual orientation and to pay restitution to fired employees. At last year's annual meeting, the New
York City Comptroller's office, which controls the city employee fund, proposed just
such a non-discrimination policy to be voted
on at this year's meeting. That attempt to
change the policy came to naught, however,
when the federal Securities and Exchange
Commission sided with Cracker Barrel last
month, ruling that the issue concerned day to
day operations and need not be brought before the stockholders.
KC WILDM00N

NOTICE
If you are having trouble getting through
to the sex education hotline you can write a
letter expressing your thoughts. The committee is receiving many more calls and letters against, than it receives in favor of, the
proposed sex ed program that suggests beginning AIDS education at an earlier grade,
and discussion of homosexuality in neutral
terms. Let them know how you feel. Write
to: Ad Hoc Committee on Sex Education
c/o Ga. Bd. of Education
PO Box 347040
Atlanta, GA 30334
The hotline number is (404) 656-2446.

Christian gays angry
over rebuff by Nat'l
Council of Churches
New York—Angry lesbian and gay Christians demonstrated on the floor of the National
Council of Churches (NCC) meeting in Cleveland on Nov. 13 after NCC's General Board
rejected the application of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches
(UFMCC) for observer status by a vote of 9081. UFMCC applied for observer status, which
confers only the opportunity to attend meetings and speak with the chair's permission, in
May, 1992.
"It's easier to get into heaven than into the
NCC," said the Rev. Elder Nancy Wilson of
Los Angeles, Ecumenical Officer for UFMCC,
who was invited to the dias to speak after the
vote.
"We have come to this point after 11 years

Cleveland in conjunction with the NCC meeting.
The vote came nine months after Orthodox
churches resumed ties with the NCC after a 10month split to protest liberal positions of the
council and member denominations on homosexuality and other issues.
Somewhat surprisingly, the NCC General
Board reinforced its 1973 commitment to "civil
rights without discrimination as to affectional
or sexual preference" by passing a resolution
condemning the approval of Amendment 2 to
the Colorado State constitution. They further
encouraged "the leaders of each member communion and their public policy and advocacy
offices to work for civil rights for all people."
After the meeting, Elder Wilson rejected
the NCC Membership Committee's recommendation that talks continue between the council
and UFMCC, saying there would be no point to
such talks after die church had been so severely
rebuffed.
In its written statement, UFMCC said, "By

Rev. Syngham Rhee (left with glasses), NCC President and Rev. Joan Campbell
(glasses), NCC Executive Director, meet with the leadership of the Metropolitan
Community Churches.
of relationship with you," she continued. "And
now we have had to endure this experience of
hearing you have a conversation about us, but
not with us."
The vote touched off an emotional demonstration by UFMCC members, as well as by
members of gay and lesbian caucuses from
denominations that already belong to the Council and from other non-member denominations.
Leaders from these groups were meeting in

not recognizing us today as observers, the NCC
and its members have taken an unprecedented
action to try to deny our very existence. The
NCC took its actions in order to preserve the
unity of their organization. The result is not
Christian unity but unholy and false unity."
UFMCC originally applied for membership
in NCC in 1983, and threats of a pullout by
Orthodox churches were largely responsible for
a decision to table that application.

Police fired for
botching Dahmer
investigation

in Milwaukee County and one in Ohio. Police
who eventually searched his apartment found
human heads, torsos and skulls inside.
Police Chief Philip Arreola fired the officers Sept. 6,1991, saying they disregarded procedure, including filing reports that would have
alerted authorities that Dahmer had a sex-crime
history.
The officers' attorney, Ken Murray, said
they were "scapegoats" for a police administration that didn't have the "guts or courage to
take the heat." He said he would appeal.
But Catherine Lacy, whose son Oliver was
Dahmer's 16th victim, said she wasn't "doubting that they were good police officers, but
they did not do their job."
Dahmer, 32, told police the officers accepted his explanation that the boy was his
adult lover and had gotten drunk, and complaints by black neighbors about the officers'
decision to leave were disregarded.
Transcripts also showed the officers joked
about the incident during police radio transmissions.
Art Murchison, a counselor to victim relatives, said the decision "gave a strong message
to the city of Milwaukee, black and white,
Catholic or whatever, gay and straight, to put
aside the prejudices."
ANTHONY SHAD1D

Two patrolmen returned 14 year
old victim to serial killer's home
Milwaukee (AP)—The city was right to
refuse to rehirc two patrolmen who left a
drugged, naked boy with serial killer Jeffrey
L. Dahmer, because the men simply failed in
their duty, say relatives of Dahmer's victims.
"They didn't do their jobs so they deserve
to be fired," said Shirley Hughes, whose son
Anthony was Dahmer's 12th victim.
His remains were in Dahmer's bedroom
and undetected by the officers who went to
Dahmer's apartment May 27,1991.
Joseph Gabrish, 29, and John Balcerzak,
35, had pleaded guilty to an administrative
charge that they failed to investigate when
they encountered Konerak Sinthasomphone,
14, naked and incoherent outside Dahmer's
apartment.
After his arrest two months later, Dahmer
confessed to killing the boy hours after the
officers left the two alone.
He is serving life in prison for 15 killings
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Gay rights foe mounts drive against
cable television programs in Tampa
Tampa, FL (AP)—A man who helped reverse Tampa's gay rights law is taking aim at
cable television programming after a viewer,
shocked at seeing a man strip and fondle himself, found there was nothing she could do
about it.
David Caton, Florida director of the American Family Association, wrote to the
Hillsborough County Commission last week
asking that something be done about public
access television.
"Our hands arc tied," said Roger Hollcgcr
of Jones Intcrcable. "We're unable to offer
any kind of censorship whatsoever."
Caton, who led a successful Nov. 3 referendum drive that reversed a ban on discrimination based on sexual orientation, said he
would mount a letter-writing campaign.
Late one night when Lee McCanless
couldn't sleep, she switched on the television
and flipped through the channels. She stumbled
across a video performer taking off all his
clothes and fondling himself. So incensed that

this was in her living room, she wrote a complaint to the county commission, contacted
her cable TV company and spoke with Caton.
Hollcgcr said he met with state prosecutors to sec if anything could be done, but they
determined that the shows did not violate community standards for obscenity.
But that may change next year, when new
rules governing cable television take effect,
Hollcgcr said. As part of the rewrite of cable
regulations, Congress gave the Federal Communications Commission power to regulate
content on public access channels. But the
FCC hasn't written new rules, and it will be
months before it docs.
Holleger says adult-oriented programing
accounts for only 5 percent of what is broadcast on the public access channels.
Cable TV customers can ask their cable
company to block out the public access channel. Some companies do that free, others
charge.

TN boy who was taunted by
schoolmates dies of AIDS

fected blood after abducting her to Alabama.
Boatwright was fleeing deputies when he
crashed his vehicle into a ditch last Saturday
night, then got out threatening to kill himself.
He walked across the street to the small
shopping center. Officers failed to persuade
him to surrender.
Boatwright tested positive for AIDS more
than two years ago but didn't know how he
had contracted the virus, his brothers said.
They said he was an intravenous drug user
and remained promiscuous after finding out
he was HIV positive.
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If you are terminally ill, do
you know what your most
valuable asset may be?
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YOUR LIFE
INSURANCE
POLICY!
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VIATICAL ASSISTANCE
CORPORATION IS A TRULY
CARING COMPANYTHAT
SPECIALIZES IN HELPING
PEOPLE LIKE YOU.

GIVE US A TRY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 18 and 19
at the GRADY HIGH THEATRE
Tickets $10 in advance, and are
available at The Boy Next Door,
Charis Books and More and
Brushstrokes.
For more information, call 977-6310.

VIATICAL
ASSISTANCE
CORPORATION
"a financial alternative... "

1-800-892-1282
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Red Boiling Springs, TN(AP)—Family and
friends have bid good-bye to Robert Doyle
Hatcher, a young hemophiliac who died last
week of complications from AIDS.
Hatcher died at the age of 15, a little more
than three years after he contracted AIDS during a blood transfusion.
More than 150 people attended an overflow service at a local funeral parlor.
"The world is hard and life is bitter, there
is hope for heaven," said the Rev. Steve Bode,
a former pastor at Red Boiling Springs' First
Baptist Church.
No mention was made of Hatcher's illness
or the painful discrimination the boy said he
received from school classmates.
Two weeks ago, Hatcher told reporters
that schoolmates threw rocks at him, tripped
him on the bus and left him out of games
because of his illness.
"They just, I guess, didn't understand or
something," he said eight days before dying in
Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Men and women of all ages, including
some of Hatcher's schoolmates, attended services at Anderson and Son Funeral Home.
They later joined in a 60-car procession to the
Smith Chapel Cemetery on the outskirts of
town.
Robert's fate caught the attention of several country music stars. Tanya Tucker, Lorrie
Morgan, Holly Dunn, and Rudy Gatlin all
visited Hatcher while he was in the hospital.
"He- was well loved by many people,'"
said Danny McCaleb, a relative.

FL man injects girlfirend
with HIV+ blood, kills self
Pensacola, FL (AP)—An AIDS-infectcd
parolee raped and injected his ex-girlfriend
with his blood, then fatally shot himself.
A day before his 32nd birthday, Terry
Boatwright put a 9 mm pistol to his chest and
pulled the trigger, ending a 45-minute standoff with police in a shopping center parking
lot.
Terry Boatwright, who had been suicidal
most of his life, took 20 to 30 tablets of the
tranquilizer Valium just hours before his death,
his brothers said last Sunday.
"All he wanted to do was start over with a
new life, but he couldn't. No one would ever
let him forget about his past," said half-brother
Johnny Schumer, 24.
Escambia County sheriff's deputies were
attempting to arrest Boatwright a day after a
former girlfriend charged him with raping her
and using a syringe to inject her with his in-

Charlotte plans gay
library/cafe
Charlotte, NC—Plans are underway to
open a gay and lesbian library in Charlotte,
according to Q-Notes, a Charlotte gay newspaper.
A non-profit corporation has been established to operate Collections Library and Cafe,
which the four-member board hopes will increase the understanding of gays and lesbians
by the general public as well as provide support and information to gays and lesbians.
According to promotional material, "the library project is dedicated to and in support of
gays and lesbians who struggle daily to live
happy productive lives in spite of the magnitude of oppression, and who desire a non-bar
atmosphere in which to socialize and improve
the quality of life."
The location of the library will depend
upon how much money is raised between now
and next spring. Donations of books, tapes
and money arc now being accepted. To make
a donation call Ruth Derrow at (704) 3667465.

Lack of interest kills
Charlotte political group
Charlotte, NC—Charlotte's four year old
political action group, First Tuesday, will close
shop early next year because of a lack of
active participation.
Q-Notes reported in late October that the
First Tuesday board had only two members,
and efforts to recruit more members had been
unsuccessful.
Board member Darryl Logsdon told QNotes that a proliferation of new organizations in the Charlotte area meant less participation. "We're cutting the pie into smaller
pieces," he said.
The other remaining board member, Don
King, said that funds would be retained to
continue the project which documents antigay discrimination.
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Powell Doesn't See Mass Exodus If Gay Ban Lifted: Gen.
Colin Powell, chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, says lifting the ban on gays in the U.S.
military would not "break the force" or cause mass resignations. Powell told students at
American University last week that he supports the ban, but the military is "struggling how
best to handle that" if the ban is lifted, as President-elect Clinton has pledged to do. "I hope
we can keep some of the emotionalism out of this issue until we have time for a full debate,
and I think that will take place early next year," Powell said. Powell, who is black, told
students that he gets "testy" when people compare the integration of blacks into the military
with the gay issues. "I need no lectures" on the history of blacks in the military, he said.
K-Mart Does Not Discriminate: A letter to Kansas City's Tax Increment Financing
commission indicates that K-mart Corporation has a non-discrimination policy based on
sexual orientation, according to a report in the Lesbian-Gay News-Telegraph. "[K-Mart]
does not discriminate against persons because of their sexual preference," said the letter,
signed by vice-president Peter Palmer on October 20. The letter was sent to the commission
as part of a contract bidding process between K-Mart and Wal-Mart for the right to develop
a tract in the heart of Kansas City's lesbian/gay community.

Clncy City Council Passes Gay Rights Ordtaance: The Cincinnati City Council has
voted to enact a law to protect gays and others from discrimination in housing, public
accommodations and employment. Councilman David Mann, the Democratic congressman-elect from Ohio's 1st District, voted against it. "It's going to, I'm sure, result in a ballot
issue and a very destructive year in our community," he said. Charles Winburn, director of
the conservative New Wave 2000 coalition, also condemned the vote. "This is a sex
ordinance. It's a sex manual, and I don't think it has any place in the chambers of City Hall,"
he said. "It's anti-family, it's anti-business and it's definitely anti-God."

Transsexual Republican Wins Seat In Mass. House: The Boston Herald reported
that 52-year-old Republican Althea Garrison, who was elected last month to the Massachusetts House of Representatives, was formerly a male known as A.C. Garson. According to
Suffolk County Probate Court records, Garrision changed her name in May 1976. The
Boston paper reported that Garrision had been a frequent candidate for the legislature, finally
defeating Democrat Irene Roman this year.
Lockheed Protects Gays: High Tech Gays newsletter reported last month that Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company has added sexual orientation to its non-discrimination policy.
The newsletter reported that a gay employee group had been in negotiations with the
company for some time, and that the company made the move after the California Assembly
passed AB-2601, which prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation.

g Miss America Faces Criticism For Paid AIDS
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Appearance: AIDS activists are concerned that a
$1200 fee paid to Miss America Leanza Comett
would be better spent on services for people with
AIDS. Cornett received the payment from the New
York State Museum in Albany for an appearance at
the museum's display of 800 panels of the Names
Project QuilL "Does she need $1200 to do that
when people are struggling and lacking medical
services and lacking decent, affordable housing?"
asked AIDS activist Steve Baratta. Cornett said she
would donate some of the fee to help AIDS patients, but declined to say how much.

MN Organization Forms To Oppose Gay
Rights: A new organization called Traditional Values Coalition of Minnesota will oppose efforts to
expand the state's anti-discrimination law to protect gays and lesbians, a spokesman for the group says. "We are building a grassroots
movement to stop any attempt to add 'sexual orientation' to the Minnesota Human Rights
statutes," said Michel Chisum of St. Paul. Sen. Allan Spear, DFL-Minneapolis, who has
authored gay rights legislation in the past, said an aggressive effort will be made next year to
amend the Minnesota Human Rights Act to outlaw discrimination against gays and lesbians.

NY Neighbojkood School Board Suspended For Refusal To Ose Gay-Positive
CurriCUlumTNY Schools Chancellor Joseph Fernandez has suspended the Queens District
24 school board because its members refused to adopt a curriculum that required teaching
respect and tolerance for gays and lesbians. "I am truly saddened that we have come to this,"
Fernandez said. "Saddened by the irony that teaching children the fourth 'R,' respect for
their neighbors and themselves, has brought on the hateful condemnations" of recent
months. Fernandez has appointed a substitute board, and ordered them to meet with parents
and teachers to agree on a curriculum that includes lessons about gays. The suspended beard
has vowed to appeal.
Government Agencies Fight In Court Over Gay Marriage: Two DC government
agencies are fighting each other in court over the right of a gay couple to marry. The DC
corporation counsel, the district government's top lawyer, has argued that the city's marriage
bureau acted correctly when it refused to issue a license to two men. The district's Human
Rights Commission contends that the bureau violated the DC Human Rights Act by discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation. The Commission has filed a brief in a lawsuit
brought against the city by the two men, and the corporation counsel's office has asked the
DC Court of Appeals to throw out the brief.

Judge Allows AIDS Patient Survivors To Sue Ex-Lover: in a ground-breaking case,
the parents of a man who died of AIDS are suing their son's ex-lover for allegedly infecting
him, according to the New York Post. Justice Louis Sangiorgio of the New York state
Supreme Court on Staten Island ruled that the parents of Anthony Blanco, who died in Sept.
1990, can sue his ex-lover, John Sullivan. Evan Wolfson, a lawyer for Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund, told the Post the case is "very troubling when there is no
evidence the survivor infected the deceased."
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Shanti House opens door as largest
AIDS housing facility in nation
A ribbon cutting ceremony and standing
room only crowd marked the opening of
Shanti House in San Francisco on November
30. The site of the former Americana Suites
Hotel at Market and Franklin Streets in the
city was heralded as the largest single AIDS
housing facility in the nation.
Sixty-five people, diagnosed with AIDS
or disabling ARC (AIDS-Relatcd Condition)
will be housed in the 20 studio, 35 onebedroom, and 5 two-bedroom units, each
equipped with its own kitchen and bathroom.
Men and women of all backgrounds will live
at Shanti House in what many hope will be a
supportive community atmosphere for all residents.
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expected by the end of the month, and a waiting list of six to eight months was in place on
opening day.
"Moving to Shanti House has been truly a
miracle because it is going to be such a wonderful place to live," stated Ja'ncs Cuthbcrtson,
a person with AIDS and one of the first residents to move into Shanti House.
Applicants to the residential facility must
meet "specific entrance criteria" related to
their suitability for living in an independent
housing environment. To facilitate their transition to the facility, residents will be required
to attend regular in-housc community meetings as well as regularly meet with their designated Resident Advocate. "This building is
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Ja'nes Cuthbertson, a resident of the newly opened Shanti House in San Francisco, relaxes in his room. Shanti is the largest AIDS housing facility in the US.

In memoriam of our founder
Cecil Ray De Loach
1952-1991

YOU
CAN BE IN CONTROL

The residential facility is designed to assist low-income HIV disabled San Francisco
residents with the emphasis on helping those
who are newly indigent and at risk of becoming homeless. "We are especially excited to
be opening Shanti House and expanding the
housing options we can offer to people living
with AIDS in time for the winter holidays,"
stated Eric Rofes, Shanti executive director.
Residents of Shanti House will pay 25%
of their income as rent, and client advocates
will work with applicants applying for benefits. Staff advocates will also link residents
with Shanti Project support services and other
local resources, including free dental care at
the University of the Pacific CARE Dental
Program and meal delivery from Project Open
Hand. Full occupancy of Shanti House is

going to be home to 65 people and we at
Shanti Project have the responsibility of creating a safe environment for the residents and,
because we are leasing, to its maintenance,"
stated Ramon Matos, a Resident Program
Advocate.
"The shortage of affordable, appropriate
housing is one of the most critical issues facing people with AIDS, both nationally and in
San Francisco," stated Dr. Mitchell Katz, director of the San Francisco Public Health
AIDS Office. Funding for Shanti House is
provided by $500,000 in Ryan White CARE
funds augmented by initial planning and startup grants from the Corporation for Supportive Housing and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
ARTUR0 JACKSON III

ADVANCE CASH
BENEFITS PROGRAM

CASH Now for Your Life Insurance
^ We process any size policy.
• Our plans let you keep your health
insurance and disability income.
• You get personal attention. A principal of
the company is available 24 hours a day to
discuss your needs.
%/ We are an advocate for the patient and have
more than 15 years of hospice experience.

The Medical Escrow Society
1-800-422-1314
(24 hours)
California License, A.P.

FDA approves new drug
to fight pneumocystis
Research Triangle Park, NC(AP)—AIDS
patients will have a second alternative to treat
pneumonia symptoms with the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration's approval of a compound marketed by Burroughs Wellcome Co.
The drug atovaquone, with the brand
name Mepron, will be recommended for
people who cannot take trimethoprim/
sulfamethoxazone (TMP/SMX) to treat mild
to moderate cases of Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia or PCP.
About 80 percent of all AIDS patients
suffer from PCP due to impaired immune
systems. Up to 50 percent of AIDS patients
cannot take TMP/SMX because of side effects including rashes, lowered white blood
cell counts, fever, nausea and vomiting, officials said last Monday.
Burroughs Wellcome tested the drug on
322 patients at 37 sites across the country
and in Canada and Europe. While Mepron
has side effects that may include headache,
nausea, diarrhea, rash, fever and elevated liver
enzymes, researchers called the drug a good
alternative.

Dr. Sharon Safrin, assistant professor of
medicine and epidemiology at UC-San Francisco, was the principal investigator in the
studies at San Francisco General Hospital.
"Certainly I think it's going to be a very
useful alternative," she said. "It seems to me
that the approval for this drug came very
closely on the heels of the formal results being available for this study."
Since November 1991, more than 900
people have received Mepron free of charge
under FDA controls.
Burroughs Wellcome announced that starting Jan. 1, patients who use more than 411
grams of the drug in a year will receive their
medication, up to an additional 684 grams, at
no cost for the rest of the year.
The company's price to a wholesaler for
411 grams of Mepron is about $3,500.
David Peck, an AIDS activist with ACT
UP/Boston who had negotiated with the company to make atovaquone available, said he
was pleased with the FDA approval.
"Early access and rapid approval of
atovaquone mean survival for thousands of
people living with AIDS who face the lifeand-death consequences of PCP," he said.
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Basarrate named Jerusalem
House Development Director
The Jerusalem House Board of Directors is pleased to announce that Louisa
Basarrate will serve as the organization's
first Development Director.
Jerusalem House is a non-profit organization which provides permanent housing
for people with HIV/AIDS who would otherwise be homeless.
Basarrate joins Jerusalem House after
two years with AID Atlanta, where she most
recently served as Development Coordinator. Her volunteer affiliations include Hands
on Atlanta, the Atlanta Humane Society, AID
Atlanta and Art/Care.
Basarrate is a member of All Saints'
Episcopal Church. She is married to
Armando Basarrate, an attorney with Parker,
Hudson, Rainer & Dobbs.

AIDS vaccine test gets
go ahead from medical
specialists
Bethesda, MD (AP)—A large-scale AIDS
vaccine trial that Congress approved without
scientific endorsement won qualified backing
from a committee of medical specialists.
The panel voted unanimously last Monday to recommend that the director of the
government's National Institutes of Health,
Dr. Bemadine Healy, endorse the clinical trial
of a candidate vaccine called gpl60.
But committee members made clear that
there was insufficient data under traditional
scientific standards for the vaccine to be tested
and several speakers at the daylong meeting
said they would prefer to wait until more data
on the drug could be collected.
Coneress included $20 million in a defense appropriation bill to pay for national
testing of the vaccine. The action followed
lobbying by the drug's manufacturer,
MicroGeneSys of Meriden, Conn.
Healy and others at NIH criticized Congress for voting for a drug trial that had not
been approved by scientific study, but committee members said valuable knowledge
could come out of the project.
The trial would use vaccines to treat patients who are already infected with the AIDS
virus. The purpose of the vaccine would be to
strengthen the immune systems of patients so
the virus could be controlled or defeated.
Shortly before the vote, Dr. Gregory Dubs,
a New York physician infected with the AIDS
virus, told the panel that if he continued treatment only with the drugs now available, "I
know I will surely die."
He said that although there was a need for
more data on AIDS vaccines, "a lot of us
don't have time to wait for perfect data," said
Dubs, a member of ACT UP.
The NIH panel's recommendation will
now go to another committee that will advise
Healy. She, in turn, will issue a report on the
advisability of conducting the national trial.
Under the bill passed last month, $20 million
was appropriated the trial to be conducted by
Defense Department researchers.
In a final vote, the committee also recommended that the national trial include patients
who are not connected with the military even
though Congress put the money in a defense
money bill.

Declare war
on free radicals.
Healy criticized the way in which Congress approved the drug trial, saying "it's dangerous to go through a lobbyist" to force a
vaccine trial on human patients.
PAUL RECER

Blacks dying from AIDS
at much higher rate
than whites
Atlanta fAP>—AIDS and most other illnesses rob more years from blacks than whites
and the disparity is growing, federal health
researchers report.
AIDS was considered a white, gay male
disease when it was discovered in 1981. But
rp.spflrchp.rs fnr the Cwitp.rs fnr ni«M«p fnntrnl

and Prevention reported last Friday that AIDS
now matches cancer as the fourth leading cause
of premature death in black men. Only homicide, accidents and heart disease are bigger
killers of black men under 65.
"The rate (of premature deaths) from AIDS
for black men is three times that of white
men," said epidemiologist Robert H. Hahn Friday. "The rate for black women is more than
nine times that for white women."
The study found the rate of potential life
lost from AIDS in 1989 was 11.1 years per
1,000 black men, while the rate for white men
was 3.9. For black women, the rate was 2.8,
compared with only 0.3 for white women.
Hahn said the analysis also points out increasing disparities between the overall premature death rates for whites and blacks.
"In 1989, for both males and females,
blacks have 2.2 times the rate of whites in
years of potential life lost," he said. "And the
difference has expanded since 1979 by 10 percent among females (from a ratio of 2.0) and
16 percent among males (from about 1.9)."
Overall premature death rates declined between 1979 and 1989, although less for black
men than any other group.
Black men lost 141.8 years of potential
life from all causes of death in 1989, down
from 142.1 in 1979. For white men, the rate
went from 75.3 in 1979 to 65.3 in 1989; for
black women, from 79.2 to 74.3, and for white
women, 39.7 to 34.0.
CAROLYN S. CARLSON

To place an obituary
Southern Voice publishes obituaries of members of the gay
and lesbian community as both news and a community service,
free of charge. To report a death call 876-0789 or write:
Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306
Please include a name and phone numbertor verification.

With the first
multi-antioxidant
nutritional supplement
developed at a major
university research center.
The unique ONDROX™
formula combines
41 microcomponents.
ONDROX™Contains

Glutathione

& other research-proven micronutrients

Learn more about the
nutritional effects
of antioxidants and their
synergistic activity.
Call the ONDROX™ Hotline:
800-541-3492
Or ask your pharmacist today!
SUSTAINED RELEASE

Multi-Antioxidant Formulation
Nutritional Supplement with Vitamins and Minerals
UNIMED, Inc. 2150 East Lake Cook Rd, Suite 585, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the H/V individual.

London (AP)—A 17-foot condom stood
next to Nelson's Column on Trafalgar Square
on Dec. 1. In Perth, Australia, 147 crosses
were laid at a busy intersection.
Observances of World AIDS Day included
whimsical demonstrations to promote condom use, protests demanding more resources
to combat the disease and vigils to remember
the thousands who have died.
In Atlanta over 250 people braved a cold
windy night to participate in a Candlelight
Walk sponsored by the Community AIDS
Network. Four groups of walkers assembled
at the Midtown and Arts Center MARTA
stations, Piedmont Park and the IBM Building to walk to Colony Square for a speak out
and information fair. Mayor Maynard Jackson signed a proclamation declaring Dec. 1 as
World AIDS Day in Atlanta
Elsewhere in Atlanta Nexus Contemporary Arts Center closed its art galleries and
showed four AIDS-related videos in support
of "A Day Without Art," a day of mourning
for artists lost to AIDS. The High Museum of
Art had special installations throughout the
day.
In San Francisco, the Fine Arts Museum
presented a special sculpture installation and
sound score. Rudy Lemcke's "Immemorial,"
a metaphor for lives cut short by AIDS, also
contains a large chalk circle on the floor filled
with the outlines of bodies to reinforce the
concept of loss and impermenance. "The Song
of the Helix," an electronic score of HIV fighting the body's t-cells, accompanied the sculpture.
In Bombay, which has India's highest concentration of people infected with the virus,
movie stars marched on Monday night, ex-

T Psychological Services
Personalized counseling by gay
licensed clinical social workers
helps meet the emotional, psychological, and family needs
specific to the HIV individual.
T Pharmacy Services
Clinically trained pharmacists are
continually updated to advanced
protocols in delivering HIV
pharmacy services.
T Nursing Services
Sensitive to the special needs of
the PWA, the registered nurses
have a minimum five years
clinical experience in I.V. therapy
or related field.

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community.
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HNS'
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES

1-800-872-4467
426-4933
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1
Complete HIV
Nursing Care
T In-house Laboratory Services
▼ 24 Hour Coverage Available
▼ Complete HIV Care
& Education
T RN, LPN, CNA,

T We Accept Assignment
on All Our Services
Gay owned and supporting our
community in every way.
4188S. CobbDr.
Smyrna, GA 30082

INC.

(404) 434-0082

"Immemorial," a sculpture by Rudy
Lemcke at the Fine Arts Museum in San
Francisco, is a metaphor for the lives cut
short by AIDS.
horting people to "have fun, but don't forget
Nirodh (a popular condom brand name)."
The World Health Organization, the U.N.
agency sponsoring World AIDS Day, says
about 2 million people in Asia could die of
AIDS by the year 2000.
The giant condom replica at London's
Trafalgar Square was to draw attention to
condom use as the most effective way of
stemming the AIDS epidemic in Africa and
Asia, said the Marie Stopes International charity, which was soliciting money at the site to
fund condom distribution in the Third World.
JESSICA BALDWIN

OBITUARIES
Ira Behar
Our Loving Friend, Ira Behar, age 35,
passed away on December 1, 1992 due to
complications from AIDS.
He is survived by his parents, Mr. & Mrs.
David Behar of Riverdale, Ga., sister and
brother-in-law, Sarina & Weley Parker of Rex,
Ga., nephew, Cameron Parker, grandmother,
Sara Behar of Miami, Fla., and a circle of
devoted friends and clients.
Ira had a very successful career in the
beauty industry in New York, Dallas and South
Carolina. He was a favorite Atlanta hairdresser
for the last several years and was most recently associated with Gloria Hair Design in
Virginia Highlands until he was unable to
continue work.
Interment services were done privately and
his friends arc arranging a Memorial Service

When time's running short
and so is your money...

& Homemaker

CCN,

Protests, marches, giant condom mark
World AIDS Day

If you are facing the challenges of an
incurable illness, Life Funding Corporation
can help you discover financial freedom.
We are prepared to purchase your life
insurance policy so that you can realize
better quality health care and more
fulfilling experiences of life.
For information call 1-800-456-8799.
Your call will be confidential.

for Sunday, December 13.
In lieu of flowers, his friends ask that
donations be made directly to Project Open
Hand and Haven House/Atlanta.
"FLY HIGH, DEAR ONE...WE WILL
ALWAYS LOVE YOU"

Richard W. Keel
January 2,1956-Novembcr 30,1992
Richard's life support systems stopped
functioning on Nov. 30 at 9:30. Richard entered eternity happy, healthy, and whole. He
is survived by his lover and friend John Nunn,
his dog Bogart, and many, many friends and
acquaintances.
Donations may be made in Richard's name
to Project Open Hand or Jerusalem House.
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Opticians
An Eyewear Boutique
Eye Exams
Designer Eyewear
Sunglasses
Contact Lenses

DR. NEIL KALIN
LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518-8830 A (800) 456-8799 A FAX (404) 518 9663

Peachtree Center Mall
231 Peachtree Street
659-0365
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Shop Til You Drop
Still looking for that
perfect gift for your
lover, mother, boss,
or friend who has
everything? We have
some ideas that are well
worth the wait.
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Coverdell was
the best choice
—maybe
At long last, the election is over and
the lesbian and gay community in Georgia
moved ahead politically again. With the
media and associated political pundits finally recognizing the role we played in
carrying Georgia for Clinton, and sending
Fowler to an early retirement by essentially the same margins, we should reflect
for a moment on this victory before beginning the task of spending our political capital in the new year.
I would like to thank all of the volunteers who worked with the Human Rights
Campaign Fund on the Clinton campaign.
Because we had over 350 active volunteers working the final 2V4 months, it's
impossible for me to thank each individually. However, I would like to recognize
the extraordinary organizing work and
dedication of our field associate, Don
George, who gave his all, for months, on
the campaign. The work would have been
much harder and the results less stunning
without him. Our team pulled together with
spirit and dedication every day of the campaign in an effort I've not seen before in
Atlanta politics. With this kind of experience and enthusiasm, we will surely pass a
civil rights bill in the Clinton era.
Unfortunately for Senator Fowler, the
remarkable work of most of these volunteers ended early because HRCF did not
endorse a candidate in the Senate run-off.
I'm sure that there is some ambivalence
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among people regarding the outcome of
this race, but I feel like the possibilities of
progress among the two Georgia Senators
is great.
Senator Nunn certainly saw the hardearned power and political experience this
community has gained over years of scrapping in the backwash of Georgia politics.
If he remains in the Senate, I feel this will
translate into a new relationship for the
future.
The loss of Senator Fowler as the next
Chair of the DC Appropriations Subcommittee should be hailed as the victory that
it is. Senator Fowler's vote against DCs
Domestic Partnership legislation during the
summer, and his subsequent refusal to discuss the matter in a productive manner,
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raised the community's ire to the boiling
point.
The DC Appropriations Subcommittee
is the site of review for all sorts of nonfederal issues that affect our community
such as sodomy repeal, domestic partnership, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, recognition
of Georgetown University Gay and Lesbian Student Groups, etc. As Chair, Senator Fowler would have been the person to
lead and defend these issues against attack
by the Christian Coalition and their Senate
stooges. In my estimation, he was quite
simply not up to the task.
Senator-elect Coverdell, on the other
hand, is a political unknown to most Atlanta lesbians and gays. He was seen court-

ing the votes of the religious right, but
stopped short of accepting their endorsement—just as he stopped short of accepting ours. The political reality of a statewide race in Georgia is that it's frequently
too close to call. Coverdell went to his
Republican base and tried to avoid antagonizing us publicly while making quiet overtures and building tentative political relationships with lesbian and gay politicos.
Good politics—dangerous partners.
Senator-elect Coverdell was a supporter
of sodomy law repeal as Senate Majority
Leader in the General Assembly in the
early 1980s; under his watch, the Peace
Corps added "sexual orientation" to its nondiscrimination statement and began AIDS
education programs in Africa; he is tentatively pro-choice—unusual for a Georgia
Republican. I think Coverdell needs lots
of education on our issues and the reality
of our lives. We have shown that we have
the political savvy to take a Senator out of
office and our issues are moving ahead
faster than those of our opposition, the
Christian Coalition. If Senator-elect
Coverdell is a betting man, he'll find the
political odds of siding with us the bet for
the 1990s.
It's my hope that each person will take
the time to write to our Senators and new
Members of Congress to ask for their strong
leadership on our issues in the new Congress.
CATHY WOOLARD
Cathy Woolard, an Atlanta native, is
Public Policy Advocate for the Human
Rights Campaign Fund
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The Editor
Atlanta Journal
72 Marietta Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30303
This is my first letter to your paper.
What stirred me from my silence was your
November 17, 1992 editorial advising
President-elect Clinton to "go slowly" on
his promise to end our country's military
discrimination against gays. During the
past week we've heard some rather shrill
cries of "go slowly" from various predictable quarters. How startling it is to hear
that a cadre of career-military old men are
against this change. Let's be honest, reasoned-thoughtful-concerned. "Go slowly"
is really just transparent camouflage for
entrenched-prejudice-clinging-to-any-tenuous-justification "DON'T DO IT!"
You dusted off and paraded out General Schwarzkopf's comments as if they
were something other than the same dingy
laundry list of excuses for perpetuating discrimination.
Sexual advances? Contrary to what
the general/best-selling-author may think,
advances of the heterosexual kind are not
limited to Navy gatherings in Las Vegas.
Sounds like there was a whole lot of that
going on behind the sand dunes in Saudi
Arabia. Better go ahead and ban those
babes, too—for good measure.
Let us not forget the shower argument.
Tenuous to the point of being downright
silly, it still manages utterance with a, urn,
straight face. How laughably arrogant to
assume that our nakedness would send ei-

ther sex into an uncontrollable frenzy.' Are
our "macho" fighters so jittery and delicate that they cannot bear to be undressed
except under tightly controlled circumstances?
The argument that allowing gays to
serve would "damage the image of the military services" is the most interesting reason posed by the now-rich general. Would
it really be so bad if our country's armed
services were no longer regarded as a safe
haven and symbol for intolerance for other
Americans?
The gays "in leadership positions" argument cannot be responded to appropriately in deference to your status as a family paper. I will say, however, that I am
left unpersuaded by a self-serving observation that can be most charitably described
as speculation, as the military spends many
millions each year to make sure that gays
are never placed in such a position to prove
their worthiness. Just a hunch—they'd
probably perform just as badly (and well)
as their heterosexual counterparts.
Trust only comes with understanding
and experience. If there are people who
claim that they will leave the military, if
gays are allowed to join—good riddance.
Let them seek out a little self-satisfied niche
in the private sector, where, in most places,
they will be free to act upon their dislike of
those different from them.
Our armed forces are paid for by all of
us, not just the few who tend to think of it
as their protected domain—sort of like a
restricted country club, only where everyone wears the same thing and spits a lot. I

hate to be a stickler for constitutional accuracy, but in this country the military is
run by an elected official—not any general, no matter how many ticker-tape parades. Our current commander-in-chief,
who agreed with you, just got fired. Remember? Things change. Thank goodness.
Paul A. Bradley
Atlanta
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ANNIVERSARIES:
Kecia Cunningham and Lenny Lasater celebrated their 2nd anniversary on December
6. The celebration lasted for an entire week
with events with the Atlanta Feminist
Women's Chorus and SAME. You may remember Kecia and Lenny as members of
the Bickerson Family...a SAME video that
premiered at the recent Gay and Lesbian
Film Festival.

party on Saturday, December 19th at 11:30
p.m. at JoHanna's. Tickets to Kitty's Kountry
Kristmas are $5 at the door and all proceeds
go to Open Hand. For more information call
Alain Howard at 636-5665.
OUT AND ABOUT:
Congratulations to the brave gay men and
lesbians who offered themselves up to the

Gifts
Christmas Accesories
Wrapping Paper, Cards & Party Supplies
Personalized Stationery by Crane

Hospitality House
2 Locations
Peachtree Battle
Shopping Center
2359 Peachtree Rd.
237-1119

6255 Roswell Rd.
Sandy Springs Plaza
Atlanta
255-0262
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Kecia Cunningham and Lenny Lasater celebrated their second anniversary on Dec. 6.
AWARDS:
Congratulations to the kitchen staff at Project
Open Hand. They recently won a recipe
contest sponsored by the Atlanta Community Food Bank. Patti Creasman, Stephen
Woods and Cynthia Hariston created the
fudge tort that won them the dessert award.

Pntteb iHeirtoMst Crturcrj
JOBS:
No sour grapes coming from Chuck
Lockwood, who recently was hired as the
Operations Manager/Controller for Australian Wines, Inc. Chuck is responsible for all
accounting functions at the company as well
as operations such as shipments and ordering. Australian Wines imports fine wine from
Australia, New Zealand, South America and
South Africa. Congratulations on the new
job Chuck...now I know who to ask about
the best wines...

Everyone is welcome
at St. Mark

Dr. Mike Cordle
Senior Minister
Rev. Mike Armistead
Minister, Church Growth

9:45 AM

Sunday School

8:45 AM Sunday Worship
11:00 AM Services
6:30 PM

781 Peachtree St. NE, (at 5th) • Atlanta • 873-2636

■Atlanta,'*.
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Thursday Service
(in the chapel)

HOLIDAY OCCASIONS:
Project Open Hand will hold a Christmas

Unfortunately, the AJC included a bit of its
own homophobia. In a discussion of "how
they got that way," the AJC just had to ask
"expert" Paul Diamond, a pastoral counselor
at First Baptist Church of Atlanta, who (surprise!) doesn't believe homosexuals arc born
that way. He says it stems from an inferiority
complex, "...you don't match up to the next
guy—maybe you're small in the locker room—
then another homosexual guy comes along
and starts giving you attention, and this is
where you get your identity."

compiled by CAXDACE CHELLEW
If you would like lo report an important "occasion" in
your life, please call 876-0789 or write to us at: Southern
Voice/Occasions; P0 Box 18215; Atlanta, GA 30316

Ktpt Secret

Specializing in Russel Wright
Flow Blue • Vintage Glassware
Furniture • Jewelry • Pottery
1186N. Highland Ave. NE
Atlanta, GA 30306

MEN'S CLOTHING
! SHIRTS
ACCESSORIES

ANYTIME

Virginia Highlands Area
(2 doors from Camilles Restaurant)
(404)377-2100
■

Atlanta Journal Constituuon for their recent
two-part series on gays and lesbians. Rick
McGranahan told about his trials and tribulations of growing up gay during high school.
Also giving their story was Melissa Fant, Lyn
Brannon, Rick Shrimsher, Rob Harlow, Jon
Allen and Kris Knaak.
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AL COTTON
months. To this day, they send each other
Christmas cards and pray for each other
to change.
Their meeting, of course, was pure
chance. Ed's father had moved to
Asheville, and on a trip back to visit, Ed
I was at the Eagle on the Friday after decided to stay. After about a month in
Thanksgiving, and saw two new, attrac- town, he was at the McDonald's near the
tive faces—tourists, I guess, in town for Biltmore and dropped his Coke right on
the holidays. They made a nice looking top of the boots of this incredibly hot guy.
couple—two men, one slightly taller and He apologized profusely, as their eyes
bulkier than the other with a closely met and locked onto their targets like phocropped handle-bar mustache and a three ton torpedoes on a Romulan warbird. Billy
day growth of beard, the other slightly smiled, and Ed insisted on taking him to
more "clone"-y, standard '80s mustache the shoeshine stand in the mall. Billy was
and physique, both with black cowboy an hour and a half late getting back to
hats on.
work.
I first saw them when I was standing
Ed was the one who had asked for a
next to the dance floor and they were at a phone number, and managed to wait 24
right angle to me. I admired from afar for whole hours before calling for a date. They
awhile, but someone's head kept bobbing went to see a movie at the cheap theater,
in and out and then back in my way, and I and Billy astonished even himself when
had to keep craning my neck to see them, he reached over about 30 minutes into the
which looks both goofy and obnoxiously movie and put his hand on Ed's knee.
cruisy, so I gave up and walked to the After a quick meal at Shoney's, they adfront bar.
journed back to Billy's apartment to
I must have been standing next to an quench their whetted appetites.
acquaintance of theirs, because about five
That was a year and a half ago. Ed
minutes later, they wandered right up in moved in in June, when his lease was up.
front of me and sat down. Their friend Ed's father calls them "roommates," and
goes to buy drinks, and they lean over to talks with Billy about football when
talk. The one with the Fu Manchu (he they're around each other. Billy's mother
looks like a Billy to me) reaches around had them over on Thursday for Thanksto give the other one (who must be named giving dinner, just like she does every
Ed, I decide) a pat, running his hand gen- Sunday, and wonders how she'll feel if
tly up and down his spine—just to let him Billy ever tells her what her instinct says
know he's here. As Billy's ear
is going on between him and
gets within an inch of Ed's, Z
'
~ „
_ Ed. Billy thinks he might
his hand resting on Ed's lower r
I
If
•
' have to talk with her after
back, their story starts p c D SON Christmas.
unreeling in my mind.
They're excited about
Billy was bom, let's say,
their long weekend in Atin Hickory, North Carolina. He had a stan- lanta, with Clint Black tickets for Friday
dard, Southern middle-class small town night. Ed almost had to work, but when
upbringing—his parents were a touch on he explained to his boss that he and his
the bigoted side, but not horrible. Billy "buddy" had concert tickets, he found
was always kinda quiet. In high school,
someone else to work the Saturday mornhe ended up doing more solitary hunting ing shift. Ed's got to be back to work on
than double dating, since he found it easier Sunday, so this'll be the only night in
to miss a deer than score with a girl. Sexu- Atlanta, which is okay. Ed likes Atlanta,
ally, Billy did without a lot, though there but it's too much like what he left behind
was one guy he sorta rolled around with in Houston. For Billy, Asheville's almost
in his friend's father's barn a few times.
too big; he hopes some day to move back
Billy moved to Asheville to go to col- to Hickory with Ed.
lege a year after his father died, and fiThat night at the concert, Clint sings
nally got up the nerve to check out a bar "Loving Blind"—"I'd been lovin' blind,/
in Charlotte one weekend. The drag shows Lovin' every heart I could call mine/...But
and cologne weren't his style, and he felt I just couldn't see/There was nothin' there
like a fish out of water, not hanging around for me." Ed's eyes head straight for
long enough for the beer to calm him
Billy's, Billy's hand around Ed's waist,
down. There were places in Asheville he and they forget completely about the
knew about for a quickie when he felt like people around them, and steal a moment
he was going to explode, but he didn't in the darkness in the midst of country
like doing that, and he used them as little and western's slow passage into the 20th
as possible.
century.
Ed was bom in Knoxville, and stayed
The sounds of Nirvana from the dance
there until he was about six, when his floor cut my story short. And while I wonparents split up and his Mamma took him der what their real names are, Billy's hand
with her back to Houston. He grew up is still on Ed's back. Whether they're from
kinda wild, playing around in public Asheville or Austell or Seattle or Sydney,
restrooms, then into a druggie crowd. He mileage is a feeble measure of the disdabbled at college, vanished into the Hous- tances they have travelled to arrive in front
ton bar scene for awhile—when you're of me and sit together on these bar stools.
mamma's so religious, that's an easy way Another song, a New Order '80s disco
to rebel.
classic, revs up to finish my thought for
Nothing seemed to take for Ed. Jobs me—"I used to think that the day would
in construction came and went, but Hous- never come."
ton was so large, and Ed had never figured out how to use the bars for anything
but drinking and sex. He even tried dating
a woman once, at his mother's insistence,
which was a disaster, and after he told her
why, she didn't speak to him for six
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The honest truth
about bisexuals
To the Editor:
I wish to offer a response to the guest
editorial by June Dobbs Butts called "This is
No Time for Bisexual Dishonesty."
I admire, appreciate and agree with Butts'
admonitions regarding the importance of being both safe and honest in one's sexual
activities. But I resent the editorial's implications that a) bisexuals are the only ones
who hide sexual behavior from their partners, straight, lesbian or gay, and b) that the
bisexual community is to be characterized
by the sexual activities Butts describes in
her editorial.
I will admit that bisexuals who "camouflage themselves in fleeting episodes of
anonymous sex" are at risk to contract and
spread HIV. But I resent the idea put forth in
this article that there is no other type of
bisexual behavior. This equates bisexuality
with dishonesty, and perpetuates a stereotype that is incorrect and damaging to bisexuals, gays, lesbians, and heterosexuals.
The editorial's punitive and stereotypical approach toward bisexuality hides the
factors that perpetuate unsafe sexual behavior in our society.
"Bisexuals cannot turn to friends and
loved ones to vent their fears about AIDS.
And they dare not 'blow their cover' by suddenly taking the precautions of safer sex practices in the home."
How have the gay, lesbian and heterosexual communities contributed to this environment? How have we discounted our bisexual friends' understandings of their own
sexualities by telling them we think it only
"just a phase?" How many times have we
rejected friends who come out to us as bisexual, assuming that they have or will somehow infect us, when we have not used safe

Let's march on
Colorado
To the Editor
Many American people and organizations have called for a boycott of Colorado,
including travel to the state as well as a
refusal to purchase goods and services originating there. This action protests the passage
of Amendment 2, which effectively voids all
non-discrimination laws and prohibits legislation protecting gay people.
Who, however, is hurt by such a boycott? The voters who approved the amendment? The gay community and its sympathizers? I believe there is a show of strength
that far exceeds the power of the gay dollar.
The gay community showed is strength
in October 1987 by congregating for what,
according to its planners, became the largest
civil rights demonstration in history. Another
march is planned there for April 1993.
1 stand for the possibility of relocating
the march on Washington to Denver, the
only Colorado city large enough to house
the swarm of marchers the April event will
draw. Gay people and sympathizers are desperately needed by the gay community in
Colorado. Boycotting their state will not help
regain their legal protections as effectively
as being with them in a show of unity. They
are now legally discriminated against and
have no protection from anti-gay forces.
Washington, D.C. has seen our strength.
Now we must show Colorado our power and
love, as well as show the rest of the nation
that we will not only recreate but we will
supersede the legal protections gay Coloradans once had.
If you want to show your support for
human rights where it is urgently needed,

s:*

sexual practices in our gay, lesbian and heterosexual relationships, assuming that our
partners are safe because they have told us
that there is "no chance" that they have HIV?
How many times have we carried the pictures in our heads of bisexuals as prostitutes,
as promiscuous, as "flighty" and "immature"—names and images that were until
recently ascribed to lesbians and gays; names
and images we fight every day and call "discriminatory?"
I agree with Butts that the Kinsey scale
should be revised, and that information
should be collected from all people. I applaud and support her call for black demographers' perspectives. There are three other
scales I have read about, the Storms Sexuality Axis, the Klein Sexual Orientation Grid,
and the Multidimensional Scale of Sexuality. (Amanda Udis-Kcsslcr, "Notes on the
Kinsey Scale and Other Measures of Sexuality," "Closer to Home: Bisexuality and
Feminism," Seattle: Seal Press, 1992). I am
not sure they are any more helpful than the
Kinsey scale, but they are available.
I wish to call for support from within
bisexual, lesbian, gay and heterosexual communities for environments where honesty,
integrity, and compassion can be expressed.
If we cannot create non-judgemental atmospheres for those who, for whatever reason,
have practiced unsafe sex, AIDS will continue to be spread throughout the world.
AIDS is no more a "bisexual disease"
than it is a "gay disease." It is a worldwide
epidemic that has produced untold sorrow,
unrecoverable losses and innumerable acts
of bravery and compassion. We cannot afford to paint pictures from a distance anymore. We must all participate in piecing
together acts of compassion and sewing them
with threads of respect.
Sincerely,
Beth Burton

please contact your local chapter of March
on Washington immediately. Urge them to
move the march. If we do not stop the extreme right in Colorado, other states will
follow suit.
I can assure you, this April 25 you will
not find me in Washington; you will find me
in the heart of our country, helping our
newly-unprotected gay family promote visibility and generate acceptance.
Sincerely,
Chris Fabbro
South Pasadena, California

Thank You
The Atlanta Lambda Community
Center wishes to thank the lesbian and
gay community for their effort and support of our first annual Halloween Party.
We arc grateful for the work of individuals like Sherry Siclair, who initiated
community fundraising with a support
party and to Bill Lowe for providing his
gallery space for the event.
Both Edie Cofrin and Joe Blount deserve a special thank you for agreeing to
match the monies we raised at the party.
To the many volunteers, sponsors (Southem Voice, Etcetera and Midtown Times),
and supporting groups (SAME, ALGA,
Party Network, Fourth Tuesday, PFLAG,
Queer Nation, GAP AC, First MCC
Church), we could not have done it without you.
The Board of Directors
Atlanta Lambda Community Center
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Gay man leaves $510,000
to APF to study homophobia
Wayne Placek leaves instructions to put Dr. Evelyn Hooker
in charge of research
The American Psychological Foundation
(APF) will soon be funding research aimed at
increasing the genera! public's understanding
of gays and lesbians and decreasing
homophobia, thanks to a S510,000 bequest from
a gay man who participated in a pioneering
study of gay men conducted almost four decades ago.
The study, conducted by Dr. Evelyn Hooker
and chronicled in the film "Changing Our
Minds," concluded that there is no difference in
the psychological adjustment between gay and
heterosexual men, and eventually—in 1974—
resulted in the American Psychological Association (APA) dropping homosexuality from its
list of mental disorders. The APF is a nonprofit, charitable arm of the APA.
Wayne Placek, a Nebraska native, left instructions that Dr. Hooker, now 85 and living
in Santa Monica, California, head a committee
to determine how the money would be distributed. His only requirement was that it fund
research "to increase the general public's understanding of gay men and lesbians and reduce the stress experienced by those people in
this and future civilizations."
Dr. Hooker appointed psychologist Dr.
Stephen Morin, biochemist and gay activist Dr.
Bruce Voeller, and the late Gay Games founder
Dr. Thomas Wadell to help her decide where
the money would go. After much consideration, she said, they chose APF because "there
didn't seem to be any other foundation which
would give us the latitude and achieve the purpose which we had to try to achieve."
The APF board has now set up another
committee that will recommend guidelines for
the types of projects to be funded, submission
of proposals, and the amount of awards. Dr.
Morin, who also serves on that committee, said
that the fund had special significance because
"government money does not go" into studying
gay-related issues.
"[The Placek Fund] has the potential for
making the critical difference in whether people
address these issues or not," he told the APA
Monitor.
"I hope very much that this would get a lot
of people excited [about submitting proposals]," Dr. Hooker tcld Southern Voice. "Some
straight people would come along—I'm one,
but I've had my day—but hopefully this would
interest gay and lesbian people, who, of course,
have had the most experience."
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Dr. Hooker said that there are "ways and
ways and ways" to achieve the end that Wayne
Placek hoped for in making his bequest.
"We hope that the money would go to not
only increasing the understanding of gay and
lesbian people by the general public," she said,
"but also diminishing the homophobia of the
general public. That's one of my great hopes."
Research into prejudice and the its origins.
Dr. Hooker said, will not end homophobia, but
will aid the fight against it.
"It's down the road," she said. "Look at my
research—did that end it? No. But it did help to
end the self-derogation that gay men had, and
thus it indirectly helped."

Dr. Evelyn Hooker's pioneering research
eventually led the APA to drop homosexuality from its list of mental disorders. She
headed a committee to determine best way
to spend a $510,000 bequest.
"I'd personally like to see incoming President Clinton make an order that says we're not
going to have this treatment anymore by the
armed services," she continued. "It wouldn't
end the prejudice, but the understanding it would
foster would help not only gays, but straights as
well."
KC WILDM0ON

My name is Steven Simon.
I am the President of American Life Resources.
As one of the oldest and largest companies
purchasing life insurance policies for cash from PWAs,
our dedication to enhancing the quality of life of PWAs
continues to set the standards for all others to follow.
Our no-nonsense approach to purchasing life
insurance policies can make a difference for you
too! Call me at: 1-800-633-0407
NO HASSLES!
NO EXCUSES!
EVER!

American
Ajjfepesources
Corporation®

AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES CORPORATION
930 WASHINGTON AVE.-4TH FLOOR. MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA 33139
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Out
in the
World:
In search of a
global gay identity
Is there a distinct identity among gay men
and lesbians everywhere that defies legal restraints, ignores religious taboos and flouts social strictures?
Author Neil Miller wanted to know and set
out on a tour of 12 far-flung countries to learn
how other gays live. What he found was not so
much a Western-style "gay identity" but a wide
variety of homosexual experience—often despite heterosexual marriage and sometimes without society's condemnation.
Miller chronicled his discoveries during
more than two years of travel in the book "Out
in the World: Gay and Lesbian Life from Buenos
Aires to Bangkok," (Random House, $22). He
interviewed a mix of gay activists and people he
met at dinner parties, in coffee houses, even on a
park bench in Japan.
"Certainly a modern sense of gay identity,
with kind of long-term relationships and people
not getting married and a community based on
sexual orientation—I think that's a pretty contemporary Western idea that you didn't even
find in the West 100 years ago," Miller said in
an interview. "In my travels I was struck that
there wasn't much of a sense of lesbian or gay
identity except what happened to be imported
from the West."
Miller also looked at the impact of AIDS on
the gay population in every country he visited.
In some, like Egypt and Japan, the effect was
negligible. But in Thailand, which has a reputation as the Asian center of sex tourism, Miller
found a dance troupe that tries to educate gay
bar boys through its performances. In Australia,
the government funds state AIDS councils which
distribute some of the most explicit safe-sex
materials anywhere, he said.
The other countries he visited were Argentina, South Africa, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hong Kong, Uruguay, Denmark, and New
Zealand.
What he found has been largely uncharted
up to now. While there are gay international
travel guides, they tend mostly to be lists of bars,
Miller says. A journalist and former editor of the
Gay Community News in Boston, Miller was
after day-to-day gay life.
In Egypt, Miller found men are free to have
gay relationships, even if they are married. Few
identify themselves as gay or homosexual, however. (Homosexuals are the passive partners in
sex, according to Egyptian men—virtually none
of whom would admit to ever playing that role.)
In Japan, gay male behavior is common but
politely ignored, he found.
"In a culture like Japan's—where the way
you appear on the surface is the most important
thing—'coming out' as we would do in the
United States is not something you would do,"
Miller said. "It's not that important to be really
open about your personal life the way it is here."
In Hong Kong, Miller found a small gay
community that was concerned about reunification with mainland China, slated for 1997. Lesbians were totally separate and virtually invisible; most were married.
"Hong Kong gays were positively starved
for lesbian and gay culture—and for gay life in
general. The major gay male social center seemed

An interview with author Neil Miller
to be the public bathrooms," Miller wrote.
In South Africa, he found the formerly allwhite gay community slowly beginning to integrate. For many years, white gays in cities had
their own bars, bathhouses and a monthly newspaper while nonwhite gays had virtually no culture of their own.
Miller attended one party in a black township where blacks, whites, Indians and people of
mixed races wore Hawaiian leis and danced to
American music.
"They were trapped by their various cultures," he wrote. "At the very tip of Africa they
were trying to sort it all out, to the tunes of 'Blue
Hawaii' and 'Amazing Grace.'"
Miller even interviewed an Australian Aborigine, who said homosexuality was accepted
in his community because kinship was more
important than sexual orientation. However, he
said, his family treated him as though he were a
woman.
In choosing countries to visit, Miller tried to
get a taste of as many different cultures, political
systems and religions as possible.
"I wanted to get some kind of mix between
East and West," he said. "But I deliberately kind
of ignored Western Europe basically because I
felt a fair amount had been written about it."
The one Western country he visited was
Denmark, because it's the only country in the
world where same-sex marriages are legal.
"I went to Eastern Europe because I was
interested to see how the fall of communism had
affected lesbians and gays," Miller said. "It was
kind of the same approach in South Africa—
how the dismantling of apartheid was affecting
homosexuals there."
He also chose Argentina and Uruguay because both countries were emerging from rightwing military rule.
Rather than seeking American-style gay liberation, Miller said gay people in the emerging
nations he visited seemed more interested in
legalizing marriage between homosexuals.
"If you live in a society where marriage is
the only legitimate way to do things, then to
legitimize gay relationships you have to get married," he explained.
Almost everywhere he went, Miller found it
very difficult to locate lesbians.
"I think being a man hurt to a certain extent
but I was also dealing in cultures where lesbians
are just so invisible," he said. "I thought that if I
had the name of a gay man or two maybe that
would lead to meeting some lesbians in a place
like Thailand or Egypt or Hong Kong. But that
was not really the case."
Miller cited economic dependency on husbands and families and cultural pressure to marry
as the main reasons lesbians were so invisible.
"I really found you needed a women's movement of some sort for some sense of lesbian
identity and community to really emerge," he
said.
"And it's not just segregation," he added.
"It's the fact that if a woman has emotional or
sexual feelings toward another woman, that we
would label lesbian in our culture, there's almost no scope for it."
KIM I. MILLS
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San Francisco march draws
hundreds in honor of Harvey Milk
San Francisco (AP}~Hundreds of people
took part'in a candlelight procession in memory
of Harvey Milk on Nov. 27, as they paraded
from the Castro to City Hall marking the 14th
anniversary of the killings of Milk and Mayor
George Moscone.
Police Sgt. Larry McKenzie estimated 300
people took part but organizers said the figure
was closer to 1,000.
Taking up one side of the street, the marchers followed behind a banner reading "March on
Washington, April 25,1993."
Milk had called for such a march on the
capitol, telling a Gay Freedom Day Parade in
San Francisco on June 25,1978 that "gay people
will not win their rights by staying quietly in our
closets. We are coming out." Marches on Washington were held in both 1978 and 1987.
Fliers distributed along the line of the march
said the demands of the 1993 March would include an increase in funding for AIDS education

after he was killed. But he was proud and he was
the reason I went into politics."
Nolan, who ran for Congress this year but
lost in the primary, said he and his partner plan
to move to San Francisco where he will "someday" run for public office, the San Francisco
Examiner reported.
With drummers taking up the rear and a
flute player marching in its ranks, the procession
drew new participants as it made its way up
Market Street.
"Many people are here to show support for
ending the ban against gays in the military," said
Allen White, a spokesman for the organizers.
He pointed out that Milk had served in the Navy
aboard an aircraft carrier.
On Nov. 27,1978 Milk and Moscone were
shot to death by former Supervisor Dan White.
White crept through a City Hall basement window, shot Moscone four times in the head, reloaded, walked down a corridor to Milk's office
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Hundreds of marchers in San Francisco honored the memory of Harvey Milk on Nov. 27.
Organizers called for a large turn out at the April 25 National March on Washington.
and passage of "a lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender civil rights bill."
The marchers broke into shouts of "We're
here, we're queer, we're not going away" when
they reached the steps of City Hall, but the event
was mainly solemn.
"I only take part in peaceful marches," said
a participant who would identify himself only as
C.T.
Zeth McGinnis said he marched to "stand
up to homophobia and show support for my
community."
In contrast to previous years when mayors
and supervisors have attended and spoken at the
anniversary vigil, only one elected official attended the march—openly gay San Mateo
County Supervisor Tom Nolan.
"I never met him," said Nolan. "I came here

and shot him five times in the head. He said he
had gone to City Hall that day to regain his seat
as supervisor, from which he had resigned 17
days earlier for financial reasons.
He served a 6-year prison term and then
committed suicide in October 1985 by carbon
monoxide poisoning.
Some of the worst rioting in the city's history broke out in May 1979 following the verdict that White was guilty only of manslaughter.
The so-called "White Night" riots resulted in
160 injuries and $1 million damages, including
the firebombing of some City Hall offices and
the destruction of police cars.
The strategy at White's trial involved a socalled "Twinkie defense" that claimed he suffered from diminished capacity due in part to
eating too much junk food.
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Where to go after Clinton victory
major theme of conference
Pres.-elect sends letter of support to NGLTF's Creating Change Conf.
Los Angeles—President-elect Bill Clinton
acknowledged the support of gays and lesbians
in his campaign, sending a message of thanks
via the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force's
Creating Change Conference.
"Hillary and I would like to thank you all for
the hard work you have done for the advancement of human rights for gay and lesbian people
everywhere. It is an inspiration to us all," the
letter said.
"I would also like to take this opportunity to
thank every one of you for your tremendous
support during our campaign for change. Without your support, our victory on November 3rd
would not have been possible. I now ask you
again for your help and support in implementing
the changes that are needed to get America moving forward once more."
Outgoing NGLTF executive director Urvashi
Vaid read the letter at the opening of the 5th
annual conference, held last month in Los Angeles. Vaid said that "years of struggle" made it
possible for Clinton to send the letter, adding
that those years were not yet over.
"But it is still extraordinary," she said.
At the conference, NGLTF announced the
creation of a "transition document" for the
Clinton administration regarding lesbian and gay
issues.
"This presidential document represents the
opportunity to translate campaign promises into
life-saving policies," said NGLTF policy director Peri Jude Radecic.
Clinton's victory, and the passage of Amendment 2, colored much of the conference's proceedings.
The Clinton victory in fact raised a lot of
questions for direct action groups such as ACT

UP and Queer Nation. In one meeting some 50
people discussed if it was best for those groups,
who have historically stayed outside the mainstream of gay politics, to now consider different
tactics. Members from both groups expressed
frustration over waning attention from the media.
"We [ACT UP] are media dependent entities, and the media is ignoring us," one member
said. "We threw ashes [the cremated remains of
a person with AIDS] on the White House lawn,
and the press ignored it."
A member of Queer Nauon expressed similar experiences. "We've also exhausted our tactics," he said. "We have no one target or focus."
A woman who described herself as a radical
lesbian feminist suggested that both groups move
their actions away from large cities where such
things are no longer news.
"Direct action depends on where you arc,"
she said. "It is effective in smaller cities like St.
Louis. The small towns are where it will work."
Still others expressed fear that larger gay
organizations such as NGLTF and HRCF are
pushing street activists aside.
New direct actions proposed were: a march
on Lynchburg, Va., home of Jerry Falwell; a
takeover of a broadcasting station; and continuing civil disobedience against such things as
sodomy laws.
The primary question, however, was how to
deal with the new Clinton administration, with
several activists suggesting setting up dialogue.
"Now that we have liberals that will listen to
our demands," one activist said, "we have to
change our strategies. When they ask what we
want, we better have an answer."
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Nunn
Continued from page 1
Both White and Baldwin worked as researchers on defense-related projects. Baldwin was
applying for security clearance when he answered
affirmatively to the routine question about
whether an applicant is homosexual. White was
"outed" to Nunn in a letter from a man claiming
to head an Atlanta group called Campaign for
Morality in Government.
During a Washington press conference on
November 25, Nunn confirmed that he had asked
the staffers to resign.
"If they were not going to be able to handle
classified matters, they had to find other employment," he said. "They were given every
ppportunity to find other employement, which
they did."
Nunn also asserted that there are people "who
have worked for me, who continue to work for
me.. .have been kept on the job in spite of the
fact I have knowledge of their homosexuality."
The Georgia Democrat would not confirm if
any of his current staffers are gay, saying "it's a
matter of privacy for those individuals."
These reports and Nunn's continued support
of the Department of Defense's ban on gays in
the military are disturbing to many gay and lesbian activists. Former Human Rights Campaign
Fund executive director Steve Endean called the
senator "spineless."
"The real issue here is Sam Nunn's homophobia," he told the Blade.
Queer Nation/National Capital agreed, and
called for a kiss-in at Nunn's Washington office
on Dec. 7, as this issue of Southern Voice goes
to press.
But other activists, while acknowledging that
Nunn's dismissal of the gay staffers was a troubling issue, will continue to try to work with the
senator, particularly on the repeal of the military's
gay ban.
"We need Sam Nunn, but we also need to

'93 FORD TAURUS SEDAN GL
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negotiated price. Due to advertising deadlines, units subject to prior sale.
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Georgia Senator Sam Nunn
pressure Sam Nunn," said HRCF field associate
Don George, who is also a member of the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America. "The
whole thing is a 1950s kind of attitude, and a
true leader would jump into the 1990s and make
a statement to that effect."
"Nunn certainly needs to rethink some of
his positions," he continued, "especially vis-avis the new policies coming from Clinton. I
want to know exactly where he stands now."
HRCF lobbyist Cathy Woolard, a former
Atlantan, agreed, adding that Nunn saw the power
of the lesbian/gay community in the presidential
election and the Georgia senatorial contest between Wyche Fowler and Paul Coverdell.
"I want to see Sen. Nunn move in the right
direction," she said. "It's important that he learn
as much as he can about lesbian and gay issues
so that as we make progress on the military issue
and the lesbian/gay civil rights bill in the Clinton
administration, he can emerge as a thoughtful
leader on these policy issues instead of playing
catch up."
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Colorado's Amendment 2, which bans any
measures that could offer basic civil rights to
state's lesbians and gays, has generated fierce
opposition. An economic boycott is in the
organizing phases, conventions have cancelled,
and Barbra Streisand urged, and then backed
off just a bit, an entertainment boycott.
The Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund, which
helps fund openly gay candidates for political
office, has issued a "travel advisory" for the
state of Colorado, warning potential travellers
that "adverse conditions" exist in the state.
"The lesbian and gay community should
ski slopes in Oregon, Vermont or New Mexico,
three states that have elected openly lesbian
and gay public officials," said Lynn Grccr,
Victory Fund co-chair.
Some gays and several gay-friendly Colorado officials are scrambling to stop a boycott,
claiming that such a move would hurt the very
people it seeks to help. However, others—
notably the Victory Fund and a Colorado group
called "Boycott Colorado"—have called the
passage of Amendment 2 a "civil rights crisis"
and urged that the boycott is necessary.
Here's a recap of the latest:
-The American Association of Physicians
for Human Rights, the American Foundation
for AIDS Research, the National Organization for Women, the American Association of
Law Libraries, the National Council for Social Studies, the Coalition of Labor Union
Women and the National Education Associaion
have all cancelled planned gatherings in Colorado. Offcials estimate that the lost business
could cost the state more than $10 million in
economic benefits.
-The Atlanta City Council was the one
municipality to ban travel by city employees
to Colorado, but more are expected. In San
Francisco, the Board of Supervisors have asked
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city attorneys to draft legislation for a Colorado boycott. San Francisco's measure is expected to also ban purchases of Colorado products.
-Meanwhile, state and local officials were
scrambling to stem the boycott tide. Denver
Mayor Wellington Webb appeared on The
Arscnio Hall Show on Dec. 2, urging people
not to make snap judgements. "For example,"
the mayor said. "I saw a videotape of police
beating a man named Rodney King, and I saw
a jury come back with a [not guilty] verdict.
We didn't threfore, say everyody in California is racist."
Boycott supporters counter that no one is
saying all Coloradans arc homophobic. "The
reality is that the state now has a law that
nullifies any protection from discrimination
against lesbians and gays," said Dr. Scott Hilt,
another Victory Fund co-chair.
-In Colorado Springs, home of Amendment 2 sponsor Colorado for Family Values,
officials are not concerned about the boycott.
"Right now, it seems to be an image problem
and not an economic threat," said Brent Green,
a convention bureau board member. "If the
threat becomes a little more real, then maybe
we will take a more aggressive stance, but
simple information about the amendment
seems to be the key right now."
-Vail and Eagle County are considering
ignoring Amendment 2. "I was disgusted,"
said Vail Councilman Tom Steinberg, who
said he plans to introduce an anti-discrimination law at the municipal level. James Johnson, who will become an Eagle County Commissioner in January, plans to do the same at
the county level. "Amendment 2 was defeated
better than 2 to 1 up here," he said. "We're
reflecting the concerns of the people who live
in Eagle County."
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Men's Movement
Continued from page 1
ment, but for all men," says Tony Rooney, current chair of the
Center's Steering committee.
The Atlanta Men's Center offers several different types of
events, designed to provide "enough programming for men to
form relationships and get to know each other," says Steering
Committee member Rick Kilmer. There are quarterly retreats,
some of which are Wild Man Weekends; others are less structured. The Center also schedules monthly lectures and does
major events once a year, like last October's visit by storyteller
Michael Meade, who spoke at Emory University and led a fullday workshop.
Perhaps the most important of the Center's ingoing services
are the support groups, which consist of 6 to 8 men who meet on
a weekly or biweekly basis.
These groups are where much of the difficult work occurs,
with a goal to create "a grounded, mature masculinity with goodhearted men," says Kilmer. Rooney notes that "it is a constant,
ongoing process of men deciding 'How close do we get with
each other, and what does it mean when we do it?' which is not
easy."
Outreach-wise, the Center leadership expresses frustration
about its current level of both Gay and African-American parucipation: "What are we doing wrong?" Rooney and Kilmer both
wonder. The Center prides itself in the fact that no one is turned
away for inability to pay, with a sliding scale of dues and fees for
men who are going through divorce or unemployment, and
scholarships and work exchange available for special events.

What's in it for gay men?
Are they doing anything wrong? A better question is, with
plenty of gay and gay-positive therapists and workshops in Atlanta, what can a gay man get at the Atlanta Men's Center that he
can't get elsewhere?
"Access to men," says psychotherapist and Queer Nation
member David MacDonald. The Center provides him with "a
place where you can tell straight men that their ideas about gay
men are wrong. I've also used these forums to tell straight men
how angry I was."
Psychotherapist Russell Brooker, one of the gay men involved in founding the Center, points out that straight and gay
men have different needs. "Straight men need to work on their
feelings, and softer sides; this comes more easily to gay men.

"The activist in me needs to put my queer presence at
Atlanta Men's Center events"—David MacDonald
Gay men need to work on finding a place in society, asserting
rights, more like the women's movement."
But Center leadership says it likes the idea of different
agendas working through the Center. Kilmer notes that one of
the problems he sees with NOMAS is that it turned into a "war
over agendas," and when one faction won, the others left. Brooker
concurs about the Center's openness, saying that "if a group of
gay men showed up to push their agendas there, the leadership
would be ecstatic."
What sort of reception should gay men expect when they
show up at the Center? Overwhelmingly positive, at least at first,
is the consensus of men involved there.
But be prepared for culture shock. At the Meade event, a
discussion of elders in our society elicited nominations for Norman
Schwartzkopf and Billy Graham, infuriating Meade and causing
Kaupman to realize he wasn't in Kansas anymore. "I was concerned about having committed to spend an entire day with men
who consider Gen. Norman Schwartzkopf an elder," he says.
And once the agendas start duelling, you should expect
conflict and be willing to fight for your issues, says writer Dave
Hayward, who is leaving the Steering Committee of the Center
after 2lA years. "When an issue arises, the gay angle may be
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overlooked if a gay man isn't there to raise it. It's uncomfortable
sometimes, but I'll raise it."
Most of the horror stories from Center events involve outside
speakers, some with national reputations, whose homophobia
horrified both gay and straight Center members. Brooker quit the
Center over the homophobia and heterosexism displayed by
Austin Men's Center speaker John Lee, leader of one of the Wild
man Weekends. Other locally produced events dealing with gay
issues, like the Center's workshop on homophobia led by psychotherapist Franklin Abbott, have been well-received.
MacDonald echoes the difficulties of working at the Men's
Center, but finds the effort ultimately rewarding. He tells a story
from a weekend retreat
"A straight man got up to speak. He commented that women
are able to talk about how attractive other women are, but not
men. Then he turned to me and said 'I just wanted to say that you
are a very attractive man.' This was one of the amazing moments—men challenging a brutal, deadening way of being—that
makes it so rewarding."
MacDonald sees gay men as having a critical role in the
Men's Movement. "We have learned to deal with each other's
bodies, which straight men haven't, except to beat them up.
We're learning how to be in touch with our feelings and our
feminine side, as well as how men can be close to each other.
They need to learn this."
One might liken the efforts of gay men at the Atlanta Men's
Center to missionary work. Certainly any gay man attending a
mythopoetic poetic workshop will have to do some "myth translating" when the leader starts talking about "the most beautiful
woman in the world." And Brooker acknowledges that "gay
people over there are going to be giving to straight men."
But there are also many things gay men can gain from such a
connection. MacDonald notes that "we can get a lot of information about owning our strength, our male side, that we've been
told we don't have a right to." And about his presence there,
MacDonald says, "The man in me is longing to be in relationships with other men; the activist in me needs to be there, to put
my queer presence at their functions.
That's quite a "missionary position," indeed.
For further reading, see "New Men, New Minds," edited by
Franklin Abbott; "Iron John," by Robert Bly; "Against the Tide:
Pro-Feminist Men in the United States 1776-1900," edited by
NOMAS members Michael S. Kimmel and Thomas E. Mosmiller;
and magazines such as Changing Men and MAN!
For information about NOMAS, call 873-2563.
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lips on how to avoid being a victim of holiday crimes
(AP)—Be careful in December when crime
begins to escalate. Whether you'll be Christmas shopping at a mall, stopping at an automatic teller machine or walking through a parking lot, you may be at risk.
"The holidays are a great time for crooks to
profit," says Mac Gray, deputy director of the
National Crime Prevention Council, an organization in Washington, D.C., that works with
law enforcement officials to combat crime.
"Homes and cars are often full of gifts; people
carry lots of cash and charge cards. Opportunities abound for criminals."
Here are some police-approved suggestions:
-In the mall. With their large crowds and
frenetic pace during the holidays, malls can be
more dangerous than they appear. "All types of
criminals work the mall-—car thieves, pickpockets, muggers—because they know that's where
the money is," says Gray. To protect yourself,
carry only receipts and small change in your

purse. That way, if the purse is stolen, the thief
won't get away with much. Put cash and credit
cards in your wallet and secure it in an inside
pocket of your coat or jacket. Never keep it in
your back pocket, where it's most likely to be
stolen.
Be extra cautious and alert when walking
in crowds. Pickpockets often work throngs of
busy shoppers and prey on people who arc not
paying close attention to what's going on around
them.
Don't store valuables inside your car. If
you must, keep them locked in your trunk, not
in view of the back seat. And never put packages in your car and then return to the mall to
continue shopping. Thieves often wait for people
to do just that.
-On city streets. Always walk confidently,
as if you know exactly where you are going.
Try not to appear lost or unaware of your surroundings.

Walk only on well-traveled, busy streets.
Avoid areas with alleys, vacant lots or deserted
construction sites. These are places where
thieves often wait to pounce on unsuspecting
passcrsby.
If you're taking public transportation, keep
in mind that pickpockets often work near the
exits of buses or trains, where it's easy for them
to get away. Sit close to the driver or conductor.
When you park your car on the street, turn
your front wheels sharply to the curb. This will
make it difficult for someone to steal your car
by towing it away, which is a new trend among
thieves.
-Credit card precautions. When you're
making a purchase, be sure your credit card is
being used for only one transaction. A store
clerk may try to run your card through the
machine twice and use the second receipt to
make a fraudulent purchase. Watch transactions carefully, and check your receipts. If you

notice something wrong, qucsu'on it immediately.
Always take your charge carbons with you,
and tear them up when you dispose of them.
Thieves often take intact carboas from the trash,
copy the charge number and use it to make
mail-order purchases.
-At automatic teller machines. Avoid using these machines late at night. Police say that
most ATM crimes occur after regular banking
hours. Use only well-lit, secure ATM locations,
preferably where there is a guard on duty. If
there is no guard, study the ATM premises and
its surroundings. The area should be busy, not
secluded or desencd. Check for people loitering nearby or across the street. If the location
doesn't seem safe, go to a more secure ATM.
Be sure to sign off the machine when you've
finished your transaction. Criminals often try to
break into accounts that arc still open on the
ATM screen and withdraw cash.
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Deck the House
Capture trie holidays
of your childhood, or the
holidays you wanted, by
decorating your home
with items that hold meaning
and comfort for you.
BY MARTHA WADE
Everyone in the gay and lesbian community celebrates the holidays in their own fashion, from being style-conscious and hip to
being over-dosed with tradition, church, and
the nuclear family. Many of us seem to be
meeting somewhere in the middle, with our
significant other and friends, who are now our
family. We're no longer "just getting through,"
surviving the season, going through the motions with no attention to our emotions. We're
now doing the season our way. The holidays
of our youth, or what we wanted them to be,
can be coordinated with our present views and
lifestyles.
When decorating for the holidays, tune
into yourself: use what's available without
worrying about matching styles. If you like
candles, use dozens, in luminaries lining the
approach to your front door; on entrance or
dining tables, in powder rooms; in pairs or in
groupings of assorted sizes and shapes. The
Yule Candle was an especially important
household omen. Traditionally oversized and
set to burn through Christmas Eve until dawn,
if the candle went out before sunrise, it was
considered bad luck for the coming year, as
the Bayberry candle of today.
Look in your back yard for magnolia, pine
and boxwood: holly and smilax if you're lucky.
Smilax is a wonderful Southern native and a
constant at Yule time. Twine the smilax with
red metallic ribbon around the front door and
place a pine wreath trimmed with ribbon and
dried hydrangeas on the door for a warm welcome. For subtle sophistication, use a wreath
of boxwood with gold cord on the front door
and a simple garland of Georgia pine over the
door.

The front windows may traditionally be
illuminated from within by a candle accented
with a ribbon and pine; a more complex approach is a fresh pine wreath centered with a
lighted candle and hung with a ribbon.
Intertwine the stair and adorn the overdoors with smilax and red velvet; or hang
fabric reinforced with wire to retain shape.
Use the colors of the walls in the decorations.
Visit your yard again and adorn your tree
with magnolia, nuts, berries, and ornate leaves,
etc, all sprayed with gold. Spangle with a
personal collection of wooden ornaments,
angels, dolls, shells, and those fun Ban-Bashing whistles from last year's Pride Parade.
Garland with faux pearls.
Instead of a real tree, you might use a
collection of artificial ones. Look in the attic
or visit the five and dime, toy stores, flea
markets, or garage sales. Group them on mantels, or on a tier table, or on the floor if large
enough; intersperse with "shakies" or other
decorations. Or you might use a fichus. Drape
a glorious fabric around the tree as a "cradle"
for presents and other decorations. Under the
tree place old toys from your youth or adopt a
few when shopping.
In the fireplace arrange wonderful boughs
of magnolia whose dark sheen reflect the
candlelight. Fresh garlands of pine punctuated
with large pine cones, apples, pineapples, artichokes, pomegranates or a combination thereof
may grace a mantel while traversing the porcelain or mill spools on display throughout the
year. This same decoration could be used on a
piano interspersed with photos or other collections. Combine pots of amaryllis with the standard pots of poinsettias and group them on a

table under a mirror or in a fireplace.
as they play in the wrappings.
A cherished compote or a silver Revere
Purchase gifts in community shops or any
bowl, with a liner, filled with boxwood inter- of the Southern Voice advertisers. This is a'
spersed with shiny Christmas balls is always great way to spread the holiday spirit within
festive. Fruit with cascading ivy surrounded our community.
On New Year's Day enjoy quiet and calm.
by a collection of candlesticks is an alternative; in the center of the fruit, sink a bowl of Make a yule scrapbook with your significanttempting holiday treats to be enjoyed at meals other or friends. Include photos, ticket stubs of
end.
shared events, pretty wrappings and ribbons,
Remember your own room with beeswax name tags or any other trinkets which hold
candles and greenery. Maybe drape the area sentimental meanings.
over the headboard with a festive color-coorHappy Holidays and Best Wishes for 1993!
dinated fabric and old lace or linen. And some
Martha Wade, Allied ASID, is an interior
plush pillows.
Also, don't forget the animals—they know designer in Atlanta and can be reached through
that it's a special time and can sense the ex- The Chore Store at (404) 215-9811.
citement. Give them extra love and attention

Santa's elves are
sleeping peacefully.
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They know Affairs
has all the gifts they
need.
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1-800-IT'S-OURS
the nation's first
and only opinion polling group dedicated to the
lesbian, gay and bisexual community, is very proud
to introduce a long-distance calling program that
was designed just for us...
OVERLOOKED OPINIONS, INC.,

COMMUNITYSPIRIT

Low RATES
Save up to 25% off of your AT&T, MCI or Sprint long
distance charges. Lowest rates start at 5 PM, not in the
middle of the night. Low rates apply for every single
long distance call you make—no restrictions.
ONE PHONE BILL

With COMMUNITYSPIRIT, two percent of your long
distance call charges are donated to the community
organizations of your choice. Select one or many.

No hassles with multiple phone bills. Your long distance
calls will be itemized on your local phone company bill.
One bill service is available in most calling areas.

With COMMUNITYSPIRIT, you have the power to
provide badly needed funding for the community
groups that are important to you.

FREE CALLING CARD

THINK ABOUT IT. With fifteen percent of gay, lesbian
and bisexual households in the COMMUNITYSPIRIT
program, we can create over $21 million of funding
for the many local, regional and national organizations that make our community strong, year after
year after year1. Today, more than ever, we need
that strength!

UNLEASH THE POWER
Our lines are open 24 hours a day. What are you
waiting for? It all begins with you...

COMMUNITYSPIRIT

l-800-IT'S-OURS
1-800487-6877

You get your own personalized COMMUNITYSPIRIT calling
card for savings and convenience away from home.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

We provide only the highest quality service using the
nation'sonly 100% Digital Fiber-Optic Network Customer
service operators are available toll-free 24 hours a day.
No COST TO JOIN
We pay the usual switch-over fee from your local phone
company. There are no fees, minimums or gimmicks.
BUSINESS SAVINGS

The COMMUNITYSPIRIT commercial plan is a great way to
reduce your business expenses. Whether your business
now uses AT&T, MCI or Sprint, call us today and see
how you can reduce business costs and support our
community.

Based on an average monthly phone bill of $50, and 12 million gay, lesbian and bisexual households nationally.
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HOLIDAY EVENTS

ASD HOLIDAY EVENTS

Don't

panic, but by the time you lay eyes on this sentence Christmas is
a scant two weeks away, and you're most likely four weeks
behind. That should not stop you from enjoying all the activities
this season has to offer, however. It may take some creative
scheduling, but there are several things you just CANNOT miss
this season.
First and foremost are The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Holiday Concerts, featuring four different shows between now
and January 2nd.
The most popular offering is Christmas with Robert
Shaw. "For a lot of people this show has become a tradition,
like the 'Nutcracker' or 'A Christmas Carol,'" says Mark
Carrington, Marketing Assistant for ASO. "There is only a select
amount of Christmas music they can perform, so it's not a new
show every year, but it helps people bring in the holiday spirit."
Shaw, Music Director Emeritus and Conductor Laureate,
will conduct the full symphony and ASO Chorus, along with the
Young Singers of Callanwolde and the Morehouse Glee Club in
several sacred and secular seasonal favorites designed to help
you make the yuletide gay. Performances are Thursday Dec.
10th and Friday Dec. 11th at 8 p.m., and two performances on
Saturday, Dec. 12th at 2 and 8 p.m.
Shaw will also conduct the Orchestra, Chamber Chorus and
vocal soloists in three performances of Handel's Messiah.
This year they will perform the Christmas portion of this magnificent seasonal classic, and round out the rest of the evening
with Part JJ of Bach's majestic Christmas Oratorio. Performances
are Thursday, Dec. 17th through Saturday, Dec. 19th at 8 p.m.
Kids from 1 to 92 will enjoy the Kid's Christmas performances with George Hanson conducting. Santa Claus and Lee
Harper and Dancers will join in the festivities to help the kids
sing their favorite Christmas carols, and there will be enough
candy canes for everyone.
"The house is always packed for this show," says Carrington.
"The kids are singing and dancing in the aisles. Sometimes, I'm
sure the adults have more fun than the kids do."
Kid's Christmas will be performed Sunday, Dec. 13 at 1:30
p.m., Saturday, Dec. 19 at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m., and the Sunday,
Dec. 20 show is already sold out.
After Christmas, the celebration continues with five performances of A Night In Old Vienna. William Fred Scott leads
the Orchestra in Viennese favorites including Strauss waltzes
and lively polkas. The performances include a lecture on the
pieces from Scott, but don't expect to be bored. "Scott is loved
by the audience," remarks Carrington. "He's very witty and
knows so much about the music. He's very easy to listen to, and
he makes the music fun in how he talks about it and describes it
to the audience." Four of the performances will be Champagne
Concerts, where complimentary bubbly will be served up after
the performance. Those shows include Tuesday, Dec. 29 and
Wednesday, Dec. 30 at 8 p.m. and two shows on New Years Eve
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. On Saturday, January 2nd, there will be a
Coffee Concert of A Night In Old Vienna featuring Scott's
lecture at 10:30 a.m. and the performance at 11. Coffee and
pastries will be served.
All performances will be held at Symphony Hall, and ticket
prices vary for each performance, but generally run from SI6.50
to $37.00. For ticket info call the box office at 892-2414.
As for other activities, there are many traditional holiday
offerings and some not so traditional ones.
Don't forget about The Atlanta Ballet's 100th Anniversary performance of The Nutcracker, which runs through
Dec. 27th. The beloved ballet premiered in Russia on Dec. 17,
1892. Just like his Swan Lake and Sleeping Beauty, Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker was initially considered a critical disaster. He died
the following year, believing his compositions were worthless.
And just in case you didn't know, he was gay.
A few fun facts about this year's performance: The Atlanta
Ballet's ballerinas will wear out more than 150 pairs of pointe
shoes during the 29 scheduled performances; the evening gowns
worn in the first act use 25 yards of fabric and 60 yards of ruffles
each, and each gown is valued at over $2,500; and it takes 120
hours to create a Sugar Plum Fairy tutu from scratch.
Tickets are $5.00 to $36.25, and can be obtained by calling
249-6400 or through all TicketMaster locations.
Another Atlanta tradition is the Alliance Theatre's production of A Christmas Carol. Tom Key will play Ebenezer
Scrooge in the Alliance's third annual staging of the Charles
Dickens classic. Mr. Key is a well known area actor who may be

Robert Shaw, Music Director Emeritus and Conductor Laureate of The Atlanta Symphony, will lead the orchestra and
chorus in "Christmas with Robert Shaw" and Handel's "Messiah."
best remembered for his performance in "Cotton Patch Gospel."
A Christmas Carol runs through Dec. 26th. Tickets range from
$17 to $33. 892-2414.
Here's a sampling of some other holiday happenings:
• Christmas at Callanwolde Each year the grand 1920
Callanwolde mansion is transformed into a wonderland by top
area interior and floral designers. This year's theme, "Make a
Joyful Noise: The Sound of Christmas," will be reflected in the
decor of each room.
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and 6:30-9:30 p.m. Monday through Friday; 10 a.m.4 p.m. Saturdays; 1-9 p.m. Sundays. Through Dec.
14th. $8; $6 senior chizens; $5 age 12. Callanwolde Fine Arts
Center, 980 Briarcliff Road. 872-5338.
• Star Of Wonder Lean back and enjoy the winter sky as
the program explores the mystery of the star of Bethlehem.
8 p.m. Tuesday-Friday; 3 p.m. Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays; 3 p.m. Dec. 22-29. Through Dec. 29. Closed
Dec. 23-27. $2; $1 students; free for seniors; under 5 not admitted. Fernbank Science Center Planetarium, 156 Heaton Park
Drive. 378-4311.
• The Holiday Celebration At Stone Mountain Park.
Each night you can enjoy the lights and decorations, including
the tree of lights atop The Big Rock. On weekend evenings there
are candlelight tours of the antebellum mansion, a sing along
train, and visits with Santa.
Light displays and decorations nightly through Dec. 31. U.S.
78 East. Daily parking pass $5. Small charge for some activities.
498-5702.

• Danny's 3rd Annual Christmas Tree Lighting Each
year, Danny Donohoe and Gregg Daugherty put together a
fundraiser for PWAs by selling lights on the Christmas tree for
$5.00 in memory of those who have died of AIDS. This year's
proceeds go to Project Open Hand.
The Gallus Restaurant Veranda. 8:30 p.m. Dec. 13. 8759917.

• Kwaanza Celebration The African-American Holiday
will be held Dec. 13, at the Georgia World Congress Center.
524-3248. And, on Dec. 12 at The Herndon Home from 10 a.m.4 p.m. 581-9813.

• Victorian Christmas at Inman Park The Victorian
Christmas features a candlelight Christmas House Tour and
music concert.
Dec. 12,13, 7-9:30 p.m. $6 in advance or 2/S10; $8 day of
the tour or 2/$15. 688-4667.
• An Atlanta Christmas Music and drama trace holiday
memories back to the days when the city was called Terminus in
this historical play written by Tom Fuller.
Onstage Atlanta. 8 p.m. Thursday-Saturday; 2:30 p.m. Sundays. Through Dec. 27th. S10-S13. 420 Courtland Street 8971802.
• Caroling Trains Sing your favorite Christmas tunes
while taking a scenic trip around Atlanta or to Stone Mountain
Village.
The New Georgia Railroad. Through Dec. Call 656-6557 for
tickets and scheduling information.
• Christmas Wunderland Helen, Georgia. Enjoy a German Christmas with the Alstadt Christmas Market, children's
activities and holiday lights and decorations.
10 a.m.-8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays; noon-6 p.m. Sundays
until Christmas. Through January 3rd. (706) 878-2181.
• Fantasy in Lights Callaway Gardens in Columbus, Ga.
70 miles south of Atlanta on 1-85. Ride through the Gardens in
the nation's largest outdoor lighted attraction.
4 p.m.-10 p.m. nightly through Jan. 2. (706) 663-1220 for
more info.
That's just a short list of the many activities going on around
the Atlanta area. Take in as many as you can, and remember,
Make the Yuletide GAY!
CANDACE CHELLEW
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The Atlanta Ballet, The
Bistro and Southern Voice
invite you to be our guests
and join us in celebrating the
100th anniversary of the
world-famous holiday ballet
The Nutcracker December
4th through the 27th.

10/1992

TheAtkinta Ballet's 100* Anniversary
AT ANDREWS SQUARE

Elegant European
ana American Cuisine
in a Casual Setting
56 E. ANDREWS DRIVE
Tues-Thur 6-10, Fri & Sat 6-11
(Bar until 1 am)

Reservations 231-5733
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Atlanta
Ballet
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A very limited number of tickets are available to Southern Voice readers on a strictly first come, first served
basis. Stop by The Bistro for your certificate. The certificate will entitle you and a special guest to attend any
performance of The Nutcracker at the Atlanta Civic Center.
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NEIGHBORHOOD

Presents The ^£>rlcl Premiere Of

m

50%-90% OFF
PUBLISHED RETAIL
ALL CATEGORIES OF HOOKS
INCLUDING GAY AND LESBIAN TITLES

Get an early start
on Holiday shopping
All profits from this book store are given
for cancer research at Emory University Hospital

3097 Piedmont Road
By
PAMELA PARKER

Ox-i^inal Music & Lyrics By
TOMMY THOMPSON

(2 clours N. of Buckhcail Diner)

237-1038
Mon-Thurs 9am-9pm • Fri-Sat 9am-l(lpm • Sunday 1 lam-7pm

Decemter 9-19, 1992
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Tuesday-Saturday @ 8:00pm • Sunday Matinee @ 2:00pm

For Tickets Call 373-5311
Neighborhood Playhouse • 430 W Trinity Place • Decatur, Georgi,

CHRISTMAS SUPERSTORE
Stone Mountain
Stone Mountain Square
5370 Hwy. #78
498-8077

Gwinnett Market Fair
(T.J. Maxx/Marshall's
Shopping Center)

Savannah
12 Oaks Shopping Center
& Savannah Festival
Outlet Center
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THURSDAY

STEVE DANCZ. In a
benefit concert for AID
Atlanta, Dancz will perform
original songs from his
newly-released "Promised
Land." The performance
takes place at Variety
Playhouse at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at all
Ticketmaster locations. Call
255-9217 for further info.
12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS. 12 days of events to
benefit Project Open Hand
include an Xmas leather
fashion show tonight at the
Heretic, a cabaret show at
Backstreet Friday, and a tree
lighting at the Gallus on
Sunday. Call 892-8983 for
more info.
BE PRESENT PART IV.
Charis Books and More
hosts the last part of Lillie
Allen's four part series
teaching a process that
builds individual and
community well-being on
the strength of selfknowledge rather than on
the distress of oppression.

7:00-9:30 p.m. Call 5240304 for more info.
NEW PLAY MARATHON. Different Voices
Theatre Company presents
staged readings of three new
plays tonight through
Sunday at Neghborhood
Playhouse Studio. Works by
playwrights Dana Leslie
Goldstein, Claudia Lorkin,
and Kate Moira Ryan. For
more info call 370-1350.
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FRIDAY

ELVIS AND THE
MESSIAH. A Stone
Mountain family's 23 year
tradition of decorating their
suburban home for
Christmas is the subject of a
George King documentary
to be screened at IMAGE
Film and Video. The 35,000
colored lights and black
velvet portraits are upstaged
only by the surrealistic
Townsend family in King's
thirty-minute video. 3524254 for more info.

DRIVIN' AND CRYIN'
FOR THE HOMELESS.
The Athens band performs
at the Roxy in Buckhead to
benefit The Atlanta Food
Bank, Cafe 458, Habitat for
Humanity and The Task
Force for the Homeless. The
concert begins at 8:00. 8929822 for more info.
DEKALB CHORAL
GUILD. The guild holds its
annual holiday concert
tonight at 8:00 and Sunday
at 3:00 at the Emory
Presbyterian Church. Carols
spanning the centuries from
around the world can be
heard. Call 264-6101 for
info.
CRIMES OF THE
HEART. Through Dec. 12.
Southern Fried Productions
presents Beth Henley's
moving play about three
very different sisters
awaiting news of the family
patriarch. Fri.-Sun. Mercer
Fine Arts Auditorium. 3788646.
FLYIN' WEST. Through
Dec. 13. The world
premiere of Atlanta
playwright Pearl Cleage's
poignant story of the
strength and struggles of
black women homesteaders
in 1898. Directed by Kenny
Leon, artistic director of the
Alliance Theatre. Tues.-Sat.
at 8 pm; Sun. at 2:30 pm
and 7:30 pm. Alliance
Theatre. 892-2414.
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SAIDRDAY

SPARK THE PARK. The
Friends of Piedmont Park
are sponsoring a Clean Up
at 10:00 am. at the
Inaugural Stage. Members
of the community are asked
to bring rakes, trash bags
and pride for a day of
restoration and decoraivm.
For more info call 8740140.

Elvis wart" or the "maybe
Elvis toenail" at Joni
Mabe's EVERYTHING
ELVIS. You can find out
how Nixon was grooming
Elvis for the Presidency at
the Nexus Contemporary
Art Center through Dec. 19.
Call 688-2500 for more info
on how to feel the spirit of
the King.
SOLSTICE BAZAAR.
The Hughley Gallery and
Objects features one-of-akind gift ideas in its holiday
sale. Items priced S5 to S50
can be purchased weekends
through Dec. 20. Call 5233201 for details.
HIV AND WOMEN. The
syndicated cable television
program, HW UPDATE
focuses on issues that face
the rapidly growing number
of HIV-infected women.
The program is repeated
each Saturday in December
at 6:00 p.m. on cable
channel 12.
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SUNDAY

CHRISTMAS WORSHIP.
All Saints MCC Choir
presents their annual cantata
at 7:00 p.m. Traditional
Christmas pieces will be
featured. 622-1154 for more
info and directions.
CHRISTMAS BALL. The
Otherside of Atlanta hosts a
romantic evening which
includes an 18-piece
orchestra beginning at 7:00
p.m. For ticket info call
875-5238.
WINDHAM HILL. New
Age artists Philip Aaberg,
Modern Mandolin Quartet,
and Barbara Higbie are
featured in the Winter
Solstice Tour. The Variety
Playhouse will host this
evening of seasonal music
beginning at 8:00. For
further info call 524-7354.

EIGHTH NATURAL
WONDER OF THE
WORLD. See the "alleged
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WORKING. Through Dec.
20. Stage Door Players
present Studs Terkel's
Broadway musical about the
work-a-day lives of real
Americans. The pleasures
and discontents which the
non-fictional characters
experience in their jobs are
expressed through drama,
music and dance. North
Dekalb Cultural Center.
Thursdays through Sundays.
For more info call 3961726.
APPALACHIAN
CHRISTMAS. Through
Dec. 23. Atlanta's signature
Christmas show returns for
its fourth year. This
collection of traditional
mountain stories and songs
is written into script by
Phillip DePoy and Eddie
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Lee. Theatrical Outfit. 1012
Peachtree St. 872-0665.
EBENEZER AND TINY
TIM. Through Dec. 26. The
Alliance Theatre presents
Tom Key as a flying
Scrooge in its production of
Charles Dicken's immortal
holiday tale "A Christmas
Carol." The all-Atlanta cast
will call up the ghosts of
Christmases past, present
and future. Call 892-2414
for ticket info.
THE NUTCRACKER.
Through Dec. 27. The
Atlanta Ballet presents the
100th anniversary of this
holiday ballet. The magical
tale of a little girl's
Christmas Eve adventure
attracts an audience of
young and old alike. 8735811 for ticket info.
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OUTSTANDING
AMERICAN PAINTINGS. Through Jan 17. The
100th anniversary of
Randolph-Macon Woman's
College of Lynchburg,
Virginia is celebrated at the
High Museum of Art with
an exhibition of American
art. Works by Whistler,
O'Keeffe, Prendergrast and
Homer are included in the
showing. For more info call
898-9285.
DREAM. Through Jan. 23.
Emory Framing and Gallery
presents an exhibition
featuring the works of
artists Lilly Cannon, Mary
Carmichael, Phyllis Stapler,
and Jill Wiscombe. Call
634-6568 for info.
DREAM MAKERS.
Through Feb. 21. The High
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Museum of Art presents an
exhibition of 118 original
drawings and paintings and
75 rare children's books in a
survey of children's book
illustrators from the 18th
century to the present.
Characters such as Raggedy
Ann and Andy and works of
present-day favorites
Maurice Sendak and Dr.
Suess will be featured. 892HIGH for more info.
MASQUERADE '93. Feb.
13. Tickets are on sale now
for the Mardi Gras party in
Atlanta which benefits
Project Open Hand. Last
year over 2,000 attended
which features Krewes,
cabaret, food and non-stop
dancing. Call 525-4737 for
more info and tickets.
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NIGHT AT THE OPERA.
Puccini's "La Boheme" is
featured in a multimedia
performance at the Banquet
Room at San Gcnnaro.
Recordings, video, and live
performances by Atlanta's
Capitol City Opera
Company highlight the
evening of good food, good
wine, and good people. For
reservations call 636-9447.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's own public access
gay television show features
interviews, news, entertainment, history and more.
10:30 pm. Cable Channel
12, People TV. Same show
airs again on Wednesday at
5:30 pm, and at 10 pm on
City Channel 6.
GAY USA. A gay and
lesbian news show
produced in New York
includes national and
international coverage.
Cable Channel 12, People
TV. 11pm.
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TUESDAY

RACHE ALPERT AND
SULLI. These two singersongwriters perform solo
sets of original music with a
comic twist. The show can
be seen at the Star
Community Bar in Little
Five Points. Call 681-9018
for details.
HENRY IV. Through Dec.
19. Shakespeare's epic tale
of chivalry and comedy.
Wed.-Sat. at 7:30 pm.
Shakespeare Tavem. 499
Peachtree St. 874-5299.
THE 1940's RADIO
HOUR. Through Jan. 2.
Theatre in the Square in
downtown Marietta presents
its 11th Anniversary
production of its holiday
favorite. The show includes
comedy skits, live sound
effects and more than 20
popular tunes from the
1940s.Tues.-Fri.at8pm;7
pm and 9:30 pm on Sat.; 3
pm and 7 pm on Sun. Phone
422-8369 for info.
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WEDNESDAY

UNDERGROUND
SOUND. Masquerade hosts
alternative dance night
every Wednesday. DJ Wes
Holley spins several genres
of college music from
Manchester Beat to the
sounds of Seattle and
Athens. Call 577-8178 for
more info.
HARP AND SOUL.
Diatonic autoharpists Beth
Heilderberg and Judy
Austin perform at Monterey
Jack's in Buckhead tonight.
The duo combines country,
blues and traditional styles
in a powerful and expressive performance. For
details call 233-8020.
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. Through Dec. 19.
This 1940s story of a
mountain family reunion at
Christmas explores the
many definitions that
"family" takes. The world
premeire production can be
seen at Neighborhood
Playhouse in Decatur. 3773714 for ticket info.

Pictured:
ABOVE: Steve Dancz
performs Dec. 10 at
Variety Playhouse in a
benefit for AID Atlanta
BELOW: Harpists Beth
Heidelberg and Judy
Austin are in concert on
Dec. 16 at Monterey
Jack's
LEFT: Tambra Crowe as
Lilly and Suzanne Epting
as Little Lilly in Pamela
Parker's play "Home for
Christmas" which runs
through Dec. 19 at
Neighborhood Playhouse
in Decatur. Photo by Don
Heath
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The
Hidden Law

Why gamble on
insurance?
WE HAVE IT.
ONE STOP.
QUICK QUOTES.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AUTO—PERSONAL OR BUSINESS
HOME OR RENTERS
LIFE & HEALTH, Personal or Group
DENTAL, Individual or Group
BUSINESS LIABILITY
WORKERS COMP
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
ALL TYPES OF BONDS
PARTIES & SPECIAL EVENTS

Whatever your INSURANCE need we have
the experience and knowledge of where to
shop for quality coverages and low cost.

ALL IORMS INSURANCE
BOB MEEKS
1544 Piedmont Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
ANSLEY MALL (404) 873-4601

The virtues of Michael Nava's The Hidden Law (HarperCollins; hardback; 191 pp;
$19), his fourth Henry Rios novel, are many.
To start with, there is the deft plotting. Two
stories weave seamlessly through each other.
On a personal level, Henry struggles with
his disintegrating relationship with his HIV
positive lover Josh. Professionally, Henry
struggles to find the truth behind the murder
of prominent Chicano politician Gus Pena, a
man poised to run for Mayor of Los Angeles
at the time of his death. The two stories run
concurrently, rarely overlapping, yet never
getting in each other's way. With absolute
economy, they embody one of the book's key
themes: what it is like to live a life pulled in
many directions.
Then there is Nava's impeccable portrayal
of character, and the ability to capture a scene.
Here he is doing both, at the funeral of a
friend who has died of AIDS:
At the podium, Cullen's best friend was
saying, "The last time I went to see him, he'd
gone completely blind. So I sat down and held
his hand and said, 'Honey, I'm so sorry,' and
Cullen squeezed my hand and said, 'Girlfriend,
you don't know the half of it. I never learned
how to put lipstick on in the dark.'"
Nava passes with flying colors the basic
test for any L.A. mystery—conjuring up the
city's sun-splashed menace. One of his favorite targets is City Hall. "Around the domed
ceiling were eight figures in tile representing
the attributes of municipal government: Public Service, Health, Trust, Art, Protection, Education, Law, and Government. I searched in
vain for the other four: 1 xpedience, Incompetence, Corruption, and Avarice."
Giving the narrative substance as well as
drive are the serious themes woven into the
story. Henry is a recovering alchoholic, the
murdered politician, Gus Pena, had nearly ruined his career when he killed a man in a
drunk driving accident. Closely related to the
struggle with drug dependency is Nava's pitiless examination of the pressure on a Chicano
man living in an Anglo society. Pena, Henry's
father, the murder suspect, all of them are
stretched tight between the legacy of oppres-

Michael Nava
sion, and the opportunities available. Success
comes at a high cost.
And there is the gay theme, confronted
just as direcdy as the others, and just as ambiguously. Like Nava's exploration of the pressures on people who are racially different, the
story doesn't revolve around simple oppositions between right and wrong, oppressor and
oppressed. Henry is an out gay man, a successful lawyer, who has been profiled in the
Times, including the fact that he has a lover
who is HIV positive.
Nava is not concerned with coming out,
but with what comes after, with what it is like
to live a gay life, and live with AIDS. Even
though we see Josh through Henry's adoring
eyes, he's not a plaster saint; somewhat selfcentered and, perhaps inevitably, angry. The
litde touches—the funeral, their love making,
their fights, Henry's jealousy, and the other
man, also HJ.V+, that Josh has fallen in love
with—move into an area of gay life that has
rarely, if ever, been treated with such honesty
and lack of sentimentality.
The Hidden Law deals with deep, even
tragic themes, the tears in everything. Yet it
never becomes sentimental or emotionally indulgent. There's an underlying dignity that
gives the book an almost surreal calm. The
novel has a sense of the inevitablity of things,
which, even in the midst of uncertainty, acts
like a hidden law tying existence together.
JIM MARKS

Wake up to a full head of hair!
Until InVisions Single Strand Process came
along, you could only dream of having a natural,
full, healthy-looking head of hair. But now you
can swim, shower and even play your favorite
sports knowing that you'll always look your
best.

r

Oi Yes! Send me your free color brochure
LI I would like to schedule a free consultation
Name
Address
City .
State .

If this sounds like a dream, you're right.

. Zip .

. Phone .

Send to: InVisions
161 Gaither Drive, Suite 201
ML laurel, NJ 08054

It's a dream that thousands of men
worldwide are waking up to every day-
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GA

It's the Single Strand Process. The ultimate
non-surgical solution for ending baldness.
For a private and completely confidential consultation, call InVisions today.
Offices conveniently located in Smyrna, GA and other offices located
throughout the U.S. and Canada. There's one near you.
Call for your free consultation today. Open Mon thru Thurs 9-9, Fri and Sat 9-6, Closed Sunday.

INVISIONS
Making your dream a reality

404-319-1818
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The
Homoerotic
Photograph
The concept of The Homoerotic Photograph (Columbia University Press; hardback;
230pp; $44.95), proves remarkably plastic in
Allen Ellenzweign's hands. It can refer to photographs of men taken by straight men and
women, as well as by men we think, or know,
are gay.
Having such a loose definition of homoerotic
photography does have its advantages. It allows Ellenzweig to put together a collection
of photographs that can claim, with some reason, to be definitive. It also allows Ellenzweig
to advance the notion that the homoerotic in
photography "is a common heritage. It is integral to the styles and advances of the medium." So says Ellenzweig.
While there are some gaps, the text and
the supporting photographs provide a comprehensive overview of the subject not likely to
be altered for some time to come. He reaches
back almost to the origins of photography with
male nudes taken by Eugene Durieu for the
painter Delacroix, and concludes with still
working photographers such as George Dureau,
Jose Villarrubia, Herb Ritts, and others.
While there is not a great deal new in
Ellenzweig's research, it is wonderful to have
in one place works by the German Wilhelm
von Gloeden, Thomas Eakin's "The Swimming Hole" studies, and F. Holland Day's
dreamy mythological scenes. His chapters on
the early days of this photography are studded
with insights and interesting asides, as, for
instance, the affinities between Eakins and
Walt Whitman, and his discussion of Eakins
and Day both apparently continuing the classically homoerouc master/apprentice relationship with younger men (in Day's case, the
young Kahlil Gibran).
Ellenzweig's treatment of more contemporary photographers on the other hand, might
provoke some argument. Take his discussion
of Mapplethorpe, which stops well short of
the hagiography that has followed the controversy over the cancelled "The Perfect Moment" exhibition at Washington, D.C.'s
Corcoran Gallery. When I interviewed
Mapplethorpe in 1987 following the publication of "The Black Book," I was struck by
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IT'S LEATHER
WEATHER
Untitled, by Wilhelm von Gloeden, c. 1900
from "The Homoerotic Photograph"
how little interest he had in the "issues" his
pictures raised, and by his singleminded pursuit of art market success. I could, then, only
agree when Ellenzweig says that a
"Mapplethorpe photograph.. .does not assume
social aims...it is an irony of the present cultural debate that Robert Mapplethorpe, of all
people, should come to symbolize 'gay photography,' for he was the least involved in any
real politik, gay or otherwise."
But does it then follow that Mapplethorpe's
photos (as Ellenzwig concludes) are vacuous:
"The Mapplethorpe photograph may not be
artless—just heartless"? The judgement goes
too far. There are Mapplethorpe portraits of
considerable psychological penetration, depth
and even whimsy, portraits that spring from
the artist's personal intimacy with his subjects
and real affection for them.
There are some odd gaps. There are no
black photographers from either side of the
Atlantic, but I can think of at least one African
American photographer—Chris Walker from
Atlanta—who has been genuinely innovative
in subject matter and technique, a kind of
mirror image of Mapplethorpe in his dogged
concentration on the issues. Almost inevitably, given the current explosion of gay photography, Ellenzweig's list of contemporary
photographers is less than comprehensive.
Indeed, there is very little "erotic" in "The
Homoerotic Photograph." Ellenzweig doesn't
seem at all comfortable with sex.
"The Homoerotic Photograph" presents a
series of wonderful pictures; for now, however, they don't add up.
JIM MARKS

JACKETS, PANTS,
VESTS & CHAPS
1130 Euclid Ave. 577-3188
M-F11-7, SAT 11-8, SUN 12-7

CLEAR VISION BEGINS WITH
HEALTHY EYES

With purchase of a complete
pair of eyeglasses at regular price
—Daily Wear CQ4's
Dr. Maurice E. Zadeh
Optometrist, P.C.
• Comprehensive Eye Exams
• Diagnosis and Management
of Eye Diseases
Fitting Contact Lenses of All Types

524-2020
Little Five Points
484-D Moreland AVE

523-3937
Little Five Points
484-D Moreland AVE

• Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant 'Cumberland MaO •

Introducing Cuisine That
Bursts The Dam Of Mediocrity
By Opening The PEZ Dispenser
Of The Imagination.
—A Micks Metaphor
• Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall • Mick's Restaurant • Cumberland Mall •
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I have just unpacked my bag from a long Thanksgiving
weekend in my hometown of Nashville where the observance of that holiday is heavily overshadowed by the advent of Christmas. Not only the department stores and
shopping malls, but suburban lawns and houses there are
decked out in Yuletide opulence. It seems as if people are
looking forward to December 25 with optimism and hope.
Could it be a result of our recent election?
Aside from making the rounds to visit family in the city
and the country, I visited the opulent Opryland Hotel for
their annual Country Christmas. The grandeur of the interior
spaces of this hotel make it seem totally out of place in such a
down home place as Nashville. The almost football-fieldsized atrium is filled with a veritable rain forest of tropical
plants and trees, which receive more than ample sunshine
through the glass roof. Waterfalls of various sizes dot the
plantings. At Christmas time, animated carolers in Victorian
costumes nod mechanically and open mouthed over song books
in stylized winter scenes. Tucked among the green trees and
plants are elves busy wrapping brightly colored packages. On
a long balcony above Rhett Butler's Cafe was a re-creation of
Santa's Workshop complete with toys in progress. The rooms
of the hotel surround the atrium, each having its own French
Quarter style balcony overlooking the scene.
After traversing the length of this atrium, the visitor passes
through a row of gift shops, full of brightly illuminated crystal.
Further on, there are stairs which lead up to yet another glass
roofed atrium, set perpendicular to the first, filled with tropical
foilage, and surrounded by even more balconied guest rooms.
This was the scene of the largest crowd of people, all pressing
for the best spots from which to view the main attraction of the
evening, the dancing waters of the central fountain. This hydraballet takes place to the accompaniment of a man playing on a
massive golden harp high above the crowd on a brightly lit
balcony. He is dressed in sequined splendor, managing to look
like both Elvis and Liberace. High above the multicolored
spray of the fountains hung a large Christmas dove, fashioned
entirely from tiny white lights, its wings spread in flight.
The beauty of the hotel stands in sharp contrast to the
often gaudy appearance of many of the other tourist attractions
in Music City and is well worth a visit.

DANNY

ROBLE

Sulli, looking and sounding more like Bonnie Raitt every
day, performs Dec. 9 and Dec. 15 in Atlanta
Of course Atlanta has a world of holiday magic to explore,
and one I am especially looking forward to is the Inman Park
Candlelight Tour of Homes on Friday and Saturday evenings, December 11 and 12. This holiday version of the annual
spring tour will feature six of the beautifully restored Victorian homes which populate that oldest (and most beautiful) of
Atlanta neighborhoods. Tickets are a real bargain at only

$6.00 in advance and may be purchased at the Little Five
Points Pharmacy. This tour should provide iaspiration for
getting your own home into holiday gear. Call the pharmacy at
5244466.
If Christmas makes you think of home and family but
your family resembles the Simpsons more than the Cleavers,
you might enjoy a dose of Home for Christmas, Pamela
Parker's original play for Neighborhood Playhouse in Dccatur. The play is set in the home of a mountain family during
WWII and involves the return from war of a son who docs not
come back alone. The play explores traditional family values
in a non-traditional way, re-defining what makes a family.
Collaborating with Parker on the musical aspects of the
play was local composer and musician Tommy Thompson.
Tickets can be obtained through the box office at 373-5311.
The play runs December 9th through the 19th, with performances Tuesday through Saturday at 8:00 pm and a Sunday
matinee on the 13th at 2:00 pm.
Several months ago, I introduced my readers to Sulli, a
new voice on Atlanta's every growing music scene. Sulli paid
her dues as guitar tech to the very successful Kristcn Hall and
is now establishing herself as a solo performer. Her style
combines elements of rock, country, and blues, and can be
heard in two venues in the month of December. On Wednesday, the 9th, Sulli performs at Monterey Jack's (next to
Rupert's) across from Tower Place in Buckhcad at 8:30 pm.
On Tuesday the 15th, she will appear along with Rache Alpert
at the Star Community Bar in Little Five Points. Don't miss
the opportunity to hear Sulli in these intimate venues.
Peppers Cafe on Piedmont at 10th is adding a night of
entertainment along with their wonderful cuisine. Each Friday
in December, local nightclub personality Daisy Chain and
country music legend Cissy Rimwell will match wits in a live
show which will blend comedy dialogue and audience participation into the spiciest dinner show in town. Says Daisy, 'This
is going to be something totally new in Atlanta where the
entertainers rely on their wits and rapport with the audience
rather than merely on recorded music." Call Peppers at 8724000 for show times.

Give yourself a Christmas
present that will last forever

The 3rd Annual
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Let's Light Up
The Night!

TATTOO
We invite you to see the latest in

PROFESSIONAL TATTOOING
From traditional andjine line, to bold graphic designs.
• 3 Artists • Custom Designs • AH Work Guaranteed
• Free Consultations

Sunday
Dec. 13, 1992
8:30 pm -

EXOTIC BODY PIERCING AVAILABLE
• Custom Jewelry on Hand • Numbing Agent Used
• Doctor Inspected • Auto Clave Sterilization
Walk-ins Welcome
1952 Howell Mill Rd., Suite 4

Join in and help make
the night sparkle to
honor those with AIDS.

355-4303

RIDING FREE

Featuring the Best of Atlanta Cabaret
with Libby yfhittamore, Ramona
Duggers,.$fegan McFarlan, Kelly
Rae, Darryl Lanza, Bev Cook, Hal
Gresham, Morticia DeVille and more!

A young woman flees the tyranny of her husband
and learns the goodness of life from a mystical band
of lesbian warriors in this epic fantasy.
'This exciting tale of the wild and powerful Hadra is
spun from the same magic thread as Sally Gearhart's
Wanderground." —Noretta Koertge

Join us from 7 to 8:30
for a reception at Metro

"~

A Benefit for

JOURNEY TO ZELINDAR
by Diana Rivers

(^Qjallus

$9.95 in bookstores, or return this ad
with $11.00 (postpaid) to order by mail..

Project Open Hand
Atlanta

SECURITY PATROLLED PARKING • 49 SIXTH STREET • ATLANTA • 892-8983

city

zip

ALYSON PUBLICATIONS
Dept. P-8,40 Plympton St., Boston, MA 02118
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INTERVIEW

RuPau

The Towering Infemo himself, RuPaul,
flew into Atlanta recently for a whirlwind tour of the city in
support of his just released single on Tommy Boy Records,
"Supermodel."
The San Diego native, who made Atlanta his home for
several years, now calls New York City home. Several years
ago, RuPaul began shaping himself into an image entirely of his
own creation. In the early eighties, he fronted a band called
Wee Wee Pole, and later RuPaul and the U-Hauls. He entertained in many clubs around Atlanta and became a local celebrity before striking out for the Big Apple.
Atlanta friends and fans weren't surprised to see the Wigged
One photographed at all the right clubs and parties in the
paparazzi sections of national magazines, or to see him as New
York's "Girl of the Second" on Geraldo, where Ru invited the
viewing audience to "Reach out and touch your television sets
right now! Everybody say love!"
I caught up with the Black and Blonde One at E.D.'s
Gourmet Records in Ansley Square. A mixed crowd of black
and white, gay and straight, were gathered to greet their goddess who arrived fashionably late. He addressed the crowd with
his current phrase, "You better work!" then proceeded to meet
and speak to every person there. Atlanta entertainers there to
pay homage included Eagle DJ Eric Hayes, Lauren LeMasters,
Chynna Fox, and Daisy Chain, who had recently shared the
stage with RuPaul in New York at Wigstock.
After signing a hand-numbing amount of photos, records,
and posters, it was off to Georgia State where RuPaul was
scheduled to do the Georgia Music Show. Driving us was
Funtone Records' Dick Richards, and Tommy Boy's Sharla
Ashe. On the way, I asked RuPaul, "What was your plan of
action when you left Atlanta for New York?"
In a mock dictator's voice, Ru replied, "I have got to gear
myself for World Domination!"
"And what is the first step in that? You have to pay the bills
first," I asked.

RuPaul and DeAundra Peek (in a quite different type of
drag) at Velvet celebrating the release of RuPaul's single,
"Supermodel."
"You have to pay the bills, so I started go-go dancing. If
you got a look you start go-go dancing in the clubs. I had to
start back at the bottom of the totem pole."
"What was the first club?" I asked. And Ru was off and
running on his favorite subject—himself.
"The Pyramid. That's our home away from home in New
York, that's the host club for queens in New York, especially
the grunge queens that we were. Yes, I did use the term 'grunge
queen.' It's the new thing. At that point, I knew I was fabulous,
and I had to prove to New York I was fabulous, although I had
worked there quite a bit. I worked really hard and I got "Queen
of Manhattan" because, you know, I was FIERCE. And then
everybody knew me—all the club owners—so that upped my
price some. And once I got my name established as a club
personality, I decided to focus in on my music, and get some
product out there.

Midtown Travel
800-548-8904
404-872-8308
Tvl By Russell
800-762-1039
404-493-4941
Trips Unlimited
404-872-8747

^RSVP
GREAT CRUISING TAKES PRACTICE
Discover great cruising thousands come back for.
Only RSVP has sailed dozens of all Gay cruises.

^RSVP CRUISES

^RSVPSEASPIRIT

THE ULTIMATE VALUE IN GAY VACATIONS

THE NEXT GREAT GAY TRAVEL ADVENTURE

Caribbean Adventure

Caribbean Paradise

March 7-14, '93
West Palm Beach, San Salvador,
St. Thomas, San Juan, Labadie

Mexican Riviera
March 27- Apr. 3, '93
San Diego, Cabo San Lucas,
Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta

Greek Isles
September 6-13, '93
Athens, Istanbul, Kusadasi, Rhodes,
Mykonos, Santorini

Weekly departures beginning
December 19, '92 through April 10th, '93
St. Thomas - Charlotte Amalie,
Buck Island, Crown Bay,
St. John - Cruz Bay, Francis Bay

East Coast Discovery
Weekly departures beginning
Summer '93
New York, New Bedford, Newport,
Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket,
P-town, Boston

Mexican Riviera - Thanksgiving
November 20-27, '93
San Diego, Cabo San Lucas,
Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta, San Diego
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"I spent about nine months getting together a demo tape
with my partner Jimmy Harry, and we presented it to the record
companies, every one in existence. And ironically, the day
after we did that, Monica at Tommy Boy called me and said, 'I
Love It!' They have been with me and behind the project ever
since."
"Monica has her finger on the pulse as far as pop culture
goes and she and Tommy Silver know that drag is really ready
to bust out in a big way so they called me up and I was ready.
And been ready ever since."
The video of "Supermodel" is a top quality production,
with even more costume changes than the usual MTV offering.
And yes, MTV is featuring the video on their afternoon dance
show, the Grind. The video features the fashions of top designers Anna Sui, Todd Oldman, and Issac Mizrahi. Also featured
is the voice of LaWanda Page, who was at the top of RuPaul's
wish list for inclusion in the project.
Perfecting the hair and makeup as well as contributing to
the stylish look and feel of the video arc trendsetting stylists
Mathu and Zaldy. The two went with him to Switzerland to
visit Suzanne Bartsch's charily gala, the Balade de L'Amour,
where he met his idol Elsa Clinch of CNN's "Style." After
seeing the French rock band FFF spew Elsa and the entire front
row of well heeled guests with beer, RuPaul took to the stage
asking, "Elsa, did they get beer on your clothes?" Elsa nodded
yes, and Ru continued, "Well, I am going back stage and read
them! If someone spewed beer all over my 'couture' I would be
one-mean-black-bitch!"
After a reunion with the crew at Album 88, and a radio
appearance, RuPaul dashed across town for a photo shoot, then
on to V-103 for another radio interview, then finally a 2:00 a.m
performance at Club Velvet, where Ru credited his current
success with his recent purchase of a push up bra. "It has really
changed my life..." he quipped.
How does he keep up with the hectic pace? Says Ru, "I
have like this mission—I've always been driven—I'm doing all
the things I've always loved. It's exciting to do things and have
people really like it 'cause I knew a lot of people don't have the
opportunity to dress up in 6-inch platforms and big blonde hair
and stuff. They can do it vicariously through me."
DANNY ROBLE
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Restaurant
listings
-LEADED

VAL-UE (val'u)
n. 1. a fair equivalent in money, etc. for
something sold or exchanged. 2. the worth of a
thing in money or goods at a certain time.
3. that quality of a thing according to which it
is thought of as being more or less desirable.
4. a buzz word for the '90s. 5. a seafood
restaurant on Cheshire Bridge Rd.

6. MARRA'S SEAFOOD GRILL.

American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old fashioned
milk shakes to wine.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822
Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban
Cuisine. Dinner Mon-Sat; Lunch Mon-Fri.
515 N. McDonough St, Decatur • 373-2922

Cafe Mythology An international coffee house
serving desserts, special coffees and your favorite
cocktail from our fully stocked bar.
1140 Crescent Ave • 873-0794

**

UNLEADED
miTIZDnOXT CIACLE
* ATLANTA*

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean
food in Atlanta for the past 4 years.
303 Peachtree Ctr. Ave. Peachtree Ctr- 653-0070
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crsng- 364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Sprngs Plaza • 255-5434

Some of Our 80+ Menu Items
• Jerk Chicken • Paella • Moros • Conch
Fritters • Ropa Vieja • Key Lime Pie • Black
Beans • Cuban Sandwich • Roast Park •

MARRA'S

Full bar at Buckhead!
Lunch & Dinner 7 Days
NOW OPEN—DOWNTOWN
Next to Peachtree Center
303 Peachtree Avenue

seafood grill

653-0070
874-7347

2625 Piedmont Road
Sandy Springs Plaza
Buckhead Crossing Ctr.,
6301 Roswell Road
Near Cub Foods

364-0212

255-5434

ARE YOU TURKEYED OUT?

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the
community since 1974.2 floors, casual & fine
dining. Reservations accepted. Visa, MC, Amex
49 Sixth Street • 892-8933
Harry's Place Serving authentic New Orleans
cuisine. Gumbo, red beans & rice, seafood, pizzas.
451 Cherokee Ave • 658-9113

Mid City Fish Our "we shuck 'em—you suck 'em"
oyster bar offers happy hour prices on oysters,
jumbo shrimp and buckets of beer daily from 5- 7.
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114
Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete menu from
salads to desserts.
736 Ponce de Leon, Common Mkt PI
• 874-CALL (2255)

842 N. Highland Avenue

Is this
what you
really want?

Happy Holidays!
Present this ad and receive

$700 OFF

I don't think so.

2nd Entree
(expires 12/30/92)

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland
Mexican cafe. New dishes to Atlanta includes
chicken mole. Worth the trip!
1495 Chattahoochee Ave ■ 352-9009
Ocean Wave Cafe A variety of appetizing seafood
broiled, steamed or fried.
820 N. Highland Ave • 873-2009
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great
vegetarian selection.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
Roasters Fresh vegetables, salads, sandwiches,
BBQ ribs, beer & wine, and the best rotisserrie
chicken in town. Ask about catering.
2770 Lenox Rd ■ 237-1122
San Gennaro Keep the Neopolitan spirit alive with
the atmosphere of a New York trattoria.
2196 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 636-9447

.

■ ■ Southern Italian Cuisine ■ ■
Try our crab cakes, chicken or vegetarian selections.
I ■ Fresh Ingredients Cooked to Order ■ ■
Convenient Decatur location at 2140 N. Decatur Rd.
(at intersection of Clairmont & N. Decatur)

Einsteins Featuring massive salads, pastas,
sandwiches & more. Free parking.
7077 Juniper St • 876-7925

Marra's Seafood Grill This "Best of Atlanta"
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and shellfish.
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd ■ 874-7363

CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

•

Dusty's North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days.
1815 Briarcliff Rd - 320-6264

Mario's Italian Restaurant Italian cuisine served
since 1969 in a casual and cozy atmosphere.
3644 Shallowford Rd (W. of Buford) ■ 451-0979

872-2822

Italian Cafe

Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain
no meat or dairy products. Lunch & Dinner.
1129 Euclid A ve ■ 524-2132

Mabel's Table Classic Cajun Cuisine so authentic"
you think you're dining in the French Quarter.
2071 N. Druid Hills Rd@l-85- 315-6231

jJlllF
proprietors
Martin Maslia, Ed Udoff

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring
world famous garlic & steamed crab.
Piedmont at North Ave, Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy - 955-2722

Joni's Italian Cafe Seafood, chicken, veal & a
large selection of vegetarian entrees.
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041

BREAKFAST
SERVED
FROM
7AM
DAILY

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

The Chile Tree Atlanta's only restaurant featuring
the dishes of Southern Mexico and the Yucatan
Completely non-smoking. No reservations.
469 N. Highland • 688-0836
The Clay Oven Exotic cuisine & sizzling kabobs
from the Moghul Empire.
1829 Peachtree Rd • 355-9411

• ALL ENTREES UNDER $14.95
• ALL WINES UNDER $20
• NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

OPEN 7 DAYS 1782 Cheshire Bridge Road

Casal's Virginia-Highland's newest restaurant.
Seafood, steaks, veal, vegetarian, chicken
1021 Virginia Ave • 873-9844

728-0041

EATING OUT
Your complete
guide to
restaurants

Treehouse Restaurant & Pub Menu changes
every week—always pasta, meat, fish, chicken.
7 Kings Ctr, P'tree Hills • 266-2732
Veggie Delight 100% Vegetarian. Appetizers,
salads, sandwiches, stir-frys & pasta.
Next to Plaza Theater on Ponce • 872-4539
The White Orchid Atlanta's only Gay supper club.
Continental menu and full service bar. Reservations accepted.
1803 Cheshire Bridge Rd - 892-3520
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUFMAN
When it (re)opened late last summer 1
rushed to the African Brown Bag (699
Ponce de Leon Ave. 642-3434), expectations
high and taste buds twitching. And while my
tummy and tongue were more than adequately
rewarded, I felt put off by the raw state of the
physical plant in the still-incomplete eatery.
More than anything the odor of fresh concrete (poured floors and block walls) offended
my nose and thus my taste buds.
Well more than one friend has recently
returned from dinner at the Brown Bag gushing praise, so I hauled my fanny there for a
friend's birthday dinner last week. The celebration was a happy one, made even more
so by the fact that the floor now sports a coat
of shiny green paint and the only odors in
evidence are the heady ones wafting from
the kitchen.
And the food was even better than my
first visit.
Lest you have been in hibernation (or
Buffalo) for the past several years, let me
explain that the Brown Bag is work of Geneva
Francais, one of Atlanta's most interesting
and creative chefs. Ms. F was trained in France
but likes the spices of Africa and the Caribbean. The result is a highly eclectic menu
that changes nightly, frequently (and skillfully) using last night's leftovers.
Take, for instance, a dinner salad comprised of six or so greens (as mundane as
romaine and as outre as arugula), topped with
red cabbage, onions, glorious tomatoes and
an exceptionally well balanced mustard
vinaigrette, and then garnished with slices of
baked yam. Yam? Yup, and it works beautifully.
Top the salad with a generous portion of
last night's skilfully roasted chicken and you've
got a light, elegant entree easily the equal of
any similar offering in the city.
The knock-out of our birthday dinner was
a generous portion of venison hash topped
with poached eggs and drizzled with a mild
tomato sauce. Crisp on the edges, moist and unctuously rich in the center, this is the work
of a chef with a solid grasp on both technique and creativity. Hash is one of those
seemingly simple dishes that can confound
even the best of cooks and is quite simply the
best I've eaten since I was four. I wish Bambi
hadn't died to make it so good, but it was so
close to perfection that I really don't care.
Almost as good, were several sauteed scallops of pork bathed in a port and mushroom
sauce—a much lighter and more delicate take
on the more traditional Marsala-based sauce.
The portion was more than generous, and a
dispirited looking (though equally generous)
side of broccoli and carrots was remarkably
sweet and fresh-tasting.
It is almost as if anything that passes
through Ms. F's talented hands emerges tasting better than you had any right to imagine.
Not everything on the menu is complex.
A fat bluefish fillet, broiled, and topped with
a simple amalgam of lemon, butter, and white
wine serves to remind me that one need not
eat $10 a pound yup-fish in order to enjoy
seafood. Here's an almost perfect blend of
rich fish (but not fishy) flavor balanced by
the acid of the lemon/wine sauce. At $8 with
rice and veggies, it's a first rate meal that's
healthy, satisfying and great tasting.
The other fish dish on the menu was a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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3644 Shallowforci Road
(Just West of Buford Hwv)

Toast. champagne witrt.
your; frierirJs; y

451-0979
Specialties Include
Baked Fettuccine, Mussels in Marinara Sauce,
Snapper Piccatta, Vegetarian Available

Choose from ,
more than > 50 fine wines
by the glass.
Create your own tastings.

$F.- Dim
Intimate dining 'till
midnight. Sinful
desserts. Brunch on Sundays.

Casual Attire
Private Party Room • Reservations Accepted

>"• Uptown, but low-key..
The perfect escape-from
v'i-,;:■} the- Holiday frenzy.
J■

the Price of One - the Price of One
atMario's " atMario's

Sfq North Highlanii Avenue
Virginia Highlands 875-7775

# 451-0979
(Value up to $4.00)

- One-Coupon per table '
■;, no credit cards with coupon .
£ .15% gratuity addcy '
. expires.. 12/3074;

-' r'-One-Coupon per table
no credit cards with coupon -.-.
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FEATURING
CHEF LOUIS' WEEKLY
SPECIALTIES &
TEMPTING DESSERTS

expires 12/30/92

Where Particular People Dine

asal's
Seafood & Steak

Influences of various cuisines
creating a taste for everyone!

Livejazz
TuesSat
8:30 pm until

ft

December 1-5
|
Don't get left out—
the Dan Coy Group
December 8-12
make New Year's Eve
with Stephanie Pettis the Dan Coy Group |
reservations now!
featuring Liz Henley

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:30-2:3b

451-0979
■ (Value up to $8X)0)

'

SANDWICHES, ENTREES
CALORIE CONSCIOUS
SELECTIONS

1021 Virginia Avenue
In the Heart
ofVA-Highland

DINNER 6P.M.-10:30P.M. DESSERT 6-UNTIL
7 KINGS CIR., PEACHTREE HILLS • 266-2732

873-9844
Reservations Accepted

Dinner Only—Tues.-Sun
Hrs: Tues.-Th.,
Sun. 5:30-10:00
Fri. & Sat. 5:30-11:00

VEGGIE DELIGHT
Featuring the
Freshest Louisiana Seafood

food with flair

' Healthy • Tastv • Delirious • 100% Vegetarian

Christmas parties on or off premises.

No Animal Products, No Dairy,
No Cholesterol, No Sugar,
Low Salt, Low Calories

%

BUY ONE ENTREE
GET 2ND AT Va PRICE

[BUY ONE]

of equal or lesser value Offer valid Mon.-Thurs. Exp. 12-30-92

rGet 2nd one Viprice ■

Next to the Plaza Theatre on Ponce de Leon

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 am - 9 pm

872-4539

Holiday reservations suggested. ;

LUNCH & DINNER
:
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2071 M. Druid Hills Rcf,.@ I-85 Directly in froiTt of the Traveloclge 315-6231
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NEW YEAR'S EVE AT
CAFE MONTSERRAT
~ Dinner Special for Two
Two Seatings: 7:30 pm & 10:30 pm

CANTINA

V

A MEXICAN CAFE
featuring
"Borderland Mexican Cuisine"

1495 Chattahoochee Ave., NW
Atlanta, Georgia USA

Ctc^

"theplace nobody knows about...
but everybody goes to..."
Open 7 Days
Lunch y Dinner
(404) 352-90-09 Chance Evans, Patron

E = MC
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Einstein's for appetizers
and dinner...
Movies, theater, ballet,
symphony or museum

Cafe Mythology
for coffee cake
and cocktails!

$75.00 per couple (plus tax & gratuity)
Reservations & deposit required.

515AN. McDonoughSt.
Decatur • 373-2922

BNSTBITS
1077JUNPBIST.

876-7925
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MYTH
9I9QY
CAFEMYTH0L06Y
1140 CRESCENT AVE.

(behind Petrus)
873-0794

Is this really what you want?
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*ta Class Rotissene

I don't think so.

EATING OUT
Your complete guide to restaurants

Let us cook your holiday
turkey & fixin's for $29.95.

Welcome to Roasters! Casual
dining on Lenox Road featuring
rotisserie chicken, ribs, awesome
appetizers, fresh vegetables and
homemade desserts. Whether it
be our famous chicken fingers,
wings, soups, salads or chicken
rotisserie nachos, everything is
fresh and cooked to taste.
All menu items also available
to go. Open for Lunch and
Dinner 7 days.

Roasters, Inc.
10 King Circle at Peachtree Hills Avenue in E3uckhead
231-4113
Lunch Tuesday through Friday • Pinner Seven Nights
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Plantation Heights
Shopping Center
2770 Lenox Road
237-1122

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29
slightly kinky sounding baked catfish with
spicy marinara. Not exactly a traditional combination, but I'll bet it will leave you licking
your lips and lusting for more.
Even the bread bears an amusing and
entertaining signature twist. Several months
ago it was quarters of pita anointed with oil
and fresh dill. Last week, cornbread laced
with an eclectic mix of cumin, cardamon,
fresh basil and honey sent us all to crooning
with pleasure. Try crumbling it into a near
perfectly balanced bowl of black bean soup
for a light and totally satisfying meal.
My other major gripe last time I ate at the
Brown Bag was desserts. That, like the raw
concrete, appears to have been fixed by importing excellent homemade goodies from
Sweet Splurges at Rio.
Despite all my gushing, this is not a perfect restaurant. Creature comforts remain minimal, and service continues to be the sort of
slap-dash, hit and miss style that is no where
near as gracious as the food. But unless you
demand the sort of bowing and scraping served
up by the luxe hotels, the food more than
makes up for the service transgressions.
Expect to happily spend about $15 a head
for two courses and a glass of jug wine.
Red, Red Whine
Regular readers know that each fall I go
in search of the ideal S5 bottle of red wine. 1
thought I'd found it right off when I took a

sip of Rene Barbier Mediterranean Red,
a complex, slightly rough Spanish import.
And only $3.99 a bottle to boot. Problem is
that, after a slowly consumed glass and a half
with dinner, my head felt like a not so gently
expanding ice cube. And I spent the next day
nursing a hangover the likes of which I haven't
experienced since I would gulp whole bottles
of Old Mr. Boston gin in an evening. Rene's
red is tasty, but no bargain at any price.
I gave all alcohol a wide berth for several
weeks after that experience, so my annual
tasting ritual has gotten behind schedule. But
I have sampled three reasonably priced bottles
that pleased my tongue, went well with a
variety of foods, and did not leave me feeling
as though I'd been run over by a runaway
cement truck.
The grocery store display of Bandiera
Cabernet Sauvignon (1987) was riddled
with those little point of purchase cards claiming that Wine Spectator, or Robert Parker, or
some other vaunted expert said this was the
best thing since puffed wheat. For less than
S6 a pop, I've got to admit that it had gobs of
character and nuance, but it also tasted like it
wanted to spend another 10 years or so loosening up. If you try it, open it at least an hour
before you plan to drink it.
On the other end of the scale, Glen Ellen

Proprietor's Reserve Merlot (1991) is
smooth and easy to drink right now. It tastes
(almost overwhelmingly) of cranberries and
has zip tannins but reminds me a little too
much of grape juice after the first glass.

Monterey Vineyards Classic Merlot
(1991) strikes a nice balance between the
two aforementioned choices, it's smooth and
drinkable, but has a nice tannic bite on the
finish—nowhere near as flabby as the Glen
Ellen.
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Required Reading: Both gay and straight media have
been swamped with tales of the travails of lesbian and gay
soldiers for a couple of years now. But little light has been
shed on the abuse heaped on queers who are for some odd
reason(s) not discharged when their proclivity to homosex is
discovered. The December 7 issue of "The New Republic" puts
an end to the silence with a couple of articles by Scott Shuger.
Most devastating is the story of one Gregg Monsma, a bisexual
navy petty officer who has endured all but physical torture at the
hands of a military judicial system that seems more bent on
revenge than on military preparedness. Also in the same issue, an
in depth look at Robert Reich, the man most likely to make
Clinton's economic policy work—or not.
It's Not Just Queers: Just in case you thought the folks in
Colorado only had it in for homos, check this from "Newsweek."
Seems that Popemeister John Paul Number 2 is scheduled to visit
Colorado's Cherry Creek State Park for a bit of pontificating
come next August. Environmentalists are up in arms over the
plan because they say a huge crowd in the park will do irreparable damage to miles of prairie dog tunnels. Event nabobs came
back with the idea of using vacuum cleaner-like devices to suck
the little creatures from their warrens and then deposit them
elsewhere (Honest!). But that plan was cancelled when the park's
colony of tiny doggies began to die of a mysterious and untreatable
disease. State officials say there is no evidence of foul play.
Yeah, sure—and the Pope isn't Catholic.
Marky and Madonna: Issue #3 of "Out" magazine is on the
stands and Dish must say that we are pleased with the increasing
quality, variety and coherence of each issue. Perhaps most interesting for Georgians is a nine page photo feature called "Kicked
Out" chronicling the travails of eight lesbians and gay men who
were thrown out of work because of their sexual orientation.

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH AND IXHINB TRASH

Cheryl Summerville, whose firing from Cracker Barre
launched an ongoing boycott of that roadside restaurant
chain, was featured this month in OUT magazine
Skye Mason's portrait of Cheryl Summerville is awesome and
Cheryl's words (".. .for them to tell me that I don't deserve a job
because of it [her relationship with lover Sandy], that's bullshit!")
bring hope to our heart. Admirers of Lt. Col. Margarethe
Cammermeyer will want to buy the issue for the stunning porn-ait of her alone. Talk about butch as an archetype! The ads are
entertaining, too. Marky Mark in Calvin's, Madonna in almost
nothing and Kiri T Kanawa and Michel LeGrand in one of the
campiest posed duos we seen yet in this decade.

December 10 through 16,1892
For the next two weeks life may be more intense (is it
possible) due to the Lunar Eclipse which was on the 9th and the
upcoming Solar Eclipse on the 23rd. This can be a very creative
time for in-depth focus on special projects or situations.
ARIES, Mercury and the Sun are now in your 9th house of
higher learning, metaphysical studies and long-distance journies,
so at the very least you need to expand your horizons and take
advantage of any opportunities to do or learn about something
new. TAURUS, if you are feeling a little bit disoriented or not
quite grounded, you may need to take a break from the city/urban
environment and get back in touch (literally) with Mother Nature. You really do need the natural world to stay balanced! Dear
GEMINI, you can be the very best of friends and sometimes the
most frustrating of partners. If you are having difficulty with an
intimate relationship, check your level of self-esteem. Do you
believe you are worth being loved?
CANCER, hopefully you got together with family and friends
to enjoy Thanksgiving. If your social plans haven't worked out,
consider volunteering your very special abilities with food or
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people to help others have a better day. LEO, you should be full of
life and energy with all the activity in your 5th house of creativity, passion and adventure. If you are hot for an affair, you could
have a wonderful time. Just remember the other person may be
looking for more than a fling. VIRGO, if your life is a little chaotic
right now, try to remember that Uranus and Neptune in Capricorn are constantly sending a flow of unusual energy through the
earth sign channels. Go with the flow and stay very positive!
LIBRA, now that Venus has just joined Saturn in your 5th
house of creative expression, passion and children, you may feel
positively energized but maybe a little supressed or held back at
the same time. Be patient if you are feeling frustrated. SCORPIO,
black majick, white majick, incantations, psychics and whatever
else you can think of, it all boils down to one thing—Personal
Transformation! You can do it. You can be whatever you want to

10/1992

What Ever Happened To...?: Been wondering what's become of John Schlafly since he was outed a couple of months
ago by QW magazine? Has he foresworn the hatefilled agenda of
the right and come on over to our side? Here's one tiny episode
that suggests the answer to that fantasy is an emphatic "nyct."
Mr. S faxed a note to QW that read, "I think your readers would
be interested in seeing the recent remarks attributed to Pal
Buchanan in the enclosed newspaper. Far from being a hateful
gay basher as he is often portrayed, Buchanan knows a kindness
and generosity of spirit that you and your staff would do well to
emulate." Buchanan's remarks are too long to repeal here, but
the gist of his blathering was that gay rights activists have no
right to interfere with folks' private lives. Dish wonders if that
means Buchanan (and Schlafly) think governments, the church,
and private industry also have no right to interfere in the private
lives of citizens?
Bent Priorities: Speaking of private industry infringing on the
(creative) rights of homos, catch this. The publishers of "Better
Homes and Gardens" have brought a trademark infringement
suit against one Dan Levy of L.A. who publishes a small photocopied 'zinc called (until recently) "Better Homos and Gardens."
BH&G (the non homo one) contends that Levy was competing
for their market and that BH&G's (the queer one's) gay content
would "injure the plaintiffs reputation." Does that mean their
reputation as a humorless bunch of priggish old fuddy-duddy's?'
But Levy has no intention of giving up. He'll change the name of
his publication to 'Turbo Queer;" a new edition is expected on
LA newsstands as you read this. Dish thinks Better Homes and
Gardens should wake up and smell the coffee. It's real competitors ("Met Home" and "HG") regularly feature "homosexuals"
and they're both thriving.

be, but it all begins with belief in yourself. Happy Birthday,
SAGITTARIUS! If you have been putting in too much overtime at
work, then you definitely need to find a way to lighten up, have
some fun and thoroughly enjoy your birthday month. At least
plan to have lunch with a good friend.
CAPRICORN, with Venus moving into your 2nd house of
personal finance and material resources, you may find several
very nice opportunities for investment. Just be sure you are clear
about your personal goals before you sign on the line. AQUARIUS,
as Venus joins Saturn in your 1st house of personal appearance
and self-perception, you may want to pay a little more attention
to your physical condition. Eat well, get plenty of exercise and be
sure to stretch and relax before going to sleep. PISCES, be sure to
eat well and get plenty of good rest and exercise during the
holidays. Remember, you are always sensitive to the feelings
and emotions of other people, so take good care of yourself and
hang out with Positive People!
MARY BAILEY RULE is a professional astrologer who specializes in
personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as crisis management.
She can be reached through her voice mail number, 717-4326.
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very year around this time, we're subjected to the
hawkings and harkenings of Mercantalia, a holiTL &
day. This festival was formerly known as the Winter Solstice, before the xians transmogrified it, and subsequently
cashed in on it
Now, I'm not forgetting non-European festivals such as
Chanuka or Kwanza, nor am I chiding folk for believing that the
dying and reviving god story exists only in their mythos. But I'd
like to reclaim some of the plant mystery which has survived into
this age.
First of all, we must understand that all this revolves around
the Wheel, or Yule, of the year. When day is shortest and night is
longest, human aspiration naturally turns towards the return of
light and warmth, towards rebirth and renewal.
Ancestors believed that humans could assist in this process,
and by performing certain rituals, ensure and hasten the Sun's/
Son's return. Symbolic reminders and intervention abounded.
Let's consider, for example, this business with the trees. In
the midst of spent crops and desolate fields, evergreen trees must
have seemed completely miraculous, and deservedly symbolized
the renewal of life.
After all, trees exist in three sacred zones: earth, underworld,
heaven. Imbued with knowledge and power, due to their symbolic embodiment of the Great Mother, sacred tree worship is
celebrated in culture after culture.
Early xians oft continued old pagan ways. Medieval wassailing, for instance, involved "a group of people carrying a bowl of
wassail or cider into an orchard. One tree was selected to represent all of the trees. The tips of its branches were dipped in the
cider, a bit of cake soaked in cider was placed in its branches, and
some of the wassail was sprinkled about its roots." ("Wheel of
the Year," Campanelli, p. 10.) Certainly, folks could bless trees
with crucifixes; but the worship goes back much further than the
symbol implies.
Many Solstice fires have been kindled in sacred groves, so
the "yonge sonne" could find strength and encouragement. And
since sex is the life force, it is hardly surprising that sexual

EARTHSHAKIN' OBSERVATIONS
symbols and rites permeate Solstice practices.
Holly, too, remained a ritual plant. Sacred to Holle, or Hel,
those red berries = woman's blood-of-life. The berries are only
borne on the female plant. Holly was used in wreaths, "the circle
of the wreath symbolizes the Wheel of the year, the complete
cycle." (Campanelli, p. 4.)
"[Holly's] common use at Christmas is apparently the survival of an ancient Roman custom. While the Romans were
holding this feast [Saturnalia], which occurred about the time of
the winter Solstice, they decked the outsides of their houses with
holly; at the same time, the Christians were quietly celebrating
the birth of Christ, and to avoid detection, they outwardly followed the custom of their heathen neighbors." ("An Encyclopedia of Occultism," Spence, p. 211.)
The same goes for Mistletoe, the veritable Golden Bough.
His white berries = male symbols, of semen and death. According to Frazer's "Golden Bough," it was "viewed as the genitalia
of the oak god, Zeus, or Jupiter, or Dianus of Dodona." Castration of the god was an important ritual sacrifice for life's continuance.
Kissing beneath the now-usually plastic mistletoe is a pale
remnant of the sanguinary, ritualistic orgies of bygone eras, I'm
afraid. Yes, something has been lost in the transition from the
geocentric/matriarchal/Goddess worldview to the heliocentric/
patriarchal/God worldview.
The Politics of Xmas Trees
The more I see newly-felled evergreens tied to automobiles,
the more they appear to me like just-shot deers trophy-trussed to
cars. Trees are sacred. We can't live without them.
Real stewardship to me means that we grow and nurture, not
misappropriate, poison, and abuse. Even tree-farmed evergreens
can no longer do their vital job of taking in CO2, and releasing
oxygen. Not to mention how the loss of even one more sacred

Make your Yuletide gay...

object diminishes us all.
Does this mean that I oppose trees in the house during
Solstice? Absolutely not. Instead, I advocate truly LIVE trees.
Ones dug up with balled and burlappcd roots, which can be
planted outside shortly after the holiday.
In fact, a Canadian Hemlock has lived quite happily in my
yard for the past six years. Of course, I treated her correctly to
start.
I was very concerned about not breaking her dormancy. So 1
kept her on an unheated porch, and regularly placed bags of ice
on her root ball (which was in a large tub). The melting of the ice
provided water —VERY important not to let her dry out. (Also
important not to drown her roots...) And, I spritzed her needles
and rootball regularly, to cut down on evaporative loss.
Prophylactically, I did not place the large, heat-radiating
strings of lights on her, favoring instead the small, twinkling
ones instead.
After a week and a half of this, she went into the ground with
all the usual careful soil prep (good, wide hole, well rotted
compost, mulch, staking, etc.)
We have done this in other years, planting in various locations with various types. But the Hemlock and a Leyland Cyprus
have done best, in relatively shaded areas.
You can catalog-order live trees, or you can find them at
local retailers such as Hastings' or Pike's. I usually buy well into
December, because: 1) the trees are much better off outside in
the mulch piles at these establishments, than inside the house,
and 2) the prices'are better then, too.
Beware though! Cats just LOVE trees in the house. They
fundamentally believe that ornaments are made-to-order cat toys
and trees, after all, are for cat-climbing.
Dogs can pose their own set of problems here. I recall the
time about 20 years ago when my mother and I spent hours
making tons of elaborately decorated gingerbread persons. We
then spent hours stringing them on the (dead) tree.
The next morning, we awoke to discover that the resident
Doberman had eaten every single g.b.p. she could reach. In fact,
we had a few heads and/or torsos hanging at a "Line of Death"
above which the dog simply could not reach.
Stock up on catnip, chew toys, and spray bottles if you want
to promote house animal/tree harmony.
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ORGANIZATIONS
AIDS Organizations

ROBBIE ROGERS

ADD Atlanta— 872-0600
ADDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277,
Atlanta, 30337,762-6002
ADDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
ADDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
(State-wide).
ADDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
ADS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—
876-2317
ADDSCHALM—Edic, 642-3467
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 8744845, or POB 77003,
All, 30357.
Childkind—936-9655
First MCC ADDS Ministry—872-2246
Georgia ADDS Therapy Information Network—
1-800-551-2728
The Living ADDS Memorial Park Project—633-0634
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta—
874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pel Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620

Ago:46
How long In Atlanta: 25 years
Relationship status: single
Last book read: "Women Who Run
with the Wolves" by Clarissa Estes
Pot peovo: homophobia among lesbians
and gay men
Robbie Rogers has a strong and confident handshake. She says her friends would
describe her as sweet but volatile. The afternoon we spoke, she was waiting for a phone
call from her daughter announcing that she is
a grandmother again. But Robbie is not your
typical rocking chair granny. She is a woman
with a voice and someone who will get the
job done even if it means ruffling a few
feathers.
One of the forces that drives Robbie is
her spirituality. She serves as the Administrative Assistant at the Church of Religious
Science and is a fourth-year ministerial student.
"People have lost faith in themselves.
Here, they teach you self-empowerment.
They teach you to be proud of what and who
you are," she says.
Her goal in life is to make a difference,
especially in the area of lesbian and gay rights.
But before mainstream society can understand and accept lesbians and gay men,
Robbie feels that the community must first
understand and accept itself. This belief may
explain her involvement in helping to organize next year's Pride Week. She is currently
serving as co-chair of Atlanta's Pride '93
Committee and hopes the event will be the
biggest celebration in the country. Her vision for the event has nothing to do with
politics or religion but solely with the celebration of being out and being proud.
Robbie came out over twenty years ago,
soon after hearing Martin Luther King, Jr.
say, "Nobody can ride your back unless you're
bent."
She anagolizes the movement for lesbian and gay rights to crossing a bridge. She
thinks America has come too far to return to
the negativity and hatred of the past and that
the lesbian and gay community is close
enough to step to the other side.
"The gay movement, today, is like the
black civil rights movement just before it got
what it wanted," she says. "We need to tell
America we're not going away."

Arts/Entertainment
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—8724432
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
"Funny.. .That Way"—875-2275
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc
—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
Robbie is quick to point out, though, that
there are voices which are not being heard
within the lesbian and gay community.
Through her role on the Pride Committee,
she hopes to involve groups which have not
been represented in the past including minorities, physically challenged persons, and
prisoners.
"There are a lot of prisoners who are
lesbian or gay and who nobody thinks of
anymore. Many are HIV-positive," she says.
"That is a lonely way to live."
Robbie's other interests include attending art exhibits, especially those with lesbian
and gay themes, and listening to music. She
enjoys writing and painting while playing
Led Zeppelin, Janis Joplin or The Doors on
the stereo.
"They don't make music like that anymore," she says. 'The music from this period is very spiritual and metaphysical."
To describe her outlook on life, this grandmother uses a line from a Zeppelin tune,
"Although a river changes its course sometimes, It always gets to the sea." She maintains her positive auitudc by loving life for
all it has to offer.
"Even when it is horrible, it's wonderful
because you're learning something."
CRAIG PATE

SHOP MALEPAK
FOR CHRISTMAS!
Many gift ideas
to select from
or give a $30
Gift Certificate
for only $25.

MIDTOWN
321-0603
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd
Mon-Sat 11-7
Sun 1-6
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The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd.
634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 8724403
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 8734655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Frank's Place—778 N. Highland. 881-0259
Gallus Bar & Restaurant-49 6th St. 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro-48 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco SL 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St. 873-6700
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712
Weekends—688 Spring St. 875-5835

Direct Action/Political
ACLU/Lcsbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—874-6782 (O)
Catalyst—(404)776-1478
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
—605-7477
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms,
2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —
(404) 6624199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee,
231-5751
L.A.B.I.A. (Ixsbians Againsl Battering In Atlanta)
—822-9570
LEGAL—605-7476
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline
—874-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Queer Nation—605-7396
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

Professional
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—6624353
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights
(GAPHRj—231-2251
HomeGirls—622-0105
LEAGUE (Employees of AT&T)-404/872-2359
Nat'l Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)

or your special pet
that deserves the very
best of everything.

633-8755
2480 Briarcliff Rd N.E.
(Located in Loehman's Plaza)

Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —
622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—409-0203
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0585
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atlanta—
872-2246
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183

Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—
373-5830
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134 or George at
688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—SASE to: GANG,
POB 7546, Atlanta 30357
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, All. 30324,
873-4061
Hotlanta Vollcyball-621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 941263, Atlanta 30341
S.E. Gay Rodeo Association—POB 7881, Atlanta, 30357.
760-8126
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761 -8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033.
(404) 939-0244 (evenings).
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information Line
—(404)613-7661
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta
30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—POB 15180, Atlanta
30333.662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—6624533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta
30307, phone 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—
843-4492
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Codependems Anonymous—239-1657
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson. POB 724711. AU.
30339, phone 612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—6624501
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369
Gay Help Line—6pm-l 1pm 892-0661
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America
—6234099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of
City Council—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POx 9678. Atlanta 30319.
(404)621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
The Group—892-0661
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lawrenceville 30246,
871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—804-1477
KO-Existance—875-8936
Lambda Group/Narcoucs Anonymous—237-6262
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians and Gays with Children—633-1325
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307
Name the Violence—370-1317
Out Youth—POB 78401, Atlanta 30357,
239-9286 (no calls after 10pm)
Ovcrcatcrs Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or
875-9440
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Athens—
(706)208-1704
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Single Lesbians Group—466-3287
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—
(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor)
Uniformed Services Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA
22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—723-1112. or write POB 451065,
Adanta 30345-1065.
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501,
Decatur 30030; 373-1632
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm.
College 426-8160
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech
Sta., Atlanta 30332; 873-2263
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance-497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—
POB 2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479 or
284-1347

SOUTHERN
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ACCOUNTING

(

CLEANING ~~) (

Let our 17 years of accounting & business
management experience go to work for you.

ANN
DUCKWORTH

rinancial LlynamicJp

• cleaning services •

636-8800

• residential
commercial

(

ACCOUNTING

)

(

CONTRACTOR"^ Q

Dependable
Remodeling

ATTORNEY

)

Hardwood

843-9269

AAA Residential Painting & Home Services
Professionals in Home Care & Maintenance

Specializing in
Quality Work

622-4922

v

J

HOME IMPROVEMENT

( John A. Saunders
Owner/Operator

C.J. Clark

Since 1986

Accounting & Business Advisory Service

Hazel Edlinger

I o / 1 9 9 2
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•
•
•

■
•
•

Interior Painting
Pressure Wash
Windows

( CONTRACTOR") f

Roofing
Guttering
Carpet Care

J

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Floor Waxing

Patricia J. Garland, Atty
RODIETAX
& ACCOUNTING
SERVICES

General Practice

m

on request

Suite 302, The Carnegie Building,
133 Carnegie Way

y

298-1409

577-7167

c

Say you
saw it in

ERRYE.

your experienced consultant
414-1188

□ Kitchens
Fa Free Estimates
l^Call Gene

, Free Estimates

622*1750

L
O
O
K

J

Honda Parts For Sale

USED HONDA PARTS
Call

378-6846
for directions
184 Rogers St. in Little 5 Pts. Area

J

DR. TOM BORN
IN THE PRACTICE OF CHIROPRACTIC AND
ACCUPRESSURE MASSAGE TECHNIQUE
Preventive body care If more than a stare of mind, fts a state of Art.

Complimentary Therapeutic Evaluation
Toco Hill Shopping Center^

CLEANING

)

(

No exam needed for
most ages up to
$300,000. No blood
test required up to
$500,000. Please
call for proposal.

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP

v

DENTIST ~~) ("

(404) 454-6745

Nancy M. Stewart
D.D.S..P.C.
General and Cosmetic
Dentistry
558 Medlock Road, Suite 7
Decatur, Georgia
(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds)

/

}

MASSAGE

II

Deep Tissue
Stress Reduction
Sports Massage
n & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

c

D

MEDICAL

S. Dion Smith, M.D., FASAP.
Psychiatry and Addiction Medicine

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas

(404) 377-2662

HEALTH

•8- O- U -T H B- R-•*-

ALL-CLEAN

TERM LIFE INSURANCE

KEEP
YOUR
BITE BRIGHT!

to the Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1831

C

LOW COST

DIR
ECT
ORY

(404) 361-4523 Office
837-6472 Beeper

BILLY EARNEST

s

THE

Residential Home Repairs
Improvements

FOREIGN AUTO SERVICE
HONDA SPECIALIST

(

Find
it in

Licensed/Insured

CHARLIE M.

INSURANCE)

?

Roof Repair • Painting • Decks
Fences • Drywall

475 Moreland Avenue S.E., Atlanta, GA 30316
American & Foreign Parts
We Service American & Foreign Cars & Trucks

633-4710

(

CONTRACTOR

J C

CHIROPRACTOR

J

gene cloud

Moreland Auto Stop
& Service Center

c

HOME REMODELING SPECIALISTS

634-5460

371-0398

Voic&OTY

AUTOMOTIVE

THE RENOVATION ROOM

Emmett Construction

• Divorce & Family Law
• Disability Rights
■ Criminal Defense

j>

When Quality is More Than
A Possibility...

Home Additions
&Remodeling

404-584-9671

c

HOME IMPROVEMENT

PHYLLIS COLMAR
377-1349

CONTRACTOR

Sewing the Gay Community for 11 years.

AUTOMOTIVE

3C

□ Baths
□ General Repairs

□ Decks

Attorney-at-Law

c

Bobcat Productions 373 6673

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
REMODELING

M. P. Schildmeyer
• Wills & Estates
• Bankruptcy
D.U.I.

Voice/TTY

297-0078

CONTRACTOR

J c

ATTORNEY

From Window Ropes
to Additions

Since 1982
Corasanlti Construction Co.

SOUTHERN
VOICE

RODIE

c

General Contractor
references

• Divorce
• Bankruptcy
• D.U.I.

• SPECIALIST
in small businesses
•ACCOUNTANT
'My computer or yours.'
•TAX PREPARATION

Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning
• Yardwork

RON EBY

3

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians

• Professional
• Licensed
• Bonded
♦ References

Feminist Women's Health Center

294-8590

874-7551

580 14th St. N.W.

Medication
Management

Gay/Lesbian
Sensitive

Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

AIDS
Counseling

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE (404) 843-9494

C^ MT VERNON MEDICAL CTR
|
755 MT. VERNON HWY
\
SUITE 350
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328

SOUTHERN
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MOVERS

D

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

MIDTOWN MOVERS
EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC.

National Certified Counselor

Liscensed & Insured

Individual, Couples & Group Therapy
• Relationships

Residential, Commercial. Office
Fine Antiques
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up

GROUPS FORMING IN JANUARY
counseling
women in transition
404 717-41

377-9870
(

MOVERS ~Q

PETS

C

MOVING!!!

DC

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1831

J C

PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Board Certified Psychiatrist

[

"There's no place
like home."

FAST SERVICE

352-1189

ffi

c

PETS

3 (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
Stella Eller, M.&., M.A.

Pet's Best Friend

Counseling

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

Let your pet stay home for the holidays.

CPSYCHOTHERAPIST)

Julia Strong, MSW

• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
•12 step focus

Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

874-2373

872-8065

sliding scale

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

(PSYCHOTHERAPY) (
A Workshop for Gay^
& Lesbian Couples

ROSE HILL

TRAVEL ~) (

r

Getting

Scholarships available for PWAs
Affordable therapy for the gay &
lesbian community

January 22-24
David Woodsfellow, Ph.D.
Jamey Collins, LCSW

728-9762

ask 872-8747

Privacy, seclusion,
mtn. views, king or queen
beds, Jacuzzi, full baths,
gourmet breakfasts.

USA-TRIP

Get away from the "work a day"
world at Mountain Laurel.
30 min. from Asheville

TRIPS
UNLIMITED

Reservations & Information

1004 VIRGINIA AVE. NE
ATLANTA 30306

(704) 628-9903

J>

TRAVEL

C

Groups & Individual
Vacations at Sea

TL2LCE

The Love
You Want

785 Marcus Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30316
404-525-2777

TRAVEL ~Q

The only gay/lesbian

Individuals
Couples
Groups

A. RSVP CRUISES
B. OLIVIA CRUISES
C. TRIPS HOME
TO MOM
t). ALL OF THE
ABOVE

Jump Ship & Go Cruisin'

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Stevett ^. SevUZex, Ttt.S.
Psychotherapist

"V

139 Lee Dot son Road
Fairview, NC 28730

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

CENTER
FOR

B'nB

)

3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

622-1597

JAMES

Hypnotherapy To Help
You Stop Smoking

TRAVEL
GETAWAYS.

In-home Pet Sitting

$70°°

J c

TRAVEL

Edward O. Nix, M.D.

ZOOKEEPERS, INC.

AS LOW AS

THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

fireplace, dtck\
andwaterfall.
'Beautifully furnished.

accommodations at the ocean
between Ft. Lauderdale and
Rehoboth. 10 miles to historic
Charleston. Affordable deluxe
rooms and breakfast, social
hour, 8-person spa and pool.
P0 Box 41
Folly Beach.SC 29439

(404) 297-3825

Exemsr

c

ELY CRUISES 892-8872

VETERINARIAN

A modern facility with
old-fashioned care

NMAN ANIMAL
HOSPITAL 584-8761

926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only

Whlere to find £JOUTHERN VOICE around Atl;anta
ANSLEY
Ansley Beach, Ansley Mall
Ansley Hair, 1518 Monroe
Ansley Health, 1259 Monroe
Ansley Therapy Asso.,1904 Monroe
Brushstrokes, 1510 Piedmont
Burkharts, 1492F Piedmont Rd.
Canine Showcase, Ansley Mall
Chapter 11 Books, Ansley Mall
Crazy Rayz, 1492 Piedmont
E.D.'s Gourmet Records, 1510 Piedmont
Funny Business, Ansley Mall
Laundry Lounge, Ansley Mall
Mail Boxes Etc, 1579 Monroe
Morningside Chase, 1445 Monroe
New Order, Ansley Mall
Royal Bagel, Ansley Mall
San Jose. 1510 Piedmont
Scandals, 1510 Piedmont
The Boy Next Door, 1447 Piedmont
The Cove, 586 Worchester Dr.
AVONDALE ESTATES
Avondale Pizza, 70 N. Avondate Rd.
Shakespeare & Co., 122 N. Avondale Rd.
BUCKHEAD
Bill's Health Market, Lindbergh Plaza
Book Warehouse, 3097 Piedmont Rd.
Cafe Intermezzo, 1865 Peachtree St. (Box)
Catering Specialties, 1863 Peachtree St.
Coco Loco, 2625 Sidney Marcus Blvd
Expressway Bowling Lns, 1936 Piedmont Rd.
Garden Hills Cinema, 2835 Peachtree Rd.
McDonald's, 2929 Peachtree Rd. (Box)
Oxford Books, 360 Pharr Rd.
Oxford Books, 2345 Peachtree Rd.
Oxford Too, 2395 Peachtree Rd.
The Darlington Apts, 2025 Peachtree Rd.
The Otherside, 1924 Piedmont

Turtle's Rhythm & Views, 2099 Peachtree Rd.
BUFORD HIGHWAY
Slosh Ostrow, 13 Corp Square, Ste 107
Sutton Place Apts, 3580 Bulord Hwy
Turtles, 3061 Buford Hwy
CHESHIRE BRIDGE
Buddies, 2345 Cheshire Br.
Dunk N Dine, 2277 Cheshire Br. (Box)
Hairanoia, 2000 Cheshire Br. (Box)
Hoedowns, 1890 Cheshire Br.
Let Music Play, 2345 Cheshire Br.
Opus,1086 AlcoSt.
Showcase Cinema, 2323 Cheshire Br.
The Heretic, 2069 Cheshire Br.
Two Pesos, 1895 Piedmont
White Orchid, 1803 Cheshire Br.
World Class Gym, 1859 Cheshire Br.
DECATUR
Cedar Tree, 1565 N. Decatur Rd.
Chapter 11 Books, 2105 N. Decatur Rd.
Colonial Oaks Apartments, 212 Adair St.
Eddie's Attic, 515 N. Mc Donough Ave.
Everybody's Pizza. 1593 N. Decatur Rd. (Box)
Golden Buddha, 1905 Clairmont Rd.
Karuna Counseling, 1549 Clairmont Rd.
Sage Hill, 1799 Briarcliff (Box)
Southern Star, 231 W. Ponce (Box)
DOWNTOWN
Atlanta Journal/Constiution,
72 Marietta St. (Box)
C&S Bank, 75 Piedmont (Box)
Georgia Power, 270 Peachtree St. (Box)
Grady IDC, 35 Butler St
GSU MARTA Station, Butler St (Box)
Main Library, Carnegie at Forsyth (Box)
The Pear Garden, 111 Luckie St.

GRANT PARK
Adams Realty, 460 Cherokee Ave. (Box)
Arts Exchange, 750 Kalb St.
La Glace, 562 Boulevard S.E.
Moreland Tavern, 1196 Moreland SE
LENOX
Lenox MARTA Station (Box)
Roasters, 2770 Lenox Rd.
Tower Records, Around Lenox
LITTLE 5 POINTS
Actors Express, 280 Elizabeth St.
Charis Books, 419 Moreland
Eat Your Vegetables, 438 Moreland (Box)
Fellini's Pasta, 1174 Euclid Ave (Box)
First Existentialist Cong, 470 Candler Park Dr.
Johnny's Pizza Cafe, 467 Highland
L5P Community Center, 1803 Austin Ave.
L5P Pharmacy, 484 Moreland
Sevananda. 1111 Euclid Ave. (Box)
The Atomic Cafe, 1655 McLendon
The Bradley Building, 772 Edgewood
The Movie Store, 299 Moreland
MARIETTA
Life Grocery, Roswell St.
Turtles, Towne Center Oaks
(across from Towne Ctr Mall)
MIDTOWN
AID Atlanta, 1438 W. Peachtree St.
Arts Center MARTA (Box)
Atlanta Gay Center, 63 12th St.
Backstreet, 845 Peachtree St.
Blakes, 227 10th St
Bulldog & Co, 893 Peachtree St.
Cafe Mythology, 1140 Crescent Ave.
Caremark, 1031 Juniper St.
Cha-Gio, 966 Peachtree St. (Box)

3

Janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayfield, DVM

(803) 588-9443

v_

1409 H. Highland
Suite M

Common Ground, 1053 Jumiper
Einstein's, 1077 Juniper
Feminist Women's Health Ctr, 580 14th St.
Frijoleros, 1031 Peachtree St.
Goodies 64 3d St.
Hemmingway's, 1049 Juniper
LaBamba, 1139 W. Peachtree St.
Loretta's, 708 Spring St.
Midtown Manor, 811 Piedmont
Midtown MARTA Station (Box)
NAPWA, 44 12th St.
North Ave. MARTA (Box)
Subway, 10th & Piedmont
The Armory, 836 Juniper
The Gallus, 49 6th St.
NORTH ATLANTA
Borders Books, 3655 Roswell Rd
Dunk'n'Dine, 4520 Roswell Rd
Incognito, 857 Collier Rd.
Life Grocery, Roswell St. Marietta
Turtles, Town Center Mall
PONCE CORRIDOR
Atlanta Family Health, 155 North
Braden Fellman, 931 Ponce de Leon
Buddies, 239 Ponce de Leon
Franks Place, 600 Ponce de Leon
Goody's, 304 Ponce de Leon
Renaissance Bookstore, Rio Mall
Skate Escape, 1086 Piedmont
Subway, 699 Ponce de Leon
The Eagle, 306 Ponce de Leon
The Phoenix, 567 Ponce de Leon
Tin Lizzies, 699 Ponce de Leon
Tortilla's, 774 Ponce de Leon (Box)
Turtles, 1039 Ponce de Leon
SOUTHEAST ATLANTA
Moreland Bar & Grill, 1196 Moreland Ave.

UNIVERSITIES
Emory, Dobbs Univ. Ctr. (Box)
GSU Sparks Hall, Courtland at Gilmer (Box)
GSU University Ctr, Courtland St. (Box)
Georgia Tech Student Ctr, Techwood Drive
Kennesaw State College, Soc. Sciences Bldg.
VIRGINIA-HIGHLAND
12 Step Books, 784 N. Highland
American Road House, 842 N. Highland
Atlantis Connection, 1402 N. Highland
Better Bodies, 931 Monroe
Blimpie, 931 Monroe
Boot Camp, 597 Cooledge Ave.
Camilla's, 1186 N. Highland (Box)
Caramba Cafe, 1409 N. Highland (Box)
Chow, 1026 1/2 N. Highland Ave.
Condomart, 632 N. Highland
Comer Compact Disc, 1048 N. Highland
Fleeman's Drugs, comer N. Highland &
St. Charles (Box)
Jake's, 931 Monroe
Maddix deluxe, 1034 N Highland
MCC of Atlanta, 800 N. Highland
Midtown YWCA, 957 N. Highland
Movies Worth Seeing. 1409 N Highland
Nature's Art, 1025 Virginia
RJ'S Uptown Cafe, 870 N. Highland
St. Charies Deli, 752 N. Highland
Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia (Box)
Stone Soup, 1248 Virginia
Superior Foods, 865 N Highland (Box)
Taco Max, 1006 N. Highland
The Silver Grill, 900 Monroe
Woody's, 981 Monroe

SOUTHERN
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Buying A Home Despite Credit Hurdles
Have you been getting depressed when you read that the current real estate
market is right for buyers but you think you can't buy due to problems with your
credit?
Experts suggest that yon do something about your bad credit rating or shortage
of down payment cash so that you can buy a home. All it takes is thinking
creatively and working with a real estate agent who can suggest homes which are
suitable for your individual situation.
Here are several typical financial problems which might describe you. Have
you filed foV bankruptcy last year and thereby ruined your credit? Do you have a
good job but hardly any cash for a down payment? Do you have a bad credit report
with several payments more than 30 days late?
Writer Robert J. Brass says that thousands of home buyers with one or more of
these financial difficulties purchase a home every day. "If any of these problems
belong to you," he advises, "don't let them stop you from buying a home."
There are eight generally-agreed steps to overcoming credit hurdles in buying a
home.
1) Prepare a realistic financial statement. Reques a blank financial statement
form and a loan application from your bank. Pretend that you're applying for a
home mortgage and fill out both the financial statement and a loan application. Be
honest and include all your assets, liabilities, income and expenses. In many cases,
individuals following this exercise are surprised to learn that their net worth is
higher than they realized.
2) Get a credit report on yourself. They usually cost about $10 unless
you've been turned down for credit and then they're free. The major nationwide
credit reporting companies will be listed in most city telephone directories. If you
discover incorrect information on your credit report of any kind, write to the credit
reporting service, explain the error and insist that it be promptly corrected or
removed. The credit bureau will verify your information with the creditor for their
version. After that, make sure to request a corrected credit report be forwarded to
you.
3) Buy a home with seller financing. One of the most overlooked ways to
buy a home: is .with seller financing. Home buyers with bad credit reports, or
shortages of cash for down payments, can often purchase residential property with
seller financing. With a modest down payment, few sellers ever bother to check
the buyer's credit standing since they realize that the property is the actual security
for their loan.
4) Buy a home with an assumable mortgage. Studies indicate that there are
millions of homes across the country that have assumable VA, FHA, and ARM
(adjustable rate mortgages) loans. Many of these don't even require the buyer to
qualify. Brass points out that older VA and FHA mortgages, in particular, can be
assumed with absolutely no buyer qualifications.
5) Lease a home with an option to buy. A lease-option allows the buyer to
try out the home while renting it while building up a rent credit. Many shrewd
buyers negotiate rent credits of between 25% to 100% of the rent paid toward the
down payment. Experts recommend that after you inspect "houses for rent" advertised in newspaper classified advertisements, that you suggest to the owner to lease
the house to you with an option to buy. One way to tempt the owner with this offer
is to pay 6 to 12 months rent in advance.
6) Buy the home with a partner. Some buyers can't afford the whole house
so why not simply buy half? Let the seller retain the other half in what is known as
"equity sharing." Others who can become equity sharers in your home include
your parents or a wealthy relative who can make the down payment with you
making the monthly mortgage payments. The non-resident co-owner is entitled to
income tax deductions for the share of the property which is rented to you, the
resident co-owner.
7) Get a mortgage co-signer. Obtain a mortgage co-signer such as your
parents. The co-signers are required in most cases to also own part of the property
by the majority of lenders. However, the co-signer can later stop claiming their
share even though they will remain legally obligated for the loan payments if you
default.
8) Borrow the down payment With good income and good credit, you might
be able to actually borrow the down payment from your bank or credit union on an
unsecured basis. This method works especially well in seller financing purchases.
With the current slow to soft real estate sales market and low interest rates, you
shouldn't ignore any and ail opportunities to purchase a home regardless of your
previous financial history,
THOM CARDWEL1.

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY
•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages
Exceptional Service

Fixed S Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

If You're Not
Dealing With

COLDUieU.
BANKeRU

LEE
SMITH

^B

You're only netting II2 the
attention vou deserve!

JIM HILLIARD

HOUSE
OF THE WEEK

RE/MAX in TOWN

622-2127/728-8800

"'*"-.

Extra cute Grant Park
cottage. Old time
charm with modern
updates. Extra deep
lot. Steal at $81,900.

Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$ 125,000 range.
■■/
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The perfect home meets
your budget, personal
taste and life-style. Call
me to help you find it.
Thank you far your
business, Southern Voice
readers.
CALL

CHRIS
CARROLL

Diana Refsland
874-4443
Mary Beth Wallace
873-4788

321-3123
X34707
office
225-8311
dig, beeper

RE/MAX metro atlanta

Intown Specialists for
Homes & Investment
Properties
WEIGHING THE MORTGAGE OPTIONS?
Let BRET D0MAN balance them out for you!

I

PERSONAL &
CONVENIENT
SERVICE

JUMBO LOANS

VA LOANS
VaJHb COMMERCIAL LOANS
CONDO & INVESTOR "
FIXED & ADJUSTABLE
1st & 2nd MORTGAGES
CASH OUT REFINANCES
EASY BUY PROGRAMS
NO INCOME VERIFICATION

BRET DOMAN

FOURTEEN WEST
REALTORS

141 IN. Highland Ave.
Atlanta
874-6357

HAMMOND CROSSING MORTGAGE

(0) 404-458-3500 (Pager) 679-2650

Variety & Convenience •

AMERICAN

c M

ORTGAGE, CORP.

flNANCIAL

Paula Needle, GRI

JEFFREY HALEY
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404-726-1666

404-399-0912

——J

emorydecatur
rA-TL-A-N-TA

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
ASSUMABLE
Low down payment, Lakeside area.
3BD/2BA brick home, privacy,
fenced yd, screened porch. $127,000
ANSLEY-MORNINGSIDE
3BD/3.5BA Euro-contemp tnhse,
decks, fenced yd, garage. Si 59,900

\ RON JOHNSTON
1 Coldwell Banker - Emory

(0)321-4461
(H) 321-2740

Office 321-3123
Home 299-1954

Chuck Daily

ART AUERBACH
"The first name in Real Estate
and the last name you 11 ever need"

of Buckhead

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

Re/Max Metro Atlanta 815-1776
Each office independently owned & operated.

ELI

■
■
•
'
'

Serving our
community
for over
ten years.

AmenirxTofthc
Ij I
ISearsRjvuioit) NtUwrkliP ■

Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor

'

—ELI saleeby —

728-8800
RE/MAX Intown

t M
ext. 9230
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DECEMBER

AIDS Services
& Education
The Metropolitan Atlanta HIV Health Services Planning Council will hold Public
Forums to present its priorities for HIV/
AIDS funding from the 1993 Ryan White
CARE Act for Fulton and DeKalb Counties. Tne public will be asked for input on
identifying needs and gays in services for
the provision of HIV/AIDS care and treatment. Forums are from 6:30-8:00pm on
Dec. 7, 6:30-8.-00pm at Fulton Co. Gov't
Ctr., 141 Pryor St., Assembly Hall; Dec. 8
at Southside Healthcare, Inc, 1039 Ridge
Ave., SW; and Dec. 10 at DeKalb Co. Board
of Health, 440 Winn Way, Rm. 256. (5.42)
"Every economic decision can also be a
political one!" Purchase home and personal products that benefit people with
AIDS. 50% of the proceeds of AIDS20
goes to Project Open Hand and 50% goes
to AID Atlanta. Call the AIDS20 charitable trust. 875-5456. (5.43)
Support Group for HIV positive physicians
and demists. For more information contact:
634-0672.
P.A.L.S. Pets Are Loving Support - Providing P.W.A.s with information on obtaining canine and feline companions,
free pet food and reduced vet care. WE
NEED YOUR HELP! Donations for pet
supplies and food Transportation of food
and pels. Foster homes. Donate. Volunteer. 876-7257. Leave message.

PWA/HIV Support Group, call 214-8054.
Friends & Family of PWA/HIV, call
Margo Barnard at 832-9866. AIDS Bereavement Group, call Pick Conner at 8366505 (days) or 834-8195 (eve).
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 - new project of the Feminist
Women's Health Ctr. Learn how HIV is
transmitted, testing locations, how to clean
your "works," how to use condoms, dental
dams or anything about HIV and AIDS.
Trained phone counselors 5:30-9:30pm
Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller
anonymity assured. To volunteer call Ionia
at 874-7551.
HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. Wed. eve., transportation avail;
Family support group for loved ones of
HIV+ African Am.; "Latex Lovers" sexpos. HIV prevention prog, for GBM (need
volunteers also); FREE ANONYMOUS
HIV TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb. For
confidential info call OUTREACH, INC.
346-3922.
HIV HEALING & SUPPORT GROUP.
Facilitated group for HIV+ persons wishing to explore emotional and spiritual therapies in warm, safe environment. 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays, 7:30-9pm. Unity-Midtown
Church Activity Center, 1065 Spring. 8741937.
AIDSCHAIM: Congregation Bet Haverim
sponsors a support group for those affected
by the AIDS crisis. Meets the 1st & 3rd
Thurs. at 7:30pm, Friends Meeting House,
701 W. Howard St., Decatur. Info/Directions? Edie, 642-3467.

AID Atlanta: the Southeast's largest non- profit AIDS service agency. Services include education, case management, transportation, housing, buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric
services, support groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600 for more information.

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is a
supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.

Tuesday Night at The Shrine - A weekly
dinner open to ALL individuals with HIV.
Tuesday at 6pm. Come and have some fun,
laughs and great food. The Shrine is located at 48 MLK Jr. DT„ Atlanta on the
corner of Central Ave. FREE. For information call Alan Dillmann, 521-1866.

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast. Hours
are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We
are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with
parking in the rear. For more information
phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320,
or write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA
30357-7003.

HIV/AIDS SUPPORT GROUPS IN
CARROLL TON You don't have to deal
with HIV/AIDS alone. All groups are held
weekly- confidential and free of charge.

1

Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. Call 876-

5372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661,
for info, counseling and referral. 6:0011:00pm 365 days a year.
ACT UP/Atlania: 874-6782 (office & 24hr.
voice mail)
AIDS Information Line / GA Toil-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

Announcements

FOR WOMEN ONLY
A unique club designed for Gay/Bi women
of the 90*s. Dedicated to the interest of our
members. Serving the Atlanta to Chattanooga are like no other. For complete information send SI to Unique, PO Box 8034,
Chattanooga, IN 37411 (5.42)
Photographer seeks will IIIV+ individuals
for documentary awareness project. Variety in race, gender, and sexual orientation
sought with preference to those open with
their stories and relaxed in front of camera.
David 873-0908. (5.42)
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS Emergence/
Atlanta has just formed. A group for Lesbians/Gays interested in studying Christian
Science/Metaphysics. (404) 215-0585.
(5.52)
OutProud Theater will hold Spring show
auditions for Lanford Wilson's Lemon Sky
(directed by Lawrence Keller) and Martin
Sherman's Bent (directed by Bob Putnam)
on Saturday, December 12 from 10:00 am
to 6:00 pm at 75 Bennett Street NW, Suite
N-l. All ages and all types needed. Resume, photo and one two-minute monologue. Call 609-9590 for audition appointment. (5.43)

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassiiy or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

House Cleaning Assistant—Potential for
own client schedule. Dependable, detail oriented, with own transportation. Previous
experience preferred, Call Nora, 872-1754,
between 9-5. (5.43)
Account manager wanted for local advertising publication. Looking for professional,
personable energetic person. Business is
located near Griffin. Call Grant 229-5591
voice mail. (5.43)

Is there a "C" Language Guru who can
teach me **C" or "C++"? Will reimburse
time spent on training with work or cash.
Call Vim on 634-0809. (5.42)

FOR SALE

PUMP IRON

Busy, successful, attorney seeking ambitious, positive attitude, clean-cut, wholesome, attractive GWM student 18-24 as
personal assistant / house boy / companion.
371-0978.(5.44)

MASSAGE FOR WOMEN
Internationally qualified Knglish masseuse
offers aromatherapy massage for deep relaxation. Introductory offers. Gift certificates. Information - Pat 688-2659. (5.45)

Real Estate

SPIT SHINE

LITTLE 5 PTS Great apartments in renovated older house. 2 BR, 1 BR. Call 5819782 for details. (5.42)

Residential / Commercial Cleaning. Reasonable, Reliable, Dependable. References
Upon Request, l-'rec l\slimales. Call Alan at
875-9374.(5.42)

OWN A PIECE OF LESBOS

BUCKHEAD STYLE

On Sept. 15, 1992, 270 women landed on
Lesbos on a pilgrimage to Sappho's Ruins.
I was a member of that herstoric cruise and
brought back two jars of sand from the
very beaches Sappho and her students
walked. You can give that special woman a
most unique Christmas gift- a small wearable vial of Lesbian sand. Total cost, $12.00
including S&H. and certificate of authenticity. Limited supply. When it's gone, it's
gone! Send $ 12 to MAC, 49 Waverly Way,
NE, Atlanta, GA 30307. (5.43)

AND MARTA CONVENIENCE
2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 BA townhomes—specials on years leases. Call Neal at 3258521, 9-5 or 262-3727 after 5pm. (5.42)

ROOMMATES
VA-Highlands GWM, quiet, professional,
non-smoker to share bungalow - 2 BR, 1
BA, den. A/C, W/D, must like cats. $350 +
1/2 mil. 842-0924. (5.45)
Clairmont/85—Non-smoking, recovering &
responsible person to share 2 BR, 2 BA
apt. $300+ 1/2 phone & cable. Vivian 3290344. (5.45)
Decatur: Private bedroom w/lots of windows, ceiling fan, half bath and private entrance. $325.00 includes util. 377-2994, ask
for Sue. (5.43)

New & Lnique Gay & Lesbian Matching
Service." Instantly photographs & profiles
you for others. See your unlimited # of
matches. Hrec info & location 605-7421.
(5.43)

FORGET THEM...N0T!
We send cards for all occasions. (All holidays, birthdays, anniversaries, etc.) Reasonable Rates. To order call (404) 3664735. (5.42)

TRAVEL
SKI CRESTED BUTTE, COLORADO.
Gay owned bed and breakfast in historic
mountain town. Hot tub, gourmet breakfast, ski bus, apres ski parties, more. Call
for lift-lodging packages. (303) 349-1201.
(5.50-EJ.)

VOLUNTEERS
Human Rights Campaign Fund • 1993 Dinner Committee needs volunteers for: ad sales
and corporage sponsorships. Use your sales

P.O. Box 18215

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

Atlanta, GA 30316

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm

In PePSOn: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN
CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
20 words
$3.00 minimum
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00

20 words
$12.00 minimum
Giant headlines
$3.00
After 4 issues:
20 words
$11.00 minimum
each additional word $1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

WBLCONNECTION

COMPUTE YOUR COST

20 words @ 3.00
# addit. words @ 500
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL

20 words @ 12.00
# addit. words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
# issues

TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues

Name
Address
City

Phone.

SERVICES

GWM seeks same to rent massive one bedroom apartment. Fully renovated with fireplaces, hardwood floors. lj*ndlord will grant
rent rebate for general chores. $425/parlial
utilities, 404-378-0841. (5.43)

TO PLACE AN AD

State

Grant Park—GM share spacious home w/
3, private entrance, Wsh/Dry, calm environment, S300/mo. incl. util. 622-0384 (H).
616-6863 (W) ask for Mike. (5.42)

Mailing address:

ORDER FORM

Category,

MARIETTA
GM Professional student seeks lesbtan/feminist to share furnished 2 BR, 2 liA in nice
complex. $285 + 1/2 util. 419-2233 fid.
(5.42)

FOR RENT

Luxury 1 bedroom condo at Ihe Ponce,
view of l-'ox "theater, many extras. $900
month. 876-8700, Partners Mgmt. Co.
(5-42)

Sizes 24, 22, 20, 18 Jeans, slacks, shirts,
dresses. Nice Stuff!! $5.00 up. 688-9142.
(5.43)

GF/M to share 3 BR, 2 1/2 BA home in
Austell. Fireplace, private deck, garage, in
quiet area. $350/mo. No dogs pis. 819-9941.
(5.43)

MASSAGE

Continental Weigt Machine. Like new. Includes pec deck and Roman chair. $600
originally SUM). Call to see. 874-8416.
(5.43)

BIG BEAUTIFUL DYKES!
PART TIME

Health

SEEKING

Employment

D E X CLASSIFIED
AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTING/TAXES
EMPLOYMENT
Part Time
Full Time
Seeking*
HEALTH
Fitness
Personal Growth
Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
MERCHANDISE
Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
Financing
For Rent
For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE W\CEC0NNECTI0N
Men
Women
TV/TS

FULL TIME
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Zip

Text (Please print):

VOICE

4 weeks
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
COMPUTE YOUR COST FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
# add. words @ 500 ea/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/week
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
(4 weeks minimum)
x
# weeks
TOTAL COST
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Lifting weights is not the only thing this
GBF has the arms for. Feminine smile and
gentle touch needed, tr 1097

Volunteers
and people skills to make a difference in
our community. Call 662-4280. (5.43)
Volunteer Counselors are needed for
Grady *s Infectious Disease Clinic. Help orient new patients to HIV, clinic services,
and healthful living skills. Contact John H.
Templeton at 616-2440.
AID Atlanta is recruiting volunteers to become facilitators for SAFE SEX Parties in
the gay community. These parties are lots
of fun. Also volunteers to conduct safer
sex/risk reduction workshops. Call Pat
Grindel for information —S72-O6O0. Volunteers needed in various areas of AIDS
service and education. Training provided.
Call AID Atlanta, 872-0600.
PROJECT OPEN HAND needs volunteers
to prepare and/or deliver meals to PWAs
Monday through Saturday. A few hours a
month can make a lot of difference. Contact Ralph McKay at 525-4620.

Voice Connection
WONBI
Attractive CWF with chronic fatigue syndrome seeking same for walks, picnics,
books, friendship & life in the slow lane, rt
1113
GWF, 28, professional, well-educated, cultured, refined, feminine, attractive, seeks
sophisticated, feminine GWF who possesses
good values for friendship / monogamous
relationship. Well share sports, travel, theater, dining.tr 1106
Pretty GBF seeks loving counterpart.
Should enjoy books, classic jazz, cards, outdoor activities. Should detest drugs, alcohol. Madonna, cigarettes.tr 1099
GWF Couple (27, 26) seek other GWF
couples for platonic friendships for movies, dinner, going out, etc. Please call tr
1094
GWF, 22, responsible, educated, crazy,
wide-open, kind-hearted. New to GA. Looking for similar new buddies. P.S. - Having
dance withdrawals, tr 1102

GBF, Meridian: Quiet, sensitive, cerebral,
professional, avid reader, traveler. Into New
Age thought. Seeking like-minded sisters
for correspondence / friendship, tr 1093
Cute, feminine, GWF, 26, educated, motivated, professional, energetic, somewhat
wild and wacky, seeks kindred spirits. No
drugs or butch, tr 1024
GWF, 28, intelligent, feminine, attractive
non-smoker who lives near Asheville, North
Carolina. Loves outdoors and romance.
Seeks girlfriend for friendship, possibly
more, TT 1018
GWF, fernme, 25, w/5yr. old daughter seeks
GFs for friendship. The rest is destiny's
call. Call me today! -a 1026
GWF seeks attractive, romantic lesbian over
30 for relationship. tr 1028
GF seeks fun, intelligent, good looking female for friendship, possible relationship.
Me: 5*8", 150 lbs and a good catch, tr
1075
Youthful GWF, mature BiWF seeking differently pleasured females for role-playing, fantasy. Instructions for beginners. FOB
620021, Atlanta, GA 30362. tt 1074
30 year old GBF looking for 30 & up GBF.
No drugs and no drinking, tr 1023
GWF, 35, fem seeking GWF with SUPERIOR intelligence, satirical wit, conversational skills. BUTCH OK! MUST HAVE
A BRAIN TO RESPOND, tr 1081
GW Feminine, Latin Lover. Sexy, 5'7",
1251bs -30 something. Independent, strong.
Funny. You—tall blonde feminine - 30
something - opposites attract! tr 1029
Hot Chocolate professional, mother of one,
32, slender & attractive, seeking tall slender, handsome woman to share quality time.
tr 1020
GBF, 38, professional, attractive, very effeminate, seeks the ideal aggressive female
for serious relationship. Butches welcome,
tr 1019

fashioned romance. Seeking butch for possible relationship. TRAY tr 1022

MEN

New to Atlanta, GBF, in search of that
special lady who's not afraid of an interracial relationship, tr 1003

Responsible, stable, mature, romantic WM
- masculine, 40s, professional. Great mentor. Seeks quality friendship with novice /
curious WM 18-25. Discretion Assured, tr
1115

Novice GWM Slave Boy, short, cute, lean,
muscular, hairy, 35. Seeks light training
from Muscular Daddy, GWM, HIV-,
smoke/drug free, tr 1105

BM, 30*s masculine, endowed, versatile,
trim, seeks same in Hispanic or BM. tr
1116

BiWM 6*4" 2601bs, 34, looking for
sportsminded BM masc. (TOP) discreet to
handle it. tr 1091

GWM, 37, healthy HrV+, brave, honest,
respectable but iconoclastic, slim, bald, artistic, self-employed seeks another brave
man willing to explore life. Chattanooga.
Box 1313, 1189 Virginia Ave., NF, Atlanta, GA 30306. (5.45)

GWM, 29, attractive, 5*5", 132Ibs, BRN/
BRN, beard, moustache, hairy. Seeks attractive 6'+, 30*s, non-smoking GWM for
relationship, tr 1092

MARRIAGE
GWM, 27, seeks GWF for marriage of convenience. Would father child if you desire.
Former Olympian. Degree sports administration, tr 1076
Looking for a fun-loving friend-lover near
Asheville, NC. I am feminine, healthy, a
little shy, goofy (not looking), 30, and very
much alive BIWF. Call me, talk to me, how
else will we ever meet? tr 1025
Very attractive, feminine GWF, 31, professional, non-smoker who loves the arts, travel
and theatre seeking same for fun or possible relationship, tr 1021
GU(;, 33, good looking, fun loving, serious, aggressive, drug free. Seeking 100%
lesbian, 19-33 years old, companion to
travel with on a Carribean vacation. Absolutely no biscxuals, smokers, no drugs, for
friendship and possible romance, tr 1017
GF with interslial cyctitis warns to meet
other G females with intcrstial cystitis to
form support group. Confidentiality assured.
tr 1015
Single black female, 30, professional, discreet, seeking same. Enjoy movies, theatre,
music and love to have fun. tr 1007
Pretty GBF, 25, 5'5", 120 lbs. very affectionate. Seeks gay fem female who's intelligent and serious about a friendship / relationship, tr 1013
GWF, 30, lonely, heart broken, seeking
GWF for friendship, possible relationship.
No more games. Honest, serious. Loves
outdoors, movies and more, tr 1002
GBF, 22 looking for GF's between 21 &
30. For friendship and possible relationship, tr 1014
Fmusician seeks others (M/F) for new band.
Blues / Rock / Folk / Country. No pop. It
scares me. tr 1011

Fem GWF, 22, into politics as well as old-

Very goodlooking WM, 26, clean cut, muscular, All-American looks, seeks wealthy,
generous, supportive WM for mutually beneficial fun. Any age, weight, tr 1117
HOT TOP: Cieancut, boyish, 38, blue eyes,
plays safe. Seeks cute bottom for hot fun.
tr 1118
French passive seeks buddy. Dominant
white professional wants agressive French
active companion. Affectionate man for
hungry partner. Let's start something! tr
1119
S College '87-*89, GBM, 24, 5*7", masculine, Christian, chemically free, outdoorsy,
into fitness, versatile, romantic, monogamous. Seeking similar my age. SV Box
1312, 1189 Virginia Ave., NF, Atlanta, GA
30306. (5.44)

.
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Waiting

Sunday

Monday

Waiting

Waiting

Wednesday

Waiting

GWM, 5'8", 160*1, healthy, professional,
generous, seeks lunch partner and afternoon relaxations, tr 1082

GWM, 36, HIV+, healthy, discreet, masculine, submissive seeks BM top for friendship, fun, weekends in Atlanta. POB 928,
Athens3O603.tr 1109

GWM, 50; apiarist, aviculturist, herbalist,
horticulturist; humble, meek, healthy seeks
masculine, aggressive partner to share
simple country life (handicapped welcome),
tr 1089

Latino GWM, 24, 6', sincere, good personality, seeks secure male for friendshippossible relationship, race unimportant.
Healthy, no ferns please, tr 1108

GWM 38, 170, 6', clean cut daddy type.
Work out. Seeks 25-40 for submissive relationship, non-smoker, HIV neg. tr 1087

Are you out there? GWM, 29, seeks honest, caring GBM (21-40) Prince Charming.
I want my happily ever after, tr 1111

Submissive, GWM 48, eager, willing, ready
to serve. Seeks aggressive, strict, well built,
top, dominant with small fist. Call soon!!
tr 1104

GWM, 34, 5'8", 1601b., BR/BL.
Goodlooking, athletic, muscular. Cultured,

Waiting

GWM, 41, 5*11", 165, BR/BL, romantic,
relationship oriented, looking for long term
relationship with caring, down-to-earth
WM, 26-32. Call tr 1080

Attractive GWM, 33, with boyish good
looks, in great shape, seeks young, handsome, hunky GBM for hot times and friendship, tr 1090

WM, 34, attractive, well built, masculine,
with strong intellectual curiosity seeks that
same combination in someone else, 27-38.
tr 1107

Thursday

GWM, 25, 5*3", 135. br/bL looking for hot
safe times with 35 or younger top. PR,
latino. Oriental preferred, tr 1095

Good looking, fun, passive HIV+ man, new
to Atianta wants safe kink (bondage, spanking, etc.). Also into local music scene, tr
1114

GWM, 50; seeks younger, mature, masculine, non-smoking GWM/GAM who appreciates the companionship of an older
gentleman for possible relationship, tr 1103

Tuesday

GWM, 37, BlJBlue, attractive, intelligent,
healthy, passionate, masculine, trim, muscular, hairy, long "married" and homy.
Seeks attractive, daytime top buddy, tr 1096

GWM, 29, 5*11, 170, BR/BL. Attractive,
receding, honest, monogamous. Seeks safe,
romantic, fit, smooth WM around same age.
Possibly permanent relationship, tr 1084

GWM, 35, 6", 165, versatile, seeks single
masculine hairy GWM over 6' for friendship & poss. relationship. No head games,
tr 1110

1

WM, masculine, 6*3", 185 lbs., 43, HIV-,
closeted, seeks only similar, masculine,
HIV-, hung, WM for private regular mutual satisfaction, tr 1098

MB 25, 6', 170 lbs, new to town seeks other
males 21-35 for friendship. Interested?
Leave msg. tr 1112

No bullshit white man. Healthy, 41, 6*2",
220 uncut top. Wants safe fun with oral and
butch bottom men. Like 18-32, short hair,
buzz cuts, country, semi-redneck, or students. Blondes, reds, big plus, but not required. Box 13793, Atlanta 30324.

-

well-educated, stable, masculine, romantic,
adventurous. Seeks same in mature GWM
30-45.tr 1100

White male bottom looking for top man,
any race or age for daytime get-togethers—
very discreet, tr 1086
GWM, 30, country music lover eager to
learn C&W dance, needs partner, teacher,
new friends. Interested? Please respond, tr
1079
Above average, masculine GWM, 40 seeks
similar attractive and sincere GWM 25-40
for relationship. POB 550183, Atlanta,
30355. tr 1083
GWM, 37, 6'2", 200, smooth uncut seeks
hairy bearded guy 30-40 for friendship or
more. Smoker OK. tr 1085
Wrestlers wanted by athletic WM 5*11",
190#. tr 1068
GWM, 25, honest, sincere, looking for
GWM 28-35 for good times, possible friendship leading to solid relationship, tr 1065
Tom from Atlanta, visiting Washington DC
Thursday, August 6: sorry you had prior
commitment. When will you return? Harry.
tr 1064
GWM, 39, handsome, professional, masculine, healthy, in shape, hairy, horny. Seeks
attractive top for discrete, safe daytime fun

1 o / l 9 9 2

& friendship, tr 1067
GWM, 29, 5'9". 160, Br/Hz. Very masculine, good-looking, muscular, health-conscious, honest, educated, high-achiever,
humanitarian, stable, laid-back, casual, playful, out-going, open-minded, with varied
interests, seeks same, tr 1066
GWM, 26, college student, 6'0". 165 lbs,
muscular, clean-cut, looking for wealthy
WM for fun and excitement, any age,
weight, tr 1060
GWCM, 23, seeks non-smoking GWCM
18-30 with a genuine love for life and laugh
ter to help paint "picket fences." tr 1078
GBM, 5'9" - 196 lbs. seeks top GBM for
honest, serious friendship and or relationship. Serious persons please, tr 1077
WM, 25, 5*9", 175 lbs., seeks other nonstereotypical WM 18-30 for friendship or
more. I live in Chattanooga but travel to
Atlanta weekly. All answered, tr 1062
GBM, 36. 6*4", 185W; Top seeks tall and/or
fat GWM into GR; welcome bald, beards.
gray, hirsute, big feel, tr 1055
GBM, 35, Ph.D., honest, sincere, professional, financially secure, aggressive, seeks
GWM, Italian, Hispanic wiih similar qualities, l^t's talk / get acquainted, tr 1050
GWM, 22, college student, feels disgusted
by the effeminacy and crudeness typical of
gays; is looking for someone else who is
not at home among them, tr 1049
GWM, 30, 5'9", BIVBL, 170, looking for
my "thirty some thing." Call VOICFbox for
addres or leave message, tr 1061
GWM, 32,5*11', 165, HIV neg, short black
hair, dark eyed top man needs light hair
blued eyed bottom boy. tr 1059
WM, 29, 6ft, 175, Bruce Willis type, DIS
CREET, closeted, seeks long, monogamous
relatinship with same. Henry, Rockdale areas, tr 1058
BM, 18,5*8", bottom seeks masculine male,
any race, for fun, friendship and much more.

TAG-YOU'REIT
Do you feel like the niaytag repairman? No
phone messages. No maintenance contracts.
No service calls. Maybe I can change your
life, tr 1057
GWM, 20; attractive, non-stereotypical,
passionate, relationship-oriented, W.G.C.
student seeks cute, young GWM student
18-22 for friendship or more, tr 1056
Hot, horny, hairy, heavily hung hunk.
Daddy-type (early 40*s) seeks sons, companions. Preferably tall, muscular, endowed,
tr 1054
Masculine, attractive GWM, 31,6" 1", 185#
seeks masculine black male for fun & possible relationship, tr 1053
Attractive, fit, professional GWM couple
26/38. Seek adventurous, imaginative, submissive, in shape guys into discipline, bondage, leather, servicing. Curious, inexperienced OK. tr 1047
GWM, 31, 155, Br/Br, handsome, welladjusted, hopeless romantic seeks swell guy
(18-35) for relationship, tr 1046
GWM, 29, Professional, nice-looking, HIV
positive, is interested in meeting similar
professional guys for friendship or possible
relationship, tr 1052

VOICE CONNECTION
TO PLACE FREE AD

Voice

Connection
■
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What are you waiting for?
■.----

VOICE CONNECTION
CALL NOW TO RESPOND

1 -900-370-4099
($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.)

CALL 876-1 831 NOW TO PLACE YOUR FREE AD

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00.
Mail or drop off your completed order for with
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be
mailed to you which will enable you to
record your spoken message
AT NO COST.

& TO RESPOND
> Check each week's paper for ads

A 4*

which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
symbol a and call 1-900-370-4099. The
system will guide you to the recorded message of
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
charged to your phone bill.

VuALIi IWW ($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch lone phones only.]
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LET'S
DO IT
LIVE!

GBM, 20, 6*3", 175, very attractive exmodel, seeks attractive, fit, professional yet
fun GWM 21-35 for friendship or more. IT
1051
Beguiling GBM, 30, Attractive-Long-Hair
(bottom), seeks dominant attractive (top)
but sensitive GWM Italian or Hispanic for
relationship, good times. •» 1038
WM, 31, 6*3", 230 lbs, professional, enjoys local music scene, movies. Braves, concerts, wants to meet intelligent non-stereotypical friends. t» 1045
WM, 42, 1801bs, 6*2", HIV-, looking for
masculine. Uncut, HIV-, blue collar kinda
guy for afternoon shade breaks, tr 1044
Asians, Blacks, Hispanics! Mature WM,
hot, fun, physical, more. Beginners welcome. ■» 1043

lltfi

Senior seeks to mentor, pamper, and have
day-time relaxation and fun with attractive
male 20-40. -a 1072

MASSAGE
Attractive, gentle, strong, mature, WM, 45,
6'0", 165#, blonde/blue, seeks masculine
men 25+, fun/friendship. •» 1042
Attractive GWM, 35, HIV+, seeks other
GWMs for friendship & fun, I'm 5'6" Bl/
BL, 122#. Healthy. Call •» 1079
Very masculine suburban WM, 40, 6', 175
lbs, dark curly hair, mustache. Seeks submissive daytime companion for discreet
encounters & friendship, it 1035

I

LOCAL MEN
PICKED BY YOUR AREA CODE
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED

Choose from Live Connections, Private
ONE-ON-ONE, RE-MATCH or Bulletin Board.
MEETLINE ™ Gay owned and operated.
Supporting our community every way possible.

FREE BONUS FILM

with purchase

ORDER TODAY - ENJOY TOMORROW!!

BIJOU'S ?Om£XPG£S£
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AS LOW AS $5.50!!

Or FAX 312-337-1270

Spring Cleanup
The Yearling
Boys in the Sand (Wakefield Poole)
9 1/2 Inches
LA. Tool & Die (Gage Brothers)
Rawhide
Wanted (Steve Scott)
The Bigger the Better (Matt sterling)
Two Handfuls (John Summers)
Tough Competition
Blonds Do It Best
Hot Male Mechanics
lb order by mail* lend check, money order, or your Visa, MC, or AmEx number (with expiration dale), plus a
signed statement that you are over 21, to: BUOU VIDEO, 1363 Norm Wells, Chicago, II60610.
SHIPPING: Express Overnight, (upon availability of lope.) Add $5.50 For the first lope, $1 for each additional.
No US Mail shipments or shipments to P.O. Boxes. (Allow approximately three days for delivery of first-time
orders.) We do not ship to MS, NC, NE, PR, TN, UT, or VI. 'Please include both daytime and nighttime phone
numbers when placing an order. Or call 1-800-933-7111 • Or FAX 313-337-1270
Prices good through April 30, 1993

10/1992

